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I ABSTRACT 

During May and June 1992, a series of foam trials was carried out 
on a 56m' circular tray, using 1400 litres of petrol as fuel for 
each test. At least two manufacturers' versions of the foam 
types AFFF, AFFF-AR, FFFP, FFFP-AR, FP, protein (P) and synthetic 

I 
(S) were applied to the test fires using standard fire service 
equipment and techniques. 

I 
All of the film forming foam concentrates (AFFF, AFFF-AR, FFFP, 
and FFFP-AR) gave quick and progressive knockdowns and virtual 
extinctions. with few exceptions, the non-film forming foam 
concentrates (FP, P and S) were significantly slower. 

Both AFFF-AR, all three FP, one of the FFFP-AR and one of the P 
foam concentrates gave very good burnback performances. All of 
the AFFF, FFFP and S foam concentrates gave poor burnback

I performances. The burnback performances of all of the foam 
concentrate types were affected to some extent by fuel 
contamination. 

I 
In order to achieve optimum fire fighting performance, foam 
concentrates should always be used at the manufacturers 
recommended concentrations and at least the minimum application 
rates recommended in Dca Letter 10/91. 
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IlAIIAGBMEMT SUIOIARY 

Introduction 

The Fire Experimental Unit (FEU) has been closely involved in the 
development of the proposed European (CEN) and International 
(ISO) standards for foam concentrates. The FEU work has been 
focused on the standards for low expansion foam concentrates 
because it is these foams that are most commonly used by the UK 
fire service. 

The small pool fire tests contained within these standards have 
been under particular scrutiny because they are intended to be 
the main means of classifyinq foam concentrate performance. 

FEU have carried out over 100 of these tests and some of the 
results have been disturbinq. In particular, some qood quality 
foam concentrates, whioh performed well durinq previous FEU larqe 
scale fire tests, have failed to extinquish the standard fire 
tests when used at full strenqth and so have not passed the 
standards. 

In order to oheck that the results achieved by foam ooncentrates 
durinq the standard fire tests were reasonable, FEU carried out 
a series of larqe scale fire tests usinq petrol in a 56 square 
metre circular fire tray. 

To make these larqe scale fire tests as realistic as possible, 
foam was applied to petrol fires by a firefiqhter usinq fire 
service equipment, tactics and recommended foam applioation 
rates. 

This report detail. these larqe scale fire tests and provides 
results and conclusions on the performance of the various foam 
ooncentrates tested. The results of these tests are not compared 
here with those achieved durinq the standard fire tests. 

Choice of roaa concentrate. and Application 

Those foam concentrate types that are qenerally available to 
briqades were chosen for the tests. They were aqueous film 
forminq foUl (AFFF), alcohol resistant AFFF (AFFF-AR), protein 
(P), fluoroprotein (FP), film forminq FP (FFFP), alcohol 
resistant FFFP (FFFP-AR) and synthetic (S). At least two 
manufacturers versions of each of these were used: in all 15 
different foam concentrates were tested. 

All of the foam concentrates were used at the concentration 
recommended by the manufacturer for petrol fires which was 
usually 3t. In addition, the effects of usinq weak foam 
concentrates on larqe fires were investiqated with the film 
forminq foam concentrates (AFFF, AFFF-AR, FFFP and FFFP-AR) beinq 
used at 2t and 1.5t concentrations. 

Durinq the majority of the fire tests, the foams were applied at 
the mi nimum rates recommended to the fire service. Th.se are 4 
lpm/m2 for the film forminq foam concentrates, 5 lpD/m2 for FP 



and 6.5 lpm/m2 for Protein. In addition, two of the FP foam 
concentrates were applied at 4 lpm/m2 in order to directly 
compare the performance of FP with that of the film forming foam 
concentrates when used under the same conditions. There is no 
recommended OX fire service application rate for synthetic foam 
because it is not normally used in this country at low expansion. 
However, poor performance was anticipated and so it was applied 
at a rate of 6.5 lpm/1l2 • 

Commonly available fire service foam branchpipes were used for 
applying foam to the test fires. An Angus F225H branch was 
employed for the 4 and 5 lpm/m2 tests and an Angus F450H was 
employed for the 6.5 lpm/m2 tests. 

Fire Te.t Procedure 

The tests were carried out in a purpose-built 56m2 circular tray 
with a concrete base and a metal rill. For most tests, the tray 
contained 1400 litres of lead-free petrol (with no oxygenates) 
floating on a water base. The petrol was ignited and allowed to 
burn for 1 minute before the foall stream was gently applied 
directly to the surface of the fuel by an experienced 
firefighter. 

Five minutes after the fire had been extinguished, a burnback 
test was performed on the foam blanket to assess its resistance 
to flame. 

Throughout the tests, observers noted the progress of the fire 
fighting, the times to 90' and 100' extinction, and the times to 
25' and 100' burnback. Radiometers were used to measure heat 
radiation and all of the tests were recorded on colour video 
equipment. 

The foam solution was produced using an in-line inductor as a 
convenient way of introducing foam concentrate in to the 
hoseline. The concentrate and solution flowrates were accurately 
monitored by the use of flowmeters and both could be controlled 
with the use of pumps. 

Several burnback-only tests were also carried out during this 
trial. These tests were performed to experiment with a different 
burnback test where the burnback performance of a foam blanket 
was dependant on the foam characteristics and not influenced by 
the extinction performance. For each of these tests foam was 
gently applied directly to unignited petrol within the fire tray 
for either one or two minutes. After a five minute waiting 
period, the burnback flame was applied to the foam blanket as 
described above. 

During the analysis of the results, the following performance 
characteristics were isolated as being of most concern to the 



fire service when assessing the relative merits of firefighting 
foam concentrates:

1. Knockdown 
2. Virtual extinction 
3. Burnback resistance 
4. Flare resistance 

Virtual extinction was defined by FEU as the point at which 
flames had been restricted to 5% or less of the tray side. 100% 
extinction times were not used because these were heavily 
dependant on the tactics employed by the firefighter after 99% 
extinction and appeared to have little to do with the properties 
of the foam concentrates used. 

During many of the burnback tests, the foam blankets became 
involved in what FEU has called •flare-ups'. A flare-up involves 
the foam blanket surface in flames which quickly escalate and 
then die down leaving the blanket intact. Flare-ups are probably 
due to the ignition of fuel picked-up by the foam blanket when 
the foam stream is applied to the fuel surface. The speed of 
escalation from the application of the burnback flame to a peak 
flare-up was unpredictable but many took place within 1 minute. 
The area of the foam blanket involved in large flames varied from 
less than 1% to more than 75%. In many cases, the fires were 
very severe but generally they quickly subsided, sometimes within 
seconds, often within 1 or 2 minutes. 

Due to the spread of the results and the level of repeatability
of the fire teata during this trial, a performance grading system 
was introduced. The l'esults, employing this grading system, are 
given in Table MS1. For knockdown, virtual extinction, burnback 
resistance and flare resistance, the more symbols in the table, 
the better the performance. 

cost was also considered to be an important factor in selecting 
a foam concentrate and so this also has been included in Table 
MS1. In this case, the more £'s, the higher the cost of the foall 
concentrate required to achieve virtual extinction of the fire. 

The burnback-only tests not only provided information on a 
different type of burnback test but also on the performance of 
some foams when used to provide protection on hydrocarbon spills. 

Conclusions 

It was only possible to test the foam concentrates against one 
Class B fuel in a controlled and almost ideal firefighting 
environment. Consequently, care must be taken in applying these 
conclusions to other circumstances. 

In order to achieve optillum fire fighting performance, foam 
concentrates should always be used at the manufacturers 
recommended concentrations and at least the minimum application 
rates recommended in DCO Letter 10/91. The conclusions for foam 
concentrates used in this way are:



1. 	 All of the film forming foam concentrates (AFFF, AFFF-AR, 
FFFP and FFFP-AR) gave quick and progressive knockdowns and 
virtual extinctions. Quick knockdowns were also achieved 
by one of the synthetic and one of the FP foam concentrates 
tested. 

2. 	 Generally, the non-film forming foam concentrates (FP, P 
and synthetic) gave significantly slower knockdowns and 
virtual extinctions than achieved by the film forming foam 
concentrates. 

3 . 	 All three FP, one of the FFFP-AR and one of the P foam 
concentrates gave very good burnback performances. Both 
AFFF-AR foam concentrates also gave very good burnback 
performances when their relatively short foam application 
times were taken into account. 

4. 	 All of the AFFF, FFFP and S foam concentrates, and one of 
the P foam concentrates gave poor burnback performances. 

5. 	 The burnback performances of all of the foam concentrate 
types tested were affected to some extent by fuel 
contamination. Foam must always be applied as gently as 
possible to minimise foam contamination. 

Foam should be applied to hydrocarbon spills as gently as 
possible to prevent contamination of the foam blanket and should 
continue for as long as possible to produce a very thick 
protective foam layer. Precautions should be taken to ensure 
that any ignition source does not come into contact with the foam 
blanket. Should contaminated foam ignite, then large areas of 
the foam blanket are likely to be become involved in intense 
flames within seconds. The shorter and more forceful the foam 
application, the more severe any resulting flare-up is likely to 
be. FP gives much better burnback performance than AFFF or FFFP 
in such situations but is likely to become involved more quickly 
in a flare-up should one occur. 

When foam concentrates were used at below their reco_ended 
concentrations or application rates, firefighting and burnback 
performances began to degrade. With some foam concentrates the 
degradation was not too significant, with others the effects were 
severe. The results of this trial indicate that safety factors 
are evident in both the reco_ended application rates and in the 
quality of foam concentrates. These safety factors ensure that, 
under severe firefighting conditions, the ability of foam 
concentrates to extinguish hydrocarbon fires is not seriously 
diminished. In general, the safety factor can expected to be 
higher for better quality foam concentrates. 

Despite these tests only involving one firefighting situation, 
the results do at least provide the fire service with a basis for 
comparing the relative performance of various types of foam 
concentrate. The results also show that large variations in 
performance can be expected from different products of the same 
foam type. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At present there are no international standards for firefighting 
foams. Considerable effort has been put in over the years to 
develop firstly International Standards (ISO), and then 
subsequently European Standards (CEN) 1 (Superscripts refer to 
notes on page 42). These are now in their later stages and are 
either due to be published, or have been published, as drafts for 
publ ic comment. 

One of the concerns of the Fire Experimental unit (FEU) is that 
the UK fire service should not experience a drop in the quality 
of its foam concentrates due to the introduction of these foam 
standards. 

FEU has focused its foam work on the draft standards for low 
expansion foam concentrates for use on water immiscible fuels 
(References 1 and 2) because it is these foam concentrates that 
are most commonly used by the UK fire service. The pool fire 
tests contained within the standards have been under particular 
scrutiny because they are intended to be the main means of 
classifying foam concentrate performance. 

The fire test method is essentially the same in both the 
International (ISO) and European Standards (CEN) . The test 
consists of applying foam at 11.4 litres per minute through a 
standard branchpipe into a circular 4.5 m2 fire tray. The tray 
contains 144 litres of burning heptane floating on a water base . 
For each test, foam application commences one minute after 
ignition of the fuel. 

Two application methods are used, the first involves plunging the 
foam stream directly into the burning heptane for three minutes; 
the second involves applying the foam gently on to the surface 
of the burning fuel for five minutes via a backplate. Once the 
fire has been extinguished, a burnback test is performed by 
inserting a steel pot containing Heptane into the fire tray. 
This Heptane is ignited 5 minutes after the cessation of foam 
application. 

Over 100 of these standard fire tests have been performed by FEU 
and some of the results have been disturbing. In particular, 
some good quality foam concentrates, which performed well during 
previous FEU large scale fire tests, have failed to extinguish 
the standard fire tests when used at full strength and so have 
not passed the standards. 

In order to check that the results achieved by foam concentrates 
during the standard fire tests were reasonable, FEU carried out 
a series of large scale fire tests using petrol in a 56 square 
metre circular fire tray. 

It was anticipated that the results from these large fires would 
indicate the level of confidence that brigades could have in the 
foam concentrates that meet the provisions of the ISO and CEN 
standards. 

1 



These large fire tests are of direct relevance to the UK fire 
service because they were hand-fought using standard fire service 
equipment (mainly 225 litre per minute branchpipes and inductors) 
at the minimum recommended fire service application rates. In 
addition, the foam stream was applied directly to the surface of 
the burning fuel. The high velocity at which the foam stream 
hits the surface of the fuel means that this is one of the 
severest application methods which may have to be used 
operationally. 

The effects of watering down foam concentrates for application 
to large scale fires were investigated during this trial with the 
film forming foam concentrates (aqueous film forming foam (AFFF), 
alcohol resistant AFFF (AFFF-AR), film forming fluoroprotein foam 
(FFFP) and alcohol resistant FFFP (FFFP-AR)) being used at 2% and 
1.5% concentrations as well as at their full strength 
concentrations of 3%. In addition, fluoroprotein (FP), protein 
(P) and synthetic (S) foam concentrates were tested at full 
strength. At least two manufacturers versions of each of the 
foam types were tested. 

This report details these large scale fire tests and provides 
results and conclusions on the performance of the various foam 
concentrates tested. The results of these tests are not compared 
here with those achieved during the standard fire tests. 

2 




2. FACTORS AFFECTING TRIALS DESIGN 

2.1 Cboice of Fo.. Concentrate. 

At least two manufacturers versions of each of the following foam 
concentrate types were used during this trial: 

AFFF Aqueous Film Forming Foam 
AFFF-AR Alcohol Resistant AFFF 
P Protein 
FP Fluoroprotein 
FFFP Film Forming FP 

FFFP-AR Alcohol Resistant FFFP 

S Synthetic 

Full details, including cost per litre, are given in Table 1. 

All of these foam concentrates, except for synthetic, are sold 
in large quantities to fire brigades within the OK for use at low 
expansion on Class B hydrocarbon fuels. Synthetic is used in the 
OK for the production of medium and high expansion foam and it 
is also used extensively abroad to produce low, medium and high 
expansion foam. 

I Protein foam concentrates, although stored in bulk by several 
brigades, are not generally recommended for use because of their 
inferior firefighting properties. 

Although not extensivelY used for firefighting in the OK, both 
synthetic and protein foam concentrates are included within the 
draft ISO and CEN standards and so have been tested during this 
trial. 

Many of these foam concentrates have been used during previous 
FEU fire tests and all have been tested during the standard 
ISO/CEN fire tests. 

During this trial, all of the foam concentrates were used at the 
concentration recommended by the manufacturer for liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel fires which was generally 3%. However, during 
the ISO/CEN standard fire tests it was found that some of the 
foam concentrates gave similar performances when used at well 
below their recommended concentration. The effects of using foam 
concentrates at reduced concentration on large fires is

I investigated during this trial with the film forming foam 
concentrates being used at 2% and 1.5% concentrations as well as 
at their recommended use concentration of 3%. 

2.2 Application Rate 

Successful use of foam is dependent on the rate of application. 
Application rates are generally defined in terms of the amount 
of foam solution (not finished foam) in litres per minute 
expended on a 1 square metre area of the fuel surface (lpm/m2). 

3 
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There is a critical application rate below which the fire cannot 
be extinguished and above this there is a recommended rate which 
will vary depending on the method of application and the size of 
the fire. 

The most recent Home Office guidance on application rates for the 
UK fire service was issued in a Dear Chief Officer letter number 
10/91 (Reference 3) which supplemented information given in the 
Manual of Firemanship (Reference 4). 

The majority of the tests during this trial involved spill fires 
of 1400 litres of petrol (2Smm depth) floating on a 2Smm deep 
water base. Fuel depths of up to SOmm with and without a water 
base were also used. 

The following lists the fire service minimum foam application 
rates for hydrocarbon spill fires : 

Foam 
Concentrate 

Application 
Rate 

( lpm/m2) 

AFFF 4 

AFFF-AR 4 

FFFP 4 

FFFP-AR 4 

FP S 

P 6.S 

S 6. S" 

" There is no recommended fire service minimum 
application rate for synthetic foam given in Reference 
3. However, due to its poor performance during the 
CEN/ISO standard fire tests, the highest spill fire 
application rate of 6. S lpm/m2 was chosen for use 
during this trial. 

Two of the three FP foam concentrates used during the trial were 
also applied at an application rate of 4 lpm/m2 in order to 
directly compare the performance of FP with that of the film 
forming foam concentrates when used under the same conditions. 

Previous FEU tests have used 2.S lpm/m' (References Sand 6), 
which was chosen because it was just above the critical 
application rate and it was hoped that this would differentiate 
between foam concentrates. 

The objective of these present tests was to compare the 
performance of various foam concentrates when using standard fire 
service equipment and techniques. It was therefore appropriate 
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to use the application rates currently recommended to the fire 
service. 

2.3 Choice of Branchpipe 

A pilot study on 10101 expansion foam-making branchpipes was 
carried out by FEU in 1986 (Reference 7). For the purposes of 
the study, four branchpipes were chosen, all with flows of about 
225 litres per minute. These were the Angus F225, the Angus 
F225H, the Chubb FB5X MKI and Chubb FB5X MKII. At the time, 
these branchpipes were the ones in most common use on first line 
appliances in the United Kingdom. The hydraulic characteristics 
of the branchpipes, the foam pattern, throw and the quality of 
the finished foam were measured during the pilot study. 

The results indicated that the Chubb branchpipes gave a much 
shorter drainage time and more fluid foam, however the 
significance of this with regard to firefighting performance 
could not be fully assessed because comparative large scale fire 
tests were needed. 

During September 1991, FEU carried out fire tests to investigate 
the effects of various formulations of lead-free petrol on the 
extinction performance of firefighting foams (Reference 8). The 
fire tests involved the same tray as used during the trial 
reported here. 

These lead-free fire tests also allowed a brief comparison to be 
made of the effect of different foam-making branchpipes on the 
firefighting performance of the foam produced. Two of the four 
branchpipes assessed dur ing the pilot study were used, these were 
the Angus F225H and the Chubb FB5X MKII branchpipes. The Angus 
F225 was rejected because of its short throw and the Chubb FB5X 
MKI because a later version was available. 

The results of these tests showed that foams performed better 
when applied with the Angus F225H than when applied with the 
Chubb FB5X MKII. In addition, due to very poor performances 
during the trial, the Chubb branch could not be recommended for 
use with FP foam concentrates. 

with the results of the lead-free fires in mind and because many 
foams types, including FP, were to be used, the Angus F225H 
branchpipe was chosen for use during this trial for the 
production of foams at the application rates of 4 and 5 Ipm/m2. 
These application rates required foam solution flow rates of 225 
Ipm and 281 Ipm respectively. 

For those foam concentrates requiring an application rate of 6.5 
Ipm/m2, the required flow rate of 366 Ipm could not be obtained 
through the Angus F225H. Foam could be produced at a flow rate 
of 366 Ipm through foam-making branchpipes designed for optimum 
use at 450 Ipm. In the absence of comparative foam quality data 
for 450 Ipm branchpipes it was decided to use a branch which was 
of similar design to the Angus F225H branch and currently in use 
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within the UK fire service. Consequently, an Angus F450H was 
used for those foams requiring an application rate of 6.5 lpm/m2 

during the present trial. The Angus F225H and F450H branchpipes 
are shown in Figure 1. 

2.4 Preburn 

A preburn time of 1 minute was allowed from ignition to the start 
of foam application. This was considered sufficient to allow the 
fire column to obtain equilibrium and for the burning rate to 
steady, while allowing reasonable economy in fuel costs. 

The sealing qualities of the foams may not be fully tested with 
a one minute preburn because the steel rim of the tray will not 
be heated to significantly high temperatures. 

2.5 Tactics of Fo.. Application 

There are three ways in which a foam stream can be applied to a 
tray fire:

1. Gentle surface application 

The foam stream is allowed to fall as gently as possible on 
to the fuel surface without allowing it to impact on the 
tray sides or any other object in or around the tray. 

Gentle surface application can be achieved without moving 
the branch or by moving the branch to produce a sweeping 
motion over the tray. 

2. Forceful surface application 

The foam stream is directed forcefully into the fuel. 

3. Gentle application, use of a backplate or front 
plate 

The foam stream is directed on to a plate above the 
fuel surface. This allows the foam to run gently on 
to the fuel surface, building up a blanket which can 
flow gently over the surface, so ensuring the minimum 
of disturbance. The tray sides can be treated as a 
backplate if there is enough metal above the fuel 
surface. 

During the present trial, the branchman, an experienced Fire 
Officer, was asked to apply foam as gently as possible to the 
fuel surface without using the tray sides (ie. gentle surface 
application). No backplate was used because one may not always 
be available to a branchman at an operational incident. 
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For the majority of the tests, the initial attack involved the 
branch being directed so that the bulk foam stream hit the rear 
quarter of the left hand side of the tray. 

The branchmen tried to keep the foam stream stationary for this 
phase. However, a clockwise foam motion (or foam swirl) was 
normally produced within the tray with the foam blanket flowing 
clockwise around the tray and over the fuel surface. 

I 

This gentle surface application technique was normally continued 
until virtual extinction' had been achieved and/or no further 
progress was being made in extinguishing the remaining flames. 
The branchman was then allowed to do any combination of the 
following to achieve a quick 100% extinction: change position; 
apply the foam stream directly to the remaining flames; feather 
the foam stream over the remaining flames. 

2.6 Number of Test Fires 

A minimum of three tests, under the same conditions, are 
preferable to assess repeatability. More tests are desirable but 
the size and cost of the these must impose limits. 

During this trial, only one test per foam concentrate condition 
was normally performed with only three spare tests being 
available for repeats. 

2.7 Production of Fo.. Solution 

Brigades use in-line inductors or round-the-pump systems for the 
induction of foam concentrates on first-line appliances for main 
delivery foam-making branchpipes. Self inducting branchpipes are 
also used. 

I 
In this trial, an in-line inductor system was used in conjunction 
with a gear pump and flowmeters (see section 3.4). This was a 
convenient means of introducing foam concentrate into the 
hoseline in a closely controlled manner. 

The use of this arrangement also avoided foam solution passing 
through the appliance pump and the consequential need for 
thorough flushing of the pump after each test. It was also more 
economical on the use of foam concentrate over the alternative 
approach of using a premix solution. Premixing requires large 
volumes of solution to be available for the longest expected 
extinction times. When the concentrate is inducted, foam 
production can be terminated at the end of the test with only 
minimal wastage of foam concentrate. 
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2.8 Fuel 

A fuel that was commonly encountered by the fire service and 
which would provide a realistic test of foam concentrates was 
required for this trial. 

The fuel chosen was 95 octane premium lead-free petrol with no 
oxygenates. A total of 65,000 litres of it were used during the 
trial. The petrol was collected from the supplier' in two 
tankers', one of 29,000 litre capacity the other of 36,000 litre 
capacity. The petrol was supplied to the tankers simultaneously 
from a single storage tank. The tankers were stored in a locked 
compound at the Fire Service College (FSC) and were driven to the 
test site when required. 

This particular lead-free petrol was similar to one of the fuels 
used successfully during a previous FEU trial which involved the 
use of foam against large scale petroleum fires involving lead
free petrol (Reference 7). 

The results of this previous trial indicated that petrol 
containing oxygenates up to the maximum allowed in current 
European Directives and British Standards present a more 
challenging fire to some foam concentrates. However, lead-free 
petrol with oxygenates is not believed to be generally available 
in the UK at the present time and thus is extremely difficult to 
obtain. Consequently, it is unlikely that petrol containing 
oxygenates would be involved in an operational incident and so 
was not used here. 

Although leaded petrol has been used during other FEU trials 
(References 5 and 6) it was felt that its use would further 
increase the pollution effects produced during a trial of this 
size. Also, lead-free petrol is considerably cheaper than leaded 
petrol. 

2.9 Fire Tray 

The area of the tray used for this trial (56.25 m') was dictated 
by the minimum application rate (4 lpm/m') and flowrate of the 
smallest branch selected (225 lpm). 

The tray was originally built for the large scale lead-free 
petrol fire trial (Reference 7). The base, side walls and 
immediate surround were constructed of high temperature concrete. 
The 56. 25m2 area of the fire was defined by a steel ring which 
was encased in concrete and sealed at the edges by a high 
temperature mastic material. During tests, the trays outer 
channel contained water which prevented the steel rim from 
distorting. The sealant around the steel ring prevented fuel 
from flowing into the water in the surrounding channel. It also 
prevented water from flowing into the fuel. This was important 
during the previous trial where water soluble additives were used 
within the petrol. 
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There was a drain outlet from the base of the tray and an outlet 
from the outer channel. Both these outlets had valves which 
allowed the residue from the fire tests to be drained to a 
settlement and treatment system incorporated in the FSC 
fireground. 

During the previous trial, it was found that the height of the 
steel tray wall was not sufficient to contain all of the foam 
applied during some tests. As a consequence of this, the height 
of the tray wall above the concrete base was increased from 165 
mm to 315 mm. 

A tray made entirely of steel was not used because of the 
problems of manufacture and of distortion of the base during 
fires. 

2.10 Fuel Depth 

At the beginning of this trial several preliminary tests were 
planned to assess the effects of different fuel depths, and the 
presence of a water base, on the firefighting performance of foam 
concentrates. The results of these tests would be used to 
specify the fuel/water configuration to be used for the remainder 
of the trial. 

The amount of fuel used may affect the severity of the test fires 
and hence the extinction performance of foam concentrates. A 
water base is often necessary, especially when using relatively 
small fuel depths, to allow for any variations in tray level to 
be overcome by the water layer. This ensures an even depth of 
fuel across the whole of the tray surface. 

The concrete base of the test tray used during this trial was 
uneven. About 1300 litres of liquid were required to ensure that 
the whole area of the test tray base was covered. This meant 
that in some areas the liquid depth reached 20mm before the whole 
of the tray base was completely covered. with or without a water 
base, 2800 litres of liquid, including at least 1400 litres of 
petrol, would be required to ensure a minimum 25mm depth of 
petrol within the test tray. 

Three tests were allowed at the beginning of the trial to assess 
the following conditions: 

- a 1400 litre water base covered by 1400 litres (25mm 
depth) of petrol 

- a 1400 	litre water base covered by 2800 litres (50mm 
depth) of petrol 

- 2800 litres (50mm depth) of petrol with no water base 

The results of these tests (see section 5.2) indicated that the 
fuel depth and a water base had little effect on the firefighting 
performance of the foam concentrate used (AFFF(1)). 
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Consequently, for the remainder of the trial, each test fire 
involved a 1400 litre water base covered by 1400 litres of 
petrol. Assuming a free burning rate of 4 mm per minute, 1400 
litres of petrol gives an estimated free burning time of 6 
minutes 15 seconds. 

2.11 Weather Conditions 

The general guidelines used for weather conditions during this 
trial were that a test would not commence if there was any 
precipitation, or with wind speeds above 6 m/s. 

Although desirable, it was not possible to control the air, fuel, 
water base or foam solution temperatures. 

2.12 Burnback Test 

A burnback test was required to assess the resistance of the foam 
blanket to flame. Burnback is also important in confirming that 
the fire has been extinguished by the application of foam and not 
because the fuel has burnt out. 

The burnback apparatus used was a development of that described 
in Reference 6. This was a propane torch which was applied to 
the foam blanket approximately 0.5 metres from the edge of the 
tray. 

Foam application was continued for a further 30 seconds after 
100% extinction. This was intended to provide a standard blanket 
condition for the burnback test which could be regarded as 
representing practical circumstances of use in firefighting 
operations. 

The burnback flame was applied to the foam surface 5 minutes 
after 100% extinction. The flame was left to play on the foam 
surface until the fire was well developed (about 1 m' of exposed 
petrol surface alight), the flame was then removed. 

The above burnback method was used during the trials described 
in Reference 7. Although useful results were obtained from the 
burnback tests, it was found that the depth of the foam blanket 
affected the burnback time. Unfortunately, 100% extinction times 
and consequently foam blanket depth can vary considerably from 
one foam type to another and from one test to another during this 
type of large outdoor trial. It was therefore suggested that a 
different burnback test could be tried which would involve foam 
being applied to a fuel surface which had not been previously 
ignited. By controlling the foam solution flowrate and the time 
of foam application, a layer of foam could be built up which 
would be dependant on the foam characteristics and not influenced 
by the extinction performance. 

To assess this new burnback test, four 'burnback-only' tests were 
carried out during this trial. For each of these tests foam was 
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I gently applied to unignited fuel within the fire tray for either 
one or two minutes. After a five minute waiting period, the 
burnback flame was applied to the foam blanket and the fire was 

I 
 left to develop as described above. 


2.13 Safety

I 
I 

A safety procedure, including procedures for fuel transfers, was 
developed before the commencement of the trial and this was 
followed for each test. The procedure is given in Appendix A. 

The fuel was ignited with an electrically fired cartridge' by an 
operator at a safe distance to avoid the risk of approaching the 
tray with a naked flame. 
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I 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF TRIALS SITE AND EQUIPMENT USED 

3.1 General 

Detailed descriptions of the equipment and procedures used are 
given in Appendix B. A summary of these descriptions follows. 

3.2 Tray Site 

The tray site was situated on the FSC fireground, Moreton-in
Marsh. Figure 2 shows a general view of the site. A more 
detailed description of the fire tray is given in section 2.9. 

3.3 water supply 

Potable water was required for mixing with the foam concentrates 
for firefighting and for cleaning the tray. There was not an 
adequate potable water supply near the tray site and so two 
portable water dams' were positioned nearby but away from any 
danger from the fire. The dams each had a 24,000 litre capacity 
and were joined together with a length of suction hose. 

The dams were filled overnight from a potable water supply 
available on the site by means of a small bore hose (19mm 
diameter) and an automatic control valve. If during a test day 
the water level became low, the dams were filled directly from 
the potable water supply via a larger bore (70mm diameter) hose. 

A fire appliance adjacent to the dams was used to distribute 
potable water around the trials site (Figure 3). 

FSC fireground hydrant water was used for cooling the concrete 
tray surround. 

3.4 Instrumentation 

Figure 4 is a block diagram of the typical layout of appliances 
and equipment. This shows the relative positions of 
instrumentation and other equipment when deployed for the trial. 
The hydraulic arrangement used during the fire tests is shown in 
Figure 5. Potable water from the pump was passed through a 
standard in-line inductor and an electromagnetic flowmeter' I 
then through three 21.2 metre lengths of 70mm hose to the foam 
branchpipe. 

The foam concentrate to be used was poured into an open drum. 
From here it was lifted by a small electrically driven gear
pump· I through an orifice and then through a second 
electromagnetic flowmeter' before reaching the in-line inductor. 
The orifice was introduced to reduce variations in the 
concentrate flow. The gear pump was provided with an electrical 
variable speed drive control and both flowmeters were connected 
to digital displays. By adjusting the main pump throttle and the 
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gear-pump control, the operator monitored and controlled the 
total liquid flow to the branchpipe and the correct percentage 
of foam concentrate. This arrangement ensured that the solution 
strength was accurately known and controlled. 

The piezometer' • tube housed a pressure transducer" and a 
temperature sensorl2. Both these sensors were connected to 
digital displays l3·14 and these could be easily seen by the 
pump operator (Figure 6) • 

The temperature of the fuel in the tray was measured using a hand 
held intrinsically safe digital indicator and thermocouple 
probe" . 

The wind speed and direction was monitored using a wind 
station" mounted on a pole connected to the instrumentation van 
(Figure 7). A humidity probe and an air temperature sensor l7 

were also mounted on the pole. These instruments were connected 
to readouts in the instrumentation van and their outputs were 
also recorded on a chart recorder l 

• and a datalogger 19 
• 

A wind sock2 • was mounted on a mast upwind of the tray to give 
a visual indication of the wind direction and a guide to the wind 
speed . 

. Each test was recorded using colour video equipment. A Skystalk 
mast2l (Figure 8) with a colour video camera on top provided 
the primary view. This camera was mounted at a height of 20 
metres for optimum viewing of the fire tray and could be remotely 
controlled from the instrumentation van. A second video 
camera22 was mounted on top of the instrumentation van. Both 
cameras were connected to video recorders2' in the 
instrumentation van. The direction of view of the Skystalk 
camera was approximately broad-side to the wind direction. 

Two large synchronised digital clocks2., displaying minutes and 
seconds, were sited near to the fire tray. These were in the 
field of view of the cameras and at least one was visible to all 
personnel engaged in the conduct of the trial. 

The clocks were preset to 99 : 00 (min : sec) and started when 
all preparations were complete and the fuel had been transferred 
to the tray. Ignition took place 1 minute after the clocks were 
started, at zero indicated time. Thus the video records were 
accurately timed, and a means of co-ordination provided for all 
involved with the trial. The time on the clock is referred to 
as clock time in this report. 

Records of the progress and timing of each fire were made by 
observers. They used the times from the large digital clocks but 
also had digital stopwatches available with split time 
facilities. 

Two pairs of radiometers", were used to measure the radiated 
heat from the test fires. The radiometers were deployed mounted 
at a height of 3 metres on a mast (Figure 9), with one radiometer 



from each pair diametrically opposite the other. The pairs had 
different sensitivities. Each radiometer was cooled by 
circulating water from a tank using a pump". 

The radiometers were positioned 15 metres from the tray and the 
radiometers on each side of the tray were sited 5 metres away 
from each other. The sensing faces of the radiometers were 
depressed by 10 degrees from the vertical. The signals from the 
radiometers were routed, via cables, to the instrumentation van 
where they were recorded on a data logger and on a second chart 
recorder. 
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4 • EXPERIMEHTAL PROCEDURE 


4.1 General 

A detailed step by step experimental procedure is given in 
Appendix B. A summary of the experimental procedure follows. 

4.2 Tray Preparation 

Before each test, the tray was thoroughly cleaned out using yard 
brushes, wet vacuum cleaners, and potable water. 

During the fire it was necessary to protect the concrete on the 
downwind side of the tray. This was done using ground monitors 
and "A" type nozzles, which were supplied with water from the FSC 
fireground hydrant supply. The nozzles were adjusted before each 
test to ensure that no spray entered the fire tray and that the 
spray adequately covered the downwind concrete area. 

Sheet metal protection plates were placed over the outer concrete 
walls on the down wind side of the tray to prevent them from 
being damaged by flames. These plates extended around two-thirds 
of the circumference of the tray. 

4.3 Fire Teata - General Procedure

I Before the transfer of petrol to the tray, all equipment was 
operated to check correct functioning. The foam-making 
branchpipe was connected to the hoseline and tested. The wind 
direction and speed were monitored. The direction was checked 
to ensure that all vehicles and equipment were suitably deployed. 
The petrol tanker was then driven alongside the tray. 

Whilst this was happening, the foam concentrate was poured into 
the open drum. 

The tanker and the steel rim of the fire tray were connected to 
an earth spike and a length of petrol hose was connected from the 
tanker outlet to the tray. Local Authority firefighters were 
deployed as safety crews. 

I 

When all preparations were complete, petrol was transferred from 
the tanker to the tray by opening the tanker valve and allowing 
the petrol to be gravity fed in to the tray (Figure 10). The 
petrol tanker driver measured the quantity of petrol being 
delivered using a calibrated dipstick inserted into the top of 
the tank. When the required amount of petrol had been 
transferred the tanker valve was closed, the hose was underrun 
and the earth connection was removed from the tanker. The tanker 
was then driven away from the site. For some tests it was 
necessary to take petrol from more than one compartment of the 
tanker. 
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The aim was to carry out the tasks between fuel transfer to the 
tray and ignition, as quickly as possible to minimise fuel loss 
by vaporisation. 

To ignite the petrol, two electrically fired cartridges were 
positioned, using metal straps, a few centimetres above the 
petrol surface, on the upwind side of the tray. Once the 
cartridges had been placed in position, the fuel temperature was 
measured and recorded. 

Finally, when everyone was clear , the earth strap to the tray rim 
was disconnected. 

The datalogger, chart recorders and video recorders were all set 
to record. Foam production from the firefighting branchpipe 
commenced and the cooling sprays were turned on. 

The clocks (preset to 99 min : 00 sec) were started. One minute 
later, at zero indicated time, the cartridges were detonated 
using a safety firing box. A one minute preburn was allowed 
before firefighting commenced. 

When the clocks were started the pump operator adjusted the 
flowrates to give the required conditions for the branchpipe. 
This ensured that the conditions were correct at the branch when 
firefighting commenced. 

Figure 11 shows a general view of the fire during the preburn. 

The pump operator monitored the flow rate throughout the test and 
adjusted when necessary. He also recorded the foam solution 
temperature from the display connected to the in-line temperature 
sensor. 

At one minute after ignition, the foam stream was applied to the 
fire from the upwind side of the tray. The firefighter attempted 
to apply the foam gently to the fuel surface (Figure 12). 

During the firefighting, four observers noted the progress made 
by the foam and in particular, the times to 90% and 100% 
extinction. 90% extinction was taken as the time at which 90% 
of the tray area was free from flames. 

Application was continued for a further 30 seconds after 100% 
extinction of the fire. 

At the end of foam application, the branchman directed the foam 
stream on to a foam collecting stand, containing a 1600ml 
collecting vessel, positioned 10 metres away from the branch 
(Figure 13). Once full of foam, the collecting vessel was taken 
to an instrument trailer where measurements were made of foam 
quality in respect of expansion ratio and 25% drainage time. 
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These served as a general check on the quality of the foam 
concentrate and on the correct functioning of the foam 
branchpipe. The foam quality measurement methods used are 
detailed in References 1 and 2. 

Air and foam temperatures were recorded during the foam tests 
using digital thermometers. 

Four minutes after 100% extinction the burnback flame was lit. 
Five minutes after 100% extinction the burnback flame was applied 
to the surface of the foam blanket, at a position approximately 
0.5 metre from the edge of the tray (Figure 14). 

The burnback flame was withdrawn from the tray when an area of 
approximately 1m2 of burning petrol had been established. The 
observers recorded the progress of the burnback including the 
times to 25% and 100% burnback21. 

For the last test only, where no water base was used, a pipe was 
positioned over the edge of the tray before the burnback flame 
was applied. This enabled water to be introduced into the tray 
when the burnback had developed to 75% to prevent damage to the 
base of the tray. 

For the burnback-only tests, no firefighting took place although 
foam was applied gently to the fuel surface at zero indicated 
time for either one or two minutes. After a waiting period of 
five minutes, the burnback flame was applied to the foam blanket 
and the burnback was allowed to develop as described above. 

4.4 Data Reduction of Radiometer Results 

After the tests, the data recorded on the data logger was 
transferred into a spreadsheet software package. The data was 
processed following the procedure given in the draft foam 
standards (References 1 and 2) to calculate the times for 90% 
extinction, 25% burnback21 and 100% burnback21 as well as other 
intermediate times. 

Figure 15 shows an example of a radiometer record with the 90% 
extinction time and the 25% and 100% burnback times marked. 
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S. RESULTS 

S.l Presentation ot Results 

5.1.1 General 

The results of the tests are tabulated as follows:

Table 2: 	 Extinction and burnback times for each test in 
chronological order. Air, water base and fuel 
temperatures are also given. 

Table 3: 	 Extinction and 25% burnback times for AFFF and AFFF-AR 
foam concentrates. Details of burnback flares are 
also given. 

Table 4: 	 Extinction and 25% burnback times for FFFP and FFFP-AR 
foam concentrates. Details of burnback flares are I 
also given. 

Table 5: 	 Extinction and 25% burnback times for FP, Protein and 
Synthetic foam concentrates. Details of burnback 
flares are also given. 

Table 6: 	 Air, fuel and solution temperatures 
humidity, wind speed and wind direction for each test. 

Table 7: 	 Foam properties measured during the tests. 

Times are measured from the first application of foam to the tray 
until 90%, 95%, virtua12 and 100% extinction. Burnback times are 
measured from the first application of the burnback flame to the 
surface of the foam blanket27 • 

The results of the f lares observed dur ing the burnback tests 
consist of the areas of the foam blanket involved in large flames 
at the peak of the flare and the times at which these occurred. 
The radiated heat intensity of the peak flare, as a proportion 
of the heat intensity of the fire when fully burning, is also 
given. 

Appendix C gives details of extinction and burnback tests and was 
compiled from analysis of the radiometer recl;lrds, observers' 
notes and v ideo records. Graphical representations of the 
radiometer results are also included. 

During the analysis of the results, the following performance 
characteristics were isolated as being of importance to the UK 
fire service when assessing the relative merits of firefighting 
foam concentrates:

1. Knockdown 
2. virtual Extinction2 

3. Burnback resistance 

4 Flare resistance 
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However, due to the spread of the results and the level of 
repeatability of the fire tests during this trial (see section 
6.6), a performance grading system for the above results was 
introduced. The performance grading system is described in more 
detail in Section 5.1.2 below. 

The performance gradings for the foam concentrates used during 
this trial are presented in the following tables:

Table 8: 	 Performance grading results for all foam 
concentrations. Costs to virtual extinction also 
included. 

Table 9: 	 Performance grading results for manufacturers 
recommended use concentrations only. Costs to virtual 
extinction also included. 

Where more than one test has been carried out at any particular 
application rate and concentration, the average of these test 
results has been used in determining the performance grades given 
in Tables 8 and 9. 

I 5.1.2 Performance Grades 

During the analysis of the results a performance grading system 
was introduced 1n order to compare the knockdown, virtual

I extinction, burnback resistance and flare resistance performances 
of the foam concentrates tested. This was found necessary due 
to the spread of results experienced with repeated tests. 

The performance grade results are presented in Tables 8 and 9. 
In general, a difference in performance of one grade is not 
regarded as significant due to the tight cut off points between

I grades. However, where there is a difference in performance of 
two or more grades, the difference can be regarded as significant 
(see section 6.6). 

The grading system is explained in detail in the following 
sections. 

(i) Tests Not Used For Performance Grading 

I In producing the performance grade tables, the results of several 
tests were ignored. 

Tests 1, 2, 38 and 43 involved the use AFFF(l) at 3\ 
concentration. Tests 2 and 43 have been ignored when determining 
the performance grades for AFFF(l) because they involved the use 
of various water base/fuel volume combinations other than the 
usual 1400 litres of fuel and a 1400 litre water base (see 
section 5.2). 

Tests 8 and 22 involved the use of FFFP(l) at 3\ concentration. 
Test 8 has been ignored when determining the performance grades 
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for FFFP(ll because, for a significant period of the extinction 
test, much of the foam stream fell short of the fire tray. 

Tests 34, 40, 41 and 42 were burnback-only tests and the results 
have not been given performance grades. The results of these 
tests are presented separately in section 5.7. 

(iil Knockdown 

The grades for knockdown are derived from the 90\ extinction 
times and are as follows:

Grade 90\ Extinction Time 

cocoo Less than or equal to 1 minute 
cooo More than lm but less than or equal to lm 30s 
aaa More than lm 30s but less than or equal to 2m 
00 More than 2m but less than or equal to 3m 
0 More than 3 minutes 

I 
(iii) Virtual Extinction 

These grades are based on virtual extinctionZ times. 

Virtual extinction is the term used in the present report to 
describe the point in time at which the remaining flames, during 
the extinction phase of the fire test, were restricted to less 
than 5\ of the tray edge. Complete extinction of these last few 
flames was shown during this trial to be due to the expertise of 
the firefighter and his tactics rather than any particular 
properties of the foams used. 

Performance grades for virtual extinction are as follows:

Grade Virtual Extinction Tillle 

••••• Less than or equal to 1 minute 30 seconds 
•••• More than lm 30s but less than or equal to 2m 
••• More than 2m but less than or equal to 3m 
•• More than 3m but less than or equal to 4m 
• More than 4 minutes 

(iv) Burnback 

The burnback resistance of the foam blankets is assessed in two 
ways. The first assessment is based on the 25\ burnback time 
only and the second is based on what FEU has called the 25\ 
burnback ratio (see belOW). 

The performance grades for the 25\ burnback times achieved by 

each of the foam concentrates used during this trial are as 

follows (the higher the 25\ burnback time the better the 

performance):
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Grade 25% Burnback Time 

••••• More than or equal to 12 minutes 
•••• More than or equal to 9m but less than 12m 
••• More than or equal to 6m but less than 9m 
•• More than or equal to 3m but less than 6m 

Less than 3 minutes• 
The 25% burnback ratio method grades the ratio of the 25% 
burnback time to the foam application time, ie. 

I 
25% burnback ratio: 25% burnback time 

total foam application time 

The 25% burnback ratio method has been used because of the large 
variations in the foam application times during this trial, 
ranging from 2 minutes 2 seconds to 9 minutes 23 seconds. This 
allowed foam blankets of various depths to be built up (see 
Section 2.12). 

I 
Performance grades for 25% burnback ratio are as follows (the 
higher the ratio the better the performance):

Grade 25% Burnback Ratio 

00000 More than or equal to 2.5 
000<> More than or equal to 2 but less than 2.5 
<XX> More than or equal to 1.5 but less than 2 
0<> More than or equal to 0.75 but less than 1.5 
0 Less than 0.75 

Flare-ups have not been taken into consideration for any of these

I burnback results. See section (v) below. 

(v) Flare Resistance 

The flare resistance grades are based on the area of the foam 
blanket involved in a flare-up during the burnback test. A 
flare-up involves the foam blanket surface in flames which 
quickly escalate and then die down leaving the foam blanket 
intact. Flare-ups are probably due to the ignition of 
contaminated foam within the foam blankets. 

Performance grades for flare resistance are as follows (the 
smaller the area of tray involved in flame the better the 
performance):
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Grade 	 Area ot Tray Involved in Large Flare Flame 

00000 Less than 1% 

0000 More than or equal to 1% but less than 5\ 

CXX> More than or equal to 5\ but less than 15\ 

00 More than or equal to 15\ but less than 25\ 

0 More than or equal to 25\ 


5.1. 3 Foam CQncent~ate Qo§t~ 

Table 1 includes the cost per litre of each of the foam 
concentrates purchased by FEU during February 1992 for this 
trial. These costs exclude VAT and delivery charges. 

Tables 8 and 9 contain summaries of the total cost of foam 
concentrates required to achieve virtual extinction. The 
following cost codes are used: I 
GRADE 	 Coat ot 1'0_ Concentrate Required to Achieve Virtual 

Extinction 

£ 	 Less than or equal to £20 
££ 	 More than £20 but less than or equal to £30 
H£ 	 More than £30 but less than or equal to £40 I 
£EH 	 More than £40 but less than or equal to £50 
££E££ 	 More than £50 

The time period from the first application of foam to virtual 
extinction is used along with the foam concentrate flow rate to 
calculate the amount of foam concentrate required. 

5.2 preliminary Teata 

preliminary tests (Tests 1 and 2) were carried out to indicate 
the effects of different fuel depths and the presence of a water 
base on the firefighting performance of foam concentrates (see 
Section 2.10). 

Test 1 involved a 1400 litre water base covered by 1400 litres 
(25mm depth) of petrol and Test 2 involved a 1400 litre water 
base covered by 2800 litres (nominal 50mm depth) of petrol. 

Both tests used the foam concentrates AFFF(l) at its recommended 

concentration of 3\ and applied at an application rate of 4 

Ipm/m2 

• 


Tests 1 and 2 produced similar 90\ extinction, 95\ extinction and 

25\ burnback performances with AFFF(l). The virtual extinction 

times were 1 minute 10 seconds and 1 minute 29 seconds 

respectively. These results indicated that a doubling of the 

fuel depth, when floated on a water base, did not significantly 

effect the firefighting performance of AFFF(l). consequently, 

all except one of the remaining tests (Test 43, see below) used 

a 1400 litre water base covered with 1400 litres of petrol. 
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A third test, involving 2800 litres of petrol with no water base, 
was planned at the beginning of the trial. This test was 
expected to indicate the effect of a water base on the 
firefighting performance of AFFF(l). However, due to some damage 
caused to the tray sealant during the first two fire tests, and 
the possible damage that could be caused by the absence of a 
water base, this test was not carried out until the end of the 
trial (Test 43). 

Test 43 produced 90\ extinction, 95\ extinction and 25\ burnback 
results that were similar to other tests that involved AFFF(l) 
with a water base. However, the virtual extinction time was 
slightly longer than previous AFFF(l) tests at 1m 39s. 

These results indicated that the firefighting performance of 
AFFF(l) was not significantly affected by the use of a water base 
and confirmed the earlier decision to use a 1400 litre water base 
and 1400 litres of fuel for each test during the trial. 

5.3 Knockdown Perforaance 

5.3.1 Full strength Foam Concentrates 

FP(2), 5(1), 5(2) and all of the full strength film forming foam 
concentrates (AFFF, FFFP, AFFF-AR, FFFP-AR) gave quick knockdown 
performances during this trial. FP(l) gave a slightly slower 
knockdown with FP(3) and P(l) even slower still. P(2) gave a 
knockdown performance that was significantly worse than any of 
the other full strength foam concentrates tested. 

Reducing the application rates for FP (1) and FP (2) did not 
significantly affect their knockdown performances. 

Non-progressive knOCkdowns, that is where the area of the toam 
blanket failed to increase steadily and predictably with time, 
were noted for FP(3) and P(2) full strength foam concentrates. 
During these tests, the foam blanket was partially destroyed 
before control was re-established and knockdown achieved. 

5.3.2 Reduced strength Film Forming Foam Concentrates 

The knockdown performances of all of the film forming foam 
concentrates did not significantly degrade when reducing the foam 
concentration from 3\ to 2\. However, in almost all cases, 
knockdown times were longer. 

When the usage concentration was reduced from 3% to 1.5%, the 
knockdown performances of AFFF (1), FFFP (1) and FFFP-AR (1) did not 
significantly degrade. However, the knockdown performances of 
AFFF(2), AFFF-AR(l), AFFF-AR(2), FFFP(2) and FFFP-AR(2) began to 
degrade significantly. The knockdown performances of AFFF(2) at 
1.5% and AFFF-AR(2) at 1.5% were particularly poor. In all 
tests, the knockdown times were longer when the foam concentrates 
were used at 1.5% than when they were used at 3%. 
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Non-progressive knockdowns were noted for 1.5\ concentrations of 
FFFP (2) , AFFF (2) , AFFF-AR (2), FFFP-AR (2) and the 2\ concentrat ion 
of FFFP(2). 

5.4 virtual Extinction Performance 

5.4 . 1 Full strength Foam Concentrates 

All of the full strength film forming foam concentrates gave 
quick virtual extinction performances during this trial. FP(2) Iand S(l) produced slower virtual extinction performances than 
these. The virtual extinction performances of FP (1), FP (3) , 
P(l), P(2) and S(2) were significantly worse than any of the film 
forming foam concentrates tested. P (1), P (2) and 5 (2) gave 
particularly poor virtual extinction performances. 

Reducing the application rates for FP(l) and FP(2) did not I
significantly affect their virtual extinction performances. 
Non-progressive extinctions were noted for FP(3), P(2), 5(1) and 
S(2) full strength foam concentrates. 

5 . 4.2 Reduced strength Film Forming Foam Concentrates 

The virtual extinction performances of AFFF (1) and AFFF-AR (1) 
foam concentrates did not significantly degrade when reducing the 
foam concentration from 3\ to 2\ . However, the virtual 
extinction performances of all of the other film forming foam 
concentrates began to show signs of degradation. In almost all 
cases , the virtual extinction times of the foam concentrates at 
3\ were faster than those at 2\. 

When the concentration of the film forming foam concentrates was 
reduced from 3\ to 1.5\, their virtual extinction performances 
began to show signs of more significant degradation. The virtual 
extinction performances of AFFF(2) at 1.5\ and AFFF-AR(2) at 1.5\ 
were particularly poor. However, the virtual extinction 
performance of FFFP(2) was less affected by dilution than any of 
the other concentrates tested. In all cases, the virtual 
extinction times of the foam concentrates at 3\ were faster than 
those at 1. 5\. 

Non-progressive extinctions were noted for AFFF-AR (2) and FFFP (2) 

at 2\ and 1.5\ concentrations, and for AFFF(2) and FFFP-AR(2) at 

1 . 5\ concentrations. 

5.5 Burnback Perforaance 

5 . 5 . 1 General 

The burnback tests involving AFFF(2) at 2\ and 5(1) at 3\ started 

prematurely when the test fuel reignited 1 minute 43 seconds and 

1 minute 30 seconds respectively after extinction was believed 

to have been achieved; the burnback flame was not used. 
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Usually during this trial, the burnback test began 5 minutes 
after the end of extinction to enable the foam blanket to drain 
and so offer less burnback protection. with a shorter waiting 
time, as happened in the above tests, a better burnback 
resistance can be expected. However, even with this advantage, 
AFFF(2) at 2% and 5(1) at 3% still achieved poor burnback 
performance grades. 

FP(l), FP(2) (both applied at 4 lpm/m2), 5(1), 5(2) and all of 
the film forming foam concentrates showed similar characteristics 
during the burnback tests. In almost all cases, within one 
minute of the application of the burnback flame to the foam 
blanket, small flames were seen ghosting from the burnback flame 
and across the surface of the foam blanket and around the tray 
edge. In many instances the flames on the foam surface increased 
in intensity to give flare-ups in areas away from the burnback 
flame. These flames then died down and sometimes self 
extinguished. However, the main burnback, which involved 
exposing open areas of fuel, generally proceeded from the area 
around the burnback flame and occurred after the flare-up had 
subsided. 

The foam blankets produced by the FP (all at an application rate 
of 5 lpm/m2) and the P foam concentrates generally prevented the 
ignition of contaminated foam and hence the spread of small 

.ghosting flames for longer than the other foam concentrates 
tested. 

During all of the burnback tests, the flames spread very quickly 
once 25% burnback had been achieved. 

5.5.2 25% Burnback Times 

(i) Full strength Foam Concentrates 

FP(2), FP(3) and P(l) gave very good 25% burnback times closely 
followed by FFFP-AR(2) and FP(l). AFFF-AR(l), AFFF-AR(2), FFFP
AR(l) and P(2) gave slightly shorter 25% burnback times than 
these. 

AFFF(l), AFFF(2), FFFP(l), FFFP(2), 5(1) and 5(2) all gave poor 
25% burnback times. 

Reducing the application rate of FP(l) did not effect its 25% 
burnback time. However, the 25% burnback time of FP (2) was 
significantly shorter when the application rate was reduced from 
5 lpm/m2 to 4 lpm/m2. 

(ii) Reduced strength Film Forming Foam Concentrates 

with the exception of FFFP-AR(2), the 25% burnback times of all 
of the film forming foam concentrates did not significantly 
degrade when their concentrations were reduced from 3% to 2% and 
1. 5%. The 25% burnback time of FFFP-AR(2) was significantly 
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I shorter when used at 2% and 1.5% when compared with its 
performance at 3%. 

The 25% burnback time of AFFF-AR(2) was significantly longer when 
used at 1.5% concentration than when it was used at either 3% or 
2% concentration. 

The 25% burnback times of AFFF(l) were particularly poor at 2% 
and 1.5% concentrations. 

5.5.3 25% Burnback Ratio 

(i) Full strength Foam Concentrates I 
AFFF-AR(2) and FP(3) gave the best 25% burnback ratio 
performances closely followed by AFFF-AR(l), FFFP-AR(2) , FP(l), 
FP(2) and P(l). FFFP-AR(l) gave a slightly worse 25% burnback 
ratio performance than all of these. 

AFFF ( 1), AFFF (2), FFFP ( l), FFFP (2), P (2), S (l) and S (2) foam 
concentrates all gave poor 25% burnback ratio performances. 

Reducing the application rates for FP(l) and FP(2) did not 
significantly affect their 25% burnback ratio performances. 

(ii) Reduced strength Film Forming Foam Concentrates 

The 25% burnback ratios of AFFF(l), AFFF(2), FFFP(l) , FFFP(2), 
and FFFP-AR(l) did not significantly degrade when their Iconcentrations were reduced from 3% to 2% and 1.5%. 

There were significant reductions in the 25% burnback ratios of 
AFFF-AR(l) and FFFP-AR(2) when they were used at 2% and 1.5% 
concentrations instead of their recommended 3% concentrations. 

When the concentration of AFFF-AR(2) was reduced from 3% to 2%, 
its' 25% burnback ratio significantly degraded. However, when 
used at 1.5%, the 25% burnback ratio of AFFF-AR(2) returned back 
to the level it achieved at 3%. 

5.6 Flare Resistanoe 

5.6.1 General 

Unfortunately, there were no signs of repeatability in the flare Iup results of tests that were duplicated (AFFF(l) and AFFF(2) 

both at 3% concentration) and so these results must be viewed 

with caution. 


Flare-ups commenced with small flames ghosting over the foam 

surface and around the edge of the tray. This spread of flames 

generally began within 1 minute of the burnback flame being 

applied to the foam surface although often it started as soon as 


I 
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the burnback flame was introduced. The speed of escalation of 
these small flames to peak flare-up was unpredictable. In some 
tests, peak flare-ups occurred within 30 seconds of the spread 
of small flames, in others it took more than 6 minutes. 
Generally, flare-ups quickly subsided, sometimes within seconds, 
often within 1 or 2 minutes. 

At peak flare-up, the flame i~tensity indicated by the radiometer 
results was noticeably lower than expected for the area of the 
foam blanket involved in flame. 

5.6 . 2 Full strength Foam Concentrates 

AFFF-AR(2), FFFP(2), FFFP-AR(l), FP(3), P(l) and P(2) were all 
only marginally affected by flare-ups during the burnback tests. 
However, AFFF(2), AFFF-AR(l), FP(l) and FP(2) were all badly 
affected by flares with over 25% of the surface of the foam 
blanket being involved in large flames soon after the burnback 
test commenced. 

with FP(l), FP(2), FP(3) (all at an application rate of 5 
lpm/m2), P(l) and P(2) foam concentrates, flare-ups were very 
slow in developing and then self-extinguished before the burnback 
proper began. 

FP(l) and FP(2) foam concentrates showed reductions in peak 
flare-up flame area with decreasing application rate. 

5.6.3 Reduced Strength Film Forming Foam Concentrates 

When the concentration of the film forming foam concentrates was 
reduced from 3% to 2%, AFFF(l), AFFF(2) and FFFP(l) became 
significantly more resistant to flare-ups. Conversely, AFFF
AR(2), FFFP(2) and FFFP-AR(2) became less resistant. AFFF(l), 
FFFP(l) and FFFP-AR(l) were only marginally affected by flares 
when applied at 2% concentration while AFFF-AR(l) and FFFP-AR(2) 
were badly affected by flare-ups . 

When the concentration of the film forming foam concentrates was 
reduced from 3% to 1.5%, AFFF(l), AFFF(2), AFFF-AR(l) and FFFP(l) 
became significantly more resistant to flare-ups. AFFF-AR(2) and 
FFFP(2) became significantly less resistant to flare-ups. The 
resistance to flare-ups of FFFP-AR (l) and FFFP-AR (2) did not 
change with this reduction in foam concentration. AFFF(l) , 
AFFF(2), FFFP(l) and FFFP-AR(l) were only marginally affected by 
flare-ups when used at 1.5% concentration, FFFP(2) was badly 
affected. 

For the AFFF, AFFF-AR and FFFP(l) foam concentrates, there was 
a general trend of a reduction in flare-up area with reduction 
in foam concentration. 
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5.7 Burnback-Only Te.t. I 
Four burnback-only tests were performed. The results were as 
follows (a longer 25% burnback time indicates better burnback 
performance) :  I 

Te.t 
No. 

Foam 
Type 

Application 
Period 

(Minute.) 

25' Burnl:lack 
Time 

(Min .. Sec) 

34 AFFF(l) 1 1 : 22 

40 FP(l) 2 6 : 49 

41 AFFF(l) 2 3 : 11 

42 FFFP(l) 2 3 : 27 

All of the above tests used the same application rate (4 Ipm/m2) 
in order that a direct comparison could be made between the 
burnback resistances of the foam blankets produced. 

During Test 34, AFFF(l) was applied for only 1 minute and the 
resulting 25% burnback time was very short . Consequently, the 
foam application period was increased to two minutes for the 
remaining tests to enable longer burnback times to be achieved. 

The flare-ups recorded during these tests were as follows (a 
smaller flare area indicates better performance):

Te.t 
No. 

Foam 
Type 

Application 
Period 

(Minutes) 

MaximUIII 
Flare 
Area 

Time Flare 
Ob.erved 

(Min : Sec) 

34 AFFF(l) 1 75% 0 : 28 

40 FP(l) 2 30% 0 : 17 

41 AFFF(l) 2 35% 1 : 53 

42 FFFP(l) 2 25% 1 : 00 

In all of these tests, the flare-ups observed during these 
burnback-only tests were significantly greater and generally 
developed quicker than those experienced during burnbacks after 
the extinction tests. 

5.8 Foam properties 

The foam expansion ratio and 25% drainage time results are given 
in Table 7. A summary of these foam properties is given below:
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Fo.. 
~ype 

Fo•• 
Branch 

Flow Expanaion Ratio l5' Drainage ~iae 

Averag. Range Av.rag_ Range 

AFFF F225H 225 15 . 7 12 - 17.6 2m 35& 2m - 3m 3& 

AFFF-AR F225H 225 13.4 11. 9 - 14 . 8 6m 4& 5m 53& - 6m 15& 

FFFP F225H 225 12.2 11.6 - 12.8 2m 28& 1m 58s - 2m 41& 

FFFP-AR F225H 225 10 . 5 9.4 - 11. 5 4m 20& 3m 30& - 5m 10& 

FP F2 2 5H 225 10.7 10 . 6 - 10.8 3m 29& 3rn 258 - 3rn 32& 

FP F225H 281 10.4 10.0 - 11.2 5rn 68 Srn - 5rn 158 

P F450H 366 9.2 8.6 - 9.8 3rn h 3rn - 3rn 28 

S F450H 366 14.1 13.6 - 14.6 7m 5rn - 9rn 

FP (1) and FP (2) foam concentrates were applied to the test fire 
at the recommended fire service minimum application rate of 5 
lpm/m2 and at the lower rate of 4 lpm/m2. This lower rate of 4 
lpm/m2 was used to directly compare the performance of FP with 
that of the film forming foam concentrates when used under the 
same conditions. In order to achieve these application rates, 
it was necessary to increase the solution flow rate through the 
Angus F225H branchpipe from 225 lpm to 281 lpm. This increase 
in flow resulted in slightly lower expansion ratios and much 
longer 25% drainage times. 

The P and S foam concentrates were applied to the test fire at 
an application rate of 6.5 lpm/m2. In order to achieve this 
application rate an Angus F450H branchpipe was operated at 366 
lpm instead of its recommended flow rate of 450 lpm. 
Consequently, the quality of the foam produced during this trial 
through the F450H is probably inferior to that which would have 
been produced had the branchpipe been operated at its recommended 
flow rate. This is not a criticism of the Angus F450H branchpipe 
but of the operating conditions that it was necessarily subjected 
to during this trial. 

5.9 Temperatures 

5.9.1 Fuel Temperature 

The fuel was discharged from tankers which had been parked 
outdoors. The fuel temperature ranged from a maximum of 19·C to 
a mInImum of 7·C . Although it is desirable to control the fuel 
temperature, this is very difficult to achieve with the large 
quantities of fuel used during these tests. 

5.9.2 Water Base Temperature 

The fire tray water base temperature ranged from a maximum of 
30·C to a minimum of 17°C. The water base temperature was 
influenced by the temperature of the water in the water dams and 
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the temperature of the pump through which the water was passed Iwhile being pumped to the tray. 

I5.9.3 Air Temperature 

The air temperature ranged from a maximum of 23.2°C to a minimum 
of 12.5°C. These were relatively high for the UK and were due 
to the warm weather prevailing during most of the trials period. 

5.9.4 Solution Temperature 

The solution temperature ranged from a maximum of 21 . 2°C to a 
minimum of 16.4 °C. The temperature being influenced by the 
temperature of the water in the appliance tank or water darns and 
the temperature of the pump through which the water passed. 

5.10 Radiometers 

The radiometer record from one pair of radiometers are given for 
each test in Appendix C. The second pair of radiometers gave 
similar results. 

The 90% extinctio
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5.11 Wind Sp.eds 

The average wind speeds during each test are given in Table 6. 
During all but one of the tests the average wind speed was less 
than 6 metres per second. During Test 3, the average wind speed 
was 6.3 metres per second. 
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6. DISCUSSION 


6.1 Foam Concentrate Perforaance - Full strength 

6.1.1 Virtual Extinction Performance 

All of the film forming foam concentrates gave quick and 
progressive knockdowns and virtual extinctions. 

Quick knockdowns were also achieved by FP(2) and 5(1). However, 
the virtual extinction times achieved by these and all of the 
other non-film forming foam concentrates were significantly 
slower than those achieved by the film-formers. Both of the 
protein foam concentrates and 5 (2) gave particularly slow virtual 
extinction times. 

Reducing the application rates for FP(l) and FP(2) did not 
significantly affect their knockdown or virtual extinction 
performances. 

In terms of foam concentrate costs in order to achieve virtual 
extinction, FP(2) was the cheapest, closely followed by AFFF(l) 
and FFFP(l). The remainder of the film-formers and 5(1) were 
slightly more expensive. However, for FP(2) and 5(1) to achieve 
this level of performance, they must be applied at higher 
application rates and for longer periods of time than the film 
forming foam concentrates. This will involve more water, higher 
flows, larger volumes of foam concentrate and more foam producing 
equipment than would be required for film forming foam 
concentrates. 

The most expensive concentrates to use in order to achieve 
virtual extinction were P(l), P(2) and 5(2). 

6.1.2 Burnback Performance 

(i) 25% Burnback Time 

At an operational incident it is likely that foam would be 
applied to a hydrocarbon fire until the fire had been 
extinguished. Foam application would then continue for a short 
while to ensure that a coherent foam blanket had been formed. 
This is similar to the method employed during this trial where 
the foam was applied for a further 30 seconds after extinction 
to provide a standard blanket condition for the burnback test 
(see Section 2.12). As a result of this, the quality and depth 
of the foam blankets formed during these trials is likely to be 
similar to those produced at an operational incident. 
Consequently, the 25% burnback times recorded during this trial 
give an indication of the burnback performances that can be 
expected from foam concentrates used in similar operational 
conditions. 
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P(l), FFFP-AR(2) and all three of the FP foam concentrates gave 
very good 25% burnback times. However, the 25% burnback times 
of the AFFF, FFFP and S foam concentrates were particularly poor. 

Reducing the application rate of FP (2) significantly deteriorated 
its 25% burnback time. The 25% burnback time of FP(l) was not 
affected by a reduction in the application rate. 

(ii) Burnback Ratio 

The results of 25% burnback time do not take into account the 
amount of time that foam was actually applied to the test fire. 
During this trial, due to the varying extinction performances of 
the foam concentrates used, foam application times varied from 
2 minutes 2 seconds to 9 minutes 23 seconds. This allowed foam 
blankets of various depths to be built up. Consequently, those 
foam concentrates that achieved quick extinctions and hence short 
foam application times are heavily penalised during the burnback 
test because only a shallow foam blanket will have been formed. 
conversely, those foam concentrates that gave poor extinction 
performance were able to build up deep foam blankets and so were 
at an advantage during the burnback tests. 

The 25% burnback ratio takes into account the foam application 
time and provides results that indicate the burnback performance 
per minute of foam application. 

For the 25% burnback ratio results, AFFF-AR(l), AFFF-AR(2), FFFP
AR(2), FP(l), FP(2), FP(3) and P(l) foam concentrates all showed 
very good resistance to burnback. However, the performances of 
the AFFF, FFFP, Sand P(2) foam concentrates were particularly 
poor. 

Reducing the application rates for FP(l) and FP(2) did not 
significantly affect their burnback performances. 

(iii) Overall Burnback Performance 

Overall, FFFP-AR(2), P(l) and all three FP foam concentrates gave 
good or very good 25% burnback times and 25% burnback ratios. 

The foam application times for AFFF-AR(l) and AFFF-AR(2) were 
considerably shorter than the above foam concentrates. As a 
consequence of this, they gave good or very good 25% burnback 
ratios but their 25% burnback times were only average. 

The burnback performances of the AFFF, FFFP and S foam 
concentrates were particularly poor. 
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6.1.3 Flare Resistance 

AFFF-AR(2), FFFP(2), FFFP-AR(l), FP(3), P(l) and P(2) foam 
concentrates all showed good resistance to flare-ups with either 
no or only minor flames on the surface of the foam blanket during 
the burnback test. In contrast, AFFF(2), AFFF-AR(l), FP(l) and 
FP(2) all produced flare-ups which engulfed more than 25% of the 
foam surface in large flames during the burnback test. 

6.2 Foam Concentrate Performance - Reduced strenqtb 

6.2 . 1 virtual Extinction Performance 

Only the film forming foam concentrates were used at reduced 
strength during this trial (see Section 2.1). In almost all 
cases, using these foams at below the concentration recommended 
by the manufacturer resulted in longer times to knockdown and 
virtual extinction. 

The virtual extinction performances of some of the foam 
concentrates appeared to degrade significantly more than others 
when used at reduced strength. For instance, with AFFF(2) and 
AFFF-AR(2) the reduction of foam concentration from 3% to 1.5% 
resulted in extremely poor virtual extinction performances that 
were no better than those achieved by the protein foam 
concentrates. In other cases, such as with FFFP(l) , knockdown 
and virtual extinction times did not degrade significantly with 
the reduction in foam concentrate strength. 

6.2.2 Burnback Performance 

(i) 25% Burnback Time 

There were no improvements in the 25% burnback times of any of 
the foam concentrates with dilution except for AFFF-AR(2) which 
gave a very long 25% burnback time when used at 1.5%. The 25% 
burnback time of FFFP-AR(2) became significantly shorter with 
dilution. For the remaining foam concentrates, their 25% 
burnback times did not significantly degrade with dilution. 

(ii) 25% Burnback Ratio 

There were no improvements in the 25% burnback ratios of any of 
the foam concentrates with dilution. The 25% burnback ratios of 
AFFF-AR(l) and FFFP-AR(2) significantly degraded with dilution. 
For the remaining foam concentrates, their 25% burnback ratios 
did not significantly degrade with dilution. 

(iii) Overall Burnback Performance 

overall, with the exception of AFFF-AR(2), there were no 
improvements with dilution in the 25% burnback times and 25% 
burnback ratios of all of the foam concentrates tested. AFFF
AR(2) gave an exceptionally long 25%"burnback time when used at 
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1. 5% concentration however its 25% burnback ratio remained 
similar at 3% and 1.5% concentrations. This was due to the foam 
application period at 1.5% being twice as long as it was at 3%. 
These results indicate that the burnback resistance of the AFFF
AR(2) foam blanket was not significantly affected by dilution but 
by the amount of foam applied to the fire. 

The 25% burnback times and 25% burnback ratios of FFFP-AR(2) 
significantly degraded with dilution. In addition, the 25% 
burnback ratio of AFFF-AR(1) significantly degraded with 
dilution. This indicated that the burnback resistance of the 
foam blanket of AFFF-AR(1) is significantly affected by dilution 
but increased foam application masked this drop in performance 
in the 25% burnback times. 

The 25% burnback times and 25% burnback ratios of the remaining 
foam concentrates did not significantly degrade with dilution. 

6.2.3 Flare Resistance 

When diluted, the resistance to flare-ups of AFFF(1), AFFF(2), 
FFFP(1) and AFFF-AR(1) all increased while those of AFFF-AR(2) 
and FFFP(2) decreased. The resistance to flare-ups of FFFP-AR(1) 
and FFFP-AR(2) did not change. 

6.3 Severity of Teata 

It is understood that 'safety factors' are built into both the 
quality of foam concentrates and foam application rates. For 
foam concentrates, the safety factor may involve the addition of 
more of the active ingredients than the minimum required to 
achieve a quick extinction of most hydrocarbon fuel fires. 
Minimum application rates may involve a safety factor that makes 
them significantly higher than the critical application rate (see 
Section 2.2). 

These safety factors help to ensure that under severe 
firefighting conditions the ability of the foam concentrates to 
extinguish hydrocarbon fires is not seriously affected. 

During this trial, care was taken to ensure that almost ideal 
firefighting conditions were maintained throughout. This 
involved the use of a symmetrical (round) test tray with no 
internal obstructions containing a fixed depth of non-flowing 
fuel, a pre-conceived firefighting tactic carried out by an 
experienced firefighter, correct application rates with all of 
the foam produced going on to the test fire, reasonably 
controlled weather conditions and firefighting equipment operated 
under closely controlled flow and pressure conditions. All of 
these controls were necessary to ensure that the primary 
objective of this trial was met, that was to compare the 
performance of various foam concentrates when using standard fire 
service equipment and techniques. Consequently, during this 
trial the firefighting abilities of some of the foam concentrates 
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(particularly the film formers), when used at full strength, were 
not severely tested. 

The use of foam concentrates at below their recommended 
concentrations and application rates does, however, begin to 
closely examine the abilities of foam concentrates under 
difficult conditions. 

Testing foam concentrates at reduced concentration was mainly 
carried out during this trial to provide large scale fire tests 
data that could be compared with results from the ISO and CEN 
fire tests (see section 2.1). 

Testing foam concentrates at reduced application rates was only 
carried out with FP(l) and FP(2) foam concentrates. 

The results of the reduced concentration tests show that 
generally, firefighting and burnback performance degrades with 
dilution. with some foam concentrates this degradation is not 
too significant, with others the effects are severe. 

The results of the lower application rates for FP(l) indicated 
only relatively minor differences in performance, with the 
performance at 4 lpm/m2 being only slightly worse than applied at 
5 lpm/m2. However, for FP(2) the 25% burnback time achieved at 
4 lpm/m2 was greatly inferior to that achieved when the foam was 
applied at 5 lpm/m2. This may be partially due to the fact that 
foam was applied for 30% longer during the higher application 
rate test. The 25% burnback ratio results indicate similar 
burnback performance at both application rates. 

In addition, the differences in foam quality caused by the 
changes in branchpipe operating conditions necessary to achieve 
these application rates may be a factor in the performances of 
the FP foam concentrates (see section 6.8). 

I 

Although these results appear to suggest that some (oa= 
concentrates can be used at reduced concentrations or application 
rates, it should be remembered that these fire tests were carried 
out in almost perfect firefighting conditions. At an operational 
incident, where there are many unknowns and barely controllable 
circumstances, firefighting can be considerably more difficult. 
Consequently, to ensure that the apparent safety factors shown 
during these tests come in to play, foam must always be applied 
at the recommended application rates and at the recommended 
concentration. 

6.4 Burnback-only T••ta 

I The results on the burnback-only tests provide valuable 
information on the performance of foams when used to provide 
protection of hydrocarbon spills where fire is not involved. 
During these tests, foam was applied gently to the surface of the 
test fuel. However, the results indicate that a considerable 
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I amount of contamination of the foam blankets occurred for each 
of the foam concentrates tested. 

During each test, within 10 seconds of the burnback torch being 
applied to the foam surface, small flames began to spread around 
the tray edge and over the surface of the foam blanket. 

For AFFF(l) where foam was applied to the fuel surface for 1 
minute only, over 75% of the foam blanket area was involved in 
large flames within 28 seconds of the burnback flame being 
applied. This was a very severe fire but involved only the foam 
surface, none of the test fuel had been exposed. If this 
occurred at an operational incident, s~ch as at a road traffic 
accident where a spill had been covered with foam, the quick 
escalation of such of fire could easily lead to injury and loss 
of life. The ignition source at such an incident could be 
anything from a hot object to sparks from vehicle electrical 
equipment. 

For AFFF(l) , FFFP(l) and FP(l) where foam was applied for 2 
minutes, the areas of foam blanket involved in flare-ups were 
between 25% and 35% of the tray area. However, these were still 
severe fires. 

Doubling the application time for AFFF(l) resulted in a halving 
of the area involved in a flare-up and greatly increased the time 
before the flare occurred. 

FP(l) gave a burnback time that was twice that of AFFF(l) and 
FFFP(l). The 25% burnback time for AFFF(l) after 2 minutes of 
foam application was more than twice the time it achieved after 
1 minute of foam application. 

These results indicate that doubling the foam application time 
to a hydrocarbon spill may as much as double the burnback 
resistance, decrease the intensity of a flare-up and increase the 
time between any ignition of the contaminated foam surface and 
a peak flare up. FP offered much better burnback resistance than 
AFFF and FFFP, however a peak flare occurred much sooner on the 
surface of the FP foam blanket than on the others. 

Although not investigated during this trial, it is likely that 
gentle application of foam other than directly to the surface of 
a hydrocarbon spill would result in less contamination of the 
foam blanket and consequently better flare resistance and 
burnback resistance. At an operational incident, this should be 
the preferred method of foam application. 

When comparing the results of the burnback-only test with those 
of the usual FEU burnback test performed after extinction, the 
25% burnback ratio results give similar but generally slightly 
improved burnback performances for the foam concentrates during 
the burnback-only tests. However, the 25% burnback times 
achieved during the burnback-only tests are slightly shorter. 
These differences in results are probably due to the shorter foam 
application times used during the burnback-only tests. 
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Burnback-only tests would effectively double the number of tests 
carried out during large scale fire tests if both extinction and 
burnback performance assessments needed to be made. However, the 
indications are that the results achieved during these trials for 
burnback were similar from both burnback methods when assessed 
using either the 25% burnback time or 25% burnback ratio 
determinations. Further burnback-only tests are required to 
further assess the merits of this method (if any) over the 
existing FEU method. 

6.5 Comparison of Burnback Assessment Methods 

Two methods of assessing the burnback performances of the foam 
concentrates were used during this trial. These were 25% 
burnback time and 25% burnback ratio. Generally, the graded 
results from the two methods agreed very closely. The only 
noticeable exception to this was AFFF-AR(2) at 3% which achieved 
an average 25% burnback time but a very good 25% burnback ratio. 
The extinction time and hence the foam application time for this 
test was relatively short and so only a thin foam blanket was 
formed. Consequently, the 25% burnback time result penalises 
AFFF-AR(2) for its quick extinction whereas the 25% burnback 
ratio takes this into account. 

When comparing the results of the burnback-only test with those 
of the usual FEU burnback test performed after extinction, the 
25% burnback ratio results give similar but generally slightly 
improved burnback performances for the foam concentrates during 
the burnback-only tests. However, the 25% burnback times 
achieved during the burnback-only tests are slightly shorter. 
These differences in results are probably due to the shorter foam 
application times used during the burnback-only tests (see 
section 6.4). 

The 25% burnback time results provide information on the burnback 
performances that can be expected from foam concentrates used in 
operational conditions where foam application ceases soon after 
extinction or once a coherent foam blanket has been formed on a 
spill. However, the 25% burnback ratios provide results that 
indicate the burnback performance per minute of foam application 
and so give an absolute comparison of burnback only. 
consequently, both assessment methods provide valuable 
information on two different aspects of the burnback performances 
of foam concentrates. 

6.6 Repeatability of Tests 

Where tests have been repeated with the same branchpipe, foam 
concentrate and foam application rate, there were variations in 
the results. A minimum of three tests employ ing the same 
conditions is ideally required to assess repeatability, although 
more are desirable. However, the size and cost of the test 
impose practical limits. When planning this trial, it was 
decided that, due to the number of foam concentrate type/foam 
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concentration/ application rate combinations that required 
investigation, only one test could be carried out for each 
condition. Three additional tests were reserved for tests of 
repeatability. 

Wherever possible, test conditions and procedures were 
standardised. However, in large scale outdoor tests of this 
kind, temperatures and wind conditions cannot be controlled and 
these contribute to the variability of the test results. 

Analysis of the results of the repeated tests revealed that the 
100% extinction times and the burnback times varied greatly. 
100% extinction times were heavily dependant on the tactics 
employed by the firefighter after 99\ extinction and appeared to 
have little to do with the properties of the foam concentrates 
used. Some of the burnback times appeared to be heavily 
influenced by the foam application time during the extinction 
phase of the test. 

Consequently, virtual extinction times, 25\ burnback times and 
25\ burnback ratios were used along with performance gradings to 
compare the results of these tests. Using these, results of 
repeated tests fell within either the same or adjacent 
performance grades to produce a reasonable level of 
repeatability. This was also true of the 90% extinction results 
which were used to produce knockdown performance gradings. 

The results for flare resistance were not as repeatable. Results 
for each repeated test vary greatly. For AFFF(2) for instance, 
when repeated the first test resulted in a burnback with no 
flares, the second test resulted in a flare that covered 50\ of 
the foam blanket. However, the foam application period for the 
first test was more than twice as long as that for the second 
test. As discussed in section 6.4, a longer application time 
appears to result in reduced burnback flares. I 
6.7 Tactics of Fo.. Application 

During this trial, foam was applied directly to the fuel surface 
as gently as possible without the use of a frontplate or 
backplate. Direct application is the most testing condition 
likely to be experienced operationally because, in practice, 
there may be surfaces on to which the foam stream can be directed 
so that the foam flows more gently on to the fuel surface. 

As discussed in section 6.6, 100% extinction was influenced more 
by the tactics of the firefighter after 99% extinction had been 
achieved than by the properties of the foam tested. Generally, 
the last remaining flames were along the edge of the tray nearest 
to the firefighter. Due to the height of the tray sides, the 
firefighter either had to feather the foam just over the tray 
edge or move around the tray in order to apply foam directly to 
the remaining flames. In such circumstances, the use of medium 
expansion foam with its gentler application and lower flow rate 
may be of benefit in extinguishing these final flames. 
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During this trial, a commercially available combined low and 
medium expansion foam branchpipe was used to extinguish one of 
the fires at the end of a burnback test. However, the poor 
quality of the foam produced by it, especially the low expansion 
foam, resulted in very poor firefighting performance and did not 
adequately demonstrate the possible advantages of using medium 
expansion at the later stages. Due to the poor performance of 
this branch, the results of the above test are not discussed 
further in this report and a full fire test was not carried out 
with it. The foam branchpipe used has now been withdrawn from 
sale by the manufacturers. FEU are currently investigating the 
possibility of designing and producing a combined low and medium 
expansion branchpipe. 

6.8 Branchpipe. 

Comparisons of the foam quality of FP(1) and FP(2) foam 
concentrates used through the F225H branch at 225 lpm and 281 lpm 
show that the increase in flow resulted in a slightly lower 
expansion ratio and a much longer drainage time. It is difficult 
to assess the effects that this change in foam quality had on the 
extinction performances of these foams because the application 
rates necessarily changed as well. 

The F450H produced foam that appeared to be of reasonable 
quality, however, FEU have not previously carried out any 
comparison tests involving this branch. 

6.9 Use of a water B••e and Various Fuel Depths 

Three tests were carried out to briefly investigate the effects 
of fuel depth and the presence of a water base on firefighting 
performance. Only one test was carried out for each water base 
fuel depth combination using just one foam concentrate, AFFF(1). 

From these results it was tentatively concluded that the 
firefighting performance of AFFF(1) was not significantly 
affected by the use of a water base or by the depth of fuel. 
Consequently, 1400 litres of petrol floating on a 1400 litre 
water base was used for each test. 

The results of these three tests must, however, be treated with 
caution. It should not be concluded that a water base or depth 
of fuel have no effects on firefighting foam performance. Only 
one foam concentrate was considered for these preliminary tests 
and as such the above conclusion can only be valid for AFFF(1) 
and only for fuel depths up to 50mm. It may be that had another 
concentrate been used for these tests, such as a fluoroprotein, 
then the results may have been very different. Unfortunately, 
there was no time to investigate the effects of water bases or 
depths of fuel on the firefighting performances of other foam 
types during this trial. 
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6.10 Discussion of Equipment and Trials Technique 

6 . 10.1 Tray Design 

The tray design and the modifications made to the height of the 
tray walls were satisfactory. However, there was some damage to 
the sealant used between the steel rim and the tray base which 
required replacement after the trial . 

The increase in the tray height prevented almost all washout of 
fuel and foam during foam application. It also prevented the Ifoam applied into the tray overflowing into the surrounding bund. 

6.10.2 Instrumentation 

The instrumentation proved to be satisfactory. However, the 
problem of the background level of the radiometers changing with I 
ambient light reoccurred (see Reference 8). The use of sapphire 
windows to eliminate these variations in background levels needs 
to be investigated . 

The radiometers, water pumps, water tanks, metal radiation 
shields, associated cables and mounting poles required 
repositioning regularly with changes in wind direction. This 
became a laborious task requiring the trials to be delayed for 
long periods of time while the equipment was dismantled, 
reassembled and tested. It is desirable that the whole of the 
above radiometer system be mounted on to two trolleys (one 
trolley for each set of two radiometers) to allow repositioning 
to be carried out quickly and easily. Also, to save time in 
winding in and letting out signal cables to the radiometers, a 
telemetry system would be advantageous and should be 
investigated. 

6.10.3 Video Equipment 

As in previous trials (Reference 8), the use of the Skystalk 
camera proved the most useful camera angle for data analysis. 
However the second camera, which was mounted on the roof of the 
instrumentation van, gave a less useful camera angle due to it 
being situated considerably nearer to the ground than the 
skystalk. The positioning of this second camera was also 
restricted by the need for the instrumentation van to be situated 
on the hard standing to the upwind side of the fire tray. 

Ideally, the view from the skystalk should be supplemented by a 

second camera at a similar height and with a field of view to 

cover the opposite side of the tray. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

It was only possible to test each of the foam concentrates 
against one Class B fuel in a controlled and almost ideal 
firefighting environment. Consequently, care must be taken in 
applying these conclusions to other circumstances. 

In order to achieve optimum fire fighting performance, foam 
concentrates should always be used at the manufacturers 
recommended concentrations and at least the minimum application 
rates recommended in DCO Letter 10/91. The conclusions for foam 
concentrates used in this way are:

1. 	 All of the film forming foam concentrates (AFFF, AFFF-AR, 
FFFP and FFFP-AR) gave quick and progressive knockdowns and 
virtual extinctions. Quick knockdowns were also achieved 
by one of the synthetic and one of the FP foam concentrates 
tested. 

2. 	 Generally, the non-film forming foam concentrates (FP, P 
and synthetic) gave significantly slower knockdowns and 
virtual extinctions than achieved by the film forming foam 
concentrates. 

3. 	 All three FP, one of the FFFP-AR and one of the P foam 
concentrates gave very good burnback performances. Both 
AFFF-AR foam concentrates also gave very good burnback 
performances when their relatively short foam application 
times were taken into account. 

4. 	 All of the AFFF, FFFP and S foam concentrates gave poor 
burnback performances. 

5. 	 The burnback performances of all of the foam concentrate 
types tested were affected to some extent by fuel 
contamination. Foam must always be applied as gently as 
possible to minimise foam contamination. 

Foam should be applied to hydrocarbon spills as gently as 
possible to prevent contamination of the foam blanket and should 
continue for as long as possible to produce a very thick 
protective foam layer. Precautions should be taken to ensure 
that any ignition source does not come into contact with the foam 
blanket. Should contaminated foam ignite, then large areas of 
the foam blanket are likely to be become involved in intense 
flames within seconds. The shorter and more forceful the foam 
application, the more severe any resulting flare-up is likely to 
be. FP gives much better burnback performance than AFFF or FFFP 
in such situations but is likely to become involved more quickly 
in a flare-up should one occur. 

When foam concentrates were used at below their recommended 
concentrations or application rates, firefighting and burnback 
performances began to degrade. with some foam concentrates the 
degradation was not too significant, with others the effects were 
severe. The results of this trial indicate that safety factors 
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are evident in both the recommended application rates and in the 
quality of foam concentrates. These safety factors ensure that, 
under severe firefighting conditions, the ability of foam 
concentrates to extinguish hydrocarbon fires is not seriously 
diminished. In general, the safety factor can expected to be 
higher for better quality foam concentrates. 

Despite these tests only involving one firefighting situation, 
the results do at least provide the fire service with a basis for 
comparing the relative performance of various types of foam 
concentrate. The results also show that large variations in 
performance can be expected from different products of the same 
foam type. 
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NOTES 

1. 	 The foam standards being produced by both ISO and CEN are 
as follows:

Specification for low expansion foam concentrates for 
top application to water-immiscible liquids. 

Specifications for medium and high expansion foam 
concentrates. 

Specification for low expansion foam concentrates for 
top application to water-miscible liquidS. 

2. 	 Virtual extinction is the term used by FEU to describe the 
point in time at which the remain1ng flames had been 
restricted to 5% or less of the tray side. In addition, 
very small areas of flame on the foam surface elsewhere in 
the tray were allowed if it was considered that these would 
have been easily extinguished by a quick change of tactic 
as occurred during some of the later tests. 

After virtual extinction had been achieved, complete 
extinction of the remaining flames was shown during this 
trial to be due to the expertise of the firefighter and his 
tactics rather than any particular properties of the foams 
used. 

3. 	 Mobil oil Company Limited, coryton Terminal, Stanford-le
Hope, Essex. 

4. 	 P'O Roadtanks Limited, victoria Road, Stanford-le-Hope, 
Essex, SS17 OJB. 

5. 	 Pains-Wessex Shermuly, High Post, Salisbury , Wilts, SP4 
6AS. Solvent Igniter - Code Number 2015-01. 

6. 	 J W Automarine, Hempstead Road, Holt, Norfolk. 24,000 Litre 
Flexi-dam, Model Number SP24000FD. 

7. 	 Endress and Hauser Limited, Ledson Road, Manchester. BOmm 
electromagnetic flowmeter - Type Pulsmag V. 

B. 	 Alpha Pumps, Ashford Road, Maidstone. 
Model GP 1/2/125/E. 

9. 	 Endress and Hauser Limited, Ledson Road, Manchester. 15mm 
electromagnetic flowmeter - Type Picomag. 

10. 	 Piezometer tube constructed to FEU requirements. 

11. 	 RS Components Limited, Corby, Northants. 

Pressure sensor, RKC model PRT/AF4. 
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12. 	 TC Limited, PO Box 130, cowley Mill Trading Estate, 
Longbridge Way, Uxbridge, UB8 2YS. Temperature sensor 16-1
3-100-CE4L-R100-1/5-2 MTR. 

13 . TC Limited, PO BOX 130, Cowley Mill Trading Estate, 
Longbridge Way, Uxbridge UB8 2YS. Digital temperature 
indicator AF4NR-MA5. 

14. 	 RS components Limited, Corby, Northants. Digital pressure 
indicator type 646-763. 

15. 	 Comark, Rustington, Sussex. Intrinsically safe Ni-cr/Ni-AI 
thermometer, Type 3006. 

16. 	 Vector Instruments Limited, Marsh Road, Rhyl, Clywd. 
Wind speed and direction indicator 0600/120. 

17. 	 Skye Instruments Limited, unit 5, Dbole Industrial Estate, 
Llandrindrod Wells, powys, LD1 6DF. Air temperature and 
humidity sensor SKH 2013. 

18. 	 Rickadinki Mitsui Electronics (UK) Limited, Oakcroft Road, 
Chessington, Surrey, KT9 lSA. Multipen recorder type R-300 
series, Model 83. 

19; 	 Solatron Instruments, victoria Road, Farnborough, 
Hampshire. Orion data logger Type 35310. 

20. 	 Met-check, PO Box 284, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK17 OQD. 
Wind sock 4 ft polyurethane. 

21. 	 Cloud Nine (Photographic Services) Limited, unit 9, Old 
Great North Road, Sutton-on Trent, Newark, Notts, NG23 6QS. 
Skystalk mast. 

22. 	 Hitachi Denshi (UK) Limited, 13-14 Garrick Industrial 
Centre, Garrick Road, London, NW9 9AP. Colour video camera 
type C2. 

23 . 	 Sony (UK) Limited, South street, Staines, Middlesex. 

Hi-band 'U'-matic video recorder BVU 950P. 


24. 	 Maine Engineering, Howe Park, Kings Langley, Herts. 

Model SD1200L. This company no longer makes these clocks. 


25. 	 Parr Scientific Limited, 594 Kingston Road, Raynes Park, 
London. Medtherm Heat Flux Transducers types 64-10-20 and 
64-1-20. 

26. 	 Interdab Limited. The Maltings Industrial Estate, South 
Minster, Essex CMO 7EQ. Model Jet100M. 

27. 	 The time taken for 25% of the area of the foam blanket to 
be completely eroded by flames t9 reveal burning fuel below 
is recorded by observers as the 25% burnback time. Times to 
50% and 100% burnback (by area) are also recorded. 
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Radiometers are also used for recording burnback progress . 
For these, the time taken for the radiated heat to reach 
25% of its preburn level is recorded as the 25% burnback 
time. Times to 50% and 100% burnback (by radiated heat) are 
a lso recorded. In a 11 cases, t im ing commences from the 
application of the burnback flame to the foam blanket. 

During this trial, the burnback times recorded by observers 
and obtained from the radiometers were very similar. The 
radiometer results are generally quoted in this report. 
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nu CODE 
NANI!! 

TRADE NANI!! IllUlUFACTUIU!:R COST 
PER 
LITRE' 
(£) 

AFFF (1) Lightwater FC 203 3H Chemicals Division, 
Manchester 

2.54 

AFFF (2) Tridol-5 F0305GO Angus Fire Armour Limited, 
Thame, Oxfordshire 

2.76 

AFFF-AR( 1) Lightwater ATC FC 600 3M Chemicals Division, 
Manchester 

2 . 48 

AFFF-AR(2) Universal Chubb Fire Engineering, 
High Wycombe 

2.57 

FFFP( 1) Petroaeal F0801GO Angus Fire Armour Limited, 
Thame, Oxfordshire 

2.76 

FFFP(2) Centrifoam 903 Croda Karr Limited, 
Kirkby, Liverpool 

2.68 

FFFP-AR( 1) Alcoseal F0704GO Angus Fire Armour Limited, 
Thame, Oxfordshire 

3.13 

FFFP-AR(2) Centr ifoam A936 Croda Kerr Limited, 
Kirkby, Liverpool 

3.07 

FP(l) FP70 F0201GO Angus Fire Armour Limited, 
Thame, Oxfordshire 

1.05 

FP(2) Plus-F Chubb Fire Engineering, 
High Wy_combe 

0.83 

FP(3) 5abo Pluoroprotein Sabo, Italy 
____ 2 

PIll Nicerol-HC FOI03GO Angus Fire Armour Limited, 
Thame, Oxfordshire 

0.90 

P (2) Profoam 803 Croda Karr Limited, 
Kirkby, Liverpool 

0.75 

5(1) Expandol F0401GO Angus Fire Armour Limited, 
Thame, Oxfordshire 

0.97 

5(2) Hex 5 Chubb Fire Engineering, 
High Wycombe 

1.43 

NOTES 	 TO TABLE 1 I 

1. 	 These costs are per litre of foam concentrate as charged to FEU 
during February 1992; they do not include VAT or delivery 
charges. 

2. 	 This foam concentrate was supplied to PEU by a Local Authority 
Fire Brigade free of charge . 

TABLE 1 Details of Foam Concentrates Used 
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TEST 
NO. 

fOAM 
TYI'E AND 
NORMAL 
USECONC 

CONe 
USED 

BRANCH MP. 
RATE 

LPM/M' 

TEMPERATUllE 'C EXTINCTION TIMES BURNBACK TIMES' 

Air W.ter 
B_ 

f\ooI 90S 9S" Yu1Mol 
Ext. 

lOOS F.... 
App. 
Period 

2S.. SO.. 1SS IOOSl 

I AFFF(I)3" 3" FllSH 4 14.6 - 10 54. Im la Im 10. 2m 12, 2m·Ha 2m 50. 2m56s 3m3, lm 18t 

2' AFFF(I) 3" 3" FllSH 4 IB .O - B 59. 1mb Im 29, 4m 16, .cm 48. 4m 57. Srn 5. 5mB. Srn 34, 

3 AFFF(I) 3" 2" FllSH 4 21.5 - 10 52. 57. Im 26, Im lit 2m 2. Im )I. Im S4. 2m 7, 2mlh 

4 AFFF(2)3" 3" FllSH 4 12.B IB 12 55. lm 19. 2m 24. 1m2.. 7m .H. 3m 36. lm 44. lm 54. 4m3. 

5 AFFF(2) 3" 2lI\ FllSH 4 14.9 20 13 Im 1S. Im 30. 2m .B. 7mJo. Bm Srn 33,· Srn 55,· 6m IBa' 6m 39,' 

6 AFFF(I)3" 1.5" FllSH 4 17.B 2J 15 Im 24. 10129. 2m 29, 4m 2, 4m3l. 2m 26. 3m 9. 3m 27. 3m 27. 

7 AFFF(2) 3" 1.5" FllSH 4 1S .4 lS 17 .cm 23, .cm 28, Srn 14. Sm .. 9, 6m 19, 3m2h 3m 36, 3m 4.s. .cm 9, 

B' FFFP(I) 3" 3" FllSH 4 17.0 30 17 59. Im 34. 2m 5. 6m29. 6m 35. Srn 9. Srn 18, Srn 28. Srn "9, 

9 FFFP(I) 3" 2" FllSH 4 17.4 20 17 Im 26, Im 32. Imsa. Srn 4S. 9m IIa .fm 49. Srn 6. Srn 37, 6m 7, 

10 FFFP(2) 3" 3" FllSH 4 20.5 24 17 Im 120 Im 20. lm I. 7m 220 7m SS. Srn SS. 6m 18. 6m 27, 6m 39, 

11 FFFP(2) 3" 2lI\ Fl25H 4 22 .B 26 16 Im30s Im 55. 2m 17, 6m 11, 6m 47, .fm 39, Srn 29, 6m 12. 6m 23. 

12 FFFP-AR(I) 

3"16" 
3" FllSH 4 14 .6 19 12 57. Im4. Im 400 lm I, 3m3h 6m 57. 7m 11. 7m42!1 Srn 7. 

13 FFFP-AR(I) 

3" 16" 
2" FllSH 4 16.9 22 16 56. lm 2, 2m 12. Srn 6. Srn 36. Srn 35. Srn .7. Srn sa. 6m ". 

14 FFFP-AR(2) 

3" 16" 
3lI\ Fl258 4 19.6 21 19 55. Im 2, Im 36, .cm IS. 4m 4S. lOm 211 lOm 341 IOm 45. Ilm9s 

15 FFFP-AR(2) 

3" 16" 
a FllSH 4 21.5 26 19 Im 28. Im500 2m 21, 4mlll Sm 3. 4m211 4m411 6m 28. 6m 33. 

16 AFFF-AR(I ) 

3" 16" 
3" FllSH 4 14.1 19 16 59. Im4. Im ss. 3m S, 3m 38. Sm 211 Srn 40. 8m 57. 9m 2. 

TABLE 2 : ae.ult. of Te.t. : Bztinction and Burnback Ti••• in Chronoloqical Ord.r 
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TEST 
NO. 

11 

IB 

19 

20 

21 

22 

2J 

24 

2~ 

26' 

21 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

FOAM CONC BRANCH APP. TEMPERATURE 'C EXTINCTION TIMES BURNBACK TIMES' 
TYFEAND USED RATE 
NORMAL Air Water Fuel 90"; ",.; Virtual lOO"; F...,. 25"; 50,.; 15"; lOO";' 
USE CONC LPMIM' B... En. App. 

Period I 

AFFF·AII(1) 2lI F22.lH 4 18 .8 2~ 18 Im 2S, Im 29, Im 49, Jm 13, lm ·n. 4m 59. Srn 7, Srn 13. Srn 21s 
3";/6~ 

AFFF·AII(2) 3~ F22.lH 4 11 .0 19 10 ~1. Im III Im44. Im ~la 2m 23, Srn 9, Srn 30s Sm .c2. 9m 8, 
3~ /6~ 

AFFF·AII(2) 2lI F22.lH 4 18.8 2J 13 Im 9, Im 13. 2m ~Ot 2m 59, Jm 29. 6m 0, 7m 26, 7m 4S. Srn 13. 
3~16~ 

Fl'(1) 3 ~ 3~ F22.lH ~ 1~ . 2 19 12 Im 38, Im .57. Jro 48, 4m IS. .cm 4S, IIm sa, 12m 21t 12m 54. 13m 

FI'(2)3~ 3~ f22jH ~ 16.4 24 14 ~6. Imh 2m44. 3m ~Ot "m2h 12m 24, 12m 31, 12m 48. 13m 4, 

FFFP(1)3~ 3~ f22jH 4 11.4 22 13 ~1. 1m 11 401 33, .cm 33. Srn 3, 4m 45• Srn S. Srn 11. Srn 44, 

FFFI'(2)3~ 3~ F22.lH 4 18.8 21 14 ~3. ~1. Im 37, 4m2" 4mS .. 6m la 6m 13. 6m 24, 6m3" 

P(I) 3 ~ 3~ F4~OH (I) 6 . ~ 13 .8 11 9 2m44. .cm 16. 6m4. 6m ." 7m 11, 14m 56, ISm 6, ISm 23, ISm 33. 

P(2) 3~ 3~ F4~OH (I) 6.~ 1~ . 2 19 12 6m 59, 7m ,35. 7m 54, Sm 53, 9m 23. 7m «, Srn 11. Srn 23. BmoCh 

S(I) 3~ 3~ F4~OH (I) 6 . ~ 16.2 24 12 43. 2m 48, 2m 59. 3m 36. 4m 16. 3m H. "m 2_ .cm 111 .cm 34. 

S(2) 3~ 3~ F4~OH (8) 6 . ~ 12 .4 11 II Im S. 2m 3, ~m Srn 6, 6m 9, Srn 29, Srn 46, 6m I_ 6m III 

AFFF· AII(2) U~ F22.lH 4 13 .2 11 II 2mCh 2m 4S, 3m40s .cm 27. 4m 51, 13m 59• I.m 18, 14m3h ,.cm 57, 
3~ 16~ 

AFFF·AII(1) J.S~ F22.lH 4 13 .4 11 10 Im 39, 2m .c. 2m 26, 3m 44. .cm 14, 6m IS. 6m 39. 6rn 48. 1m 3. 
3~/6~ 

FFFP·AII(I) U~ F22.lH 4 16.0 19 9 Im 29. Im 53. 2rn 22. 3m 13. 3m 43. 5m55. 6rn 1. 6m 22. 6m 33. 
3~16~ 

FFFP·AII(2) I.l~ f22jH 4 16.1 19 11 Im 59. 2m I. lm 48. 3m 19. 3m 49. 4m 33. Srn 2. Srn 24. 5m3h 
3~/6~ 

FFFP(I) 3~ 1.l~ F22.lH 4 18.2 23 I~ Im 2. Im 19. Im 46. 2m 23. 2m ~3. 3m 12. 3m 16. 3rn 30 3m 31. 

TABLE 2 (Continued): Re.ult. of Te.t. I Extinction and Burnback Ti.e. in Chronoloqical Order 



TEST 
NO. 

FOAM 
TYPE AND 
NORMAL 
USE CONC 

CONC 
USED 

BRANCH APP. 
RATE 

LPMIM' 

TEMPERATURE ·C EXTINCTION TIMES BURNBACK TIMES' 

Air W.tel' 
B_ 

fUel 90% 95% VutwoI 
E.!. 

100% F.... 
App. 
Period 

2S% SO% 7S% 100,1 

33 FFFP(2)3% I.S% F22SH 4 19.5 19 16 Im 4.5. Im 48. 2m 2. 3m 39. 4ml0a 4m l.5a 4m 34, 4m .52. Srn 7s 

34' AFFF(I) 3% 3% F22SH 4 18.8 22 IS - - - - Im Im 225 Im 29. Im 37. Im 44. 

35 Fr(l) 3% 3% F22SH 4 15.2 19 IS Im 57. 2m 33. 3m4h 4m 18. 4m 48. Ilm 36. Ilm49. Ilm 58. 12m 20. 

36 FP(2) 3% 3% F22SH 4 19.2 21 19 Im III Im 38. 2m 37. 2m 49. 3m 19. Srn 12. Srn 33. 6m 34. 6m 42. 

37 AFFF(l) 3% 3% F22SH 4 12.2 17 11 46. 49. Im 36. 2m .52. 3m 22. 4m 4m 6. 4m 14. 4m 36. 

38 AFFF(I) 3% 3% F22SH 4 13.2 18 14 45. 49. Im 29. 3m 55. 4m 25. 6m 1.5. 6m 25. 6m.5h 7m ... 

39 FP(3) 6% 6% F22SH 5 16.4 19 14 2m 16. 2m 42. 3m 44. 4mlOa 4m400 12m 9. 12m2h 12m 28. 12m.5h 

40' FP(I) 3% 3% F22SH 4 17.5 21 12 - - - - 2m 6m 49. 7m 14. 7m 29. 7m 3.5. 

41' AFFF(I) 3% 3% F22SH 4 19.7 20 16 - - - - 2m 3m III 3m 18. 3m 24, 3m 34. 

42' FFFP(I) 3% 3% F22SH 4 13.8 17 7 - - - - 2m 3m 27. 3m 47. 4m 9. 4m 36. 

43' AFFF(I) 3% 3% F22SH 4 16.3 - 10 44. 53. Im 39. 3m 7. 3m 37. Srn 44. 6m 6m 8. 6m 13. 

U1 .... 

NOTES FOR TABLE 2: 

l. AJI bumbacklime. i,nore any flare. that may h .....e occurred. Detail. ornare.lrc " .... en in Tables 3," and 5. 
2. 10010 or maxilNJm bumbad:. 

3.2800 litre. of petrol flOlling on a 1400 litre water b ..e uaed during thi. test. 

4. Bumback. name not uaed during TellS due to re-i,nition orthe tell fuel I minute 30 ICCOnd••fter extinction. 
S. Firefizhter experienced problerTd .pplyi,.,.1I or the roam llream on to the rlre .t the bezinning or Test 8. 
6. Bumb.d: n.me not uaed during Tell 26 due to re-i,rution or the tell fuel I minute 43 ICcOnd••fter extinction. 
7. Bumblck-only tellJ. 
8. 2800 litre. or pell'Ol with DO ....ter bllC uaed during thi. tell. 

TABLE 2 (Continued): Results of Tests Bztinction and Burnback Tt-es in Chronoloqical Order 
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I. 2100 litre. of petrol fl(Muna on. 1400 litre .... ter bue UKd durina thi. te..: . 

FOAM TYPE CONe. 
AND USED 
NORMAL 
USE CONe. 

Affl' (I) 3'11; 3'11; 

2'11; 

1.5'11; 

Affl' (l) 3'11; 3'11; 

2'11; 

1.5'11; 

Affl'· AR (I) 3 '11; 
3'11; /6'11; 

2'11; 

1.5'11; 

Affl'•AR (l) 3'11; 
3'11; /6'11; 

2'11; 

1.5'11; 

NOns TO TABLE 3: 

TEST APP. EXTINCTION 
NO. 

I 
2' 
34' 
38 
41' 
43' 

3 

6 

4 
37 

~. 

7 

16 

17 

29 

18 

19 

28 

RATE 

90'11; 95'11; V'lrtUoI 100'11; r.... 
IpmI.r Ext. App. 

PoriocI 

4 ~4. Im 3, lmlDl 2m 12, lm 43, 
4 ~9. Imll Im 29, 4m 16, 4m 48, 
4 - - - - Im 
4 4~. 49. Im 290 lm 55, 4m 25. 
4 - - - - 2m 
4 44. ~3. Im 39. 3m 7. lm 37. 

4 ~h ~7. Im 26. ImJh 2m 2, 

4 Im 24, Im 29, 2m 29, 4m 2, 4m B. 

4 ~~. Im 19, 2m 24. 7m21s 7m 53. 
4 46. 49. Im 36. 2m 52.1 3m2h 

4 I m 2.S, Im 3a. 2m 53. 7m 3D. 8m 

4 4m 23, 4m 28. Srn 14. Srn 49. 6m 19, 

4 ~9. Im 4. Im 55, 3m 8. 3m 38, 

4 Im 25, Im 29, lm 49, 3m 13. lm 42. 

4 Im 39. lm 4. 2m 26. lm .... 4m 14. 

4 ~7. Imlll Im44. Im~h 2m 23. 

4 Im9. Im 13, 2m ~o. 2m 59. 3m 29, 

4 2m4h 2a:! 45. 3m 400 4m 27. 4m 57, 

25'11; BURNBACK 

rUDeo(25~ Mu flare Md r... nmeof 
Flare ~..... 25'11; 
Ractioao..... Ala 

flare 
Ob5ened 

- 7~ 49. -
- 8~ 3m 59. -
16. 39% 280 12. 

- 6~ 4m 4, 4m 4, 

- 12~ lm 53. Im 49. 
- 19% 4m 53, 4m 53, 

- - -

- 2~ Im 38. -
- - -
- 7. 2m 44, ImS.. 

- 6S 3m 54, -

- - -

- 3. 6m 48, 6m 428 

- 5S 2m 311 2m 27. 

- - -

- - -

- 16~ 2m 42. 2m 411 

- 9% 28. -

Mu flare 25'11; BB 
Ala ODd (Ipo.... 
rUD. flare) 
Ob5ened R.ad:iomecen 

10% 49. lm SOS 
10% 3m ~9. 4m 57, 

1~" 28. lm 22, 
25~ 4m 4, 6m IS. 
35S Im HI lm III 
2.SS 4m 5). Srn 44. 

3% 30. lm 38, 

- 2m 26. 

- lm 36. 
SOS Im59. 4m 

10 % 3m 54. Srn 33. 

IS Imn. lm 211 

SOc,(, 6m 48. 8m2h 

JOt; 2m 311 4m 59. 

lOt; Im 39. 6m IS. 

- 8m 9s 

30~ 2m 42. 6m 43. 

20% 28. 13m59, 

2. Bumb.ct--on!y le". 
3 . 2800 litre. ofpetrol ... ilb no ....ter bue u.d durina thi.le": . 
4 . Burnback flame 001. ulltd durina Te..: 5 due to re-iJUiuon or fuel I mirwle 30 ICCOnd••fter extinction. 

TABLB 3 : Re.ult. ot Te.t. : Bxtinction and 25% BurDback Tt-e. (Includinq Plare Detail.) 
tor APPP and APPF-AR Po.. Concentrate. 
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FOAM TYPE CONC. TEST APP. EXTINCTION lS'II BURNBACK 
AND USED NO. RATE 
NORMAL 90'11 95'11 Vi...... 100'11 F.... TIlDe of 15f1 Mu flare ODd r ... Time of Mu flare lS'II BB 
USECONC. lpm.l.' Ext. App. flare RNioao..... lS'II .v.. ODd 11_.... 

Period Radiomders .v.. r... flare) 
flare Obsen... RadioaI..... 
Obsen... 

FFFP (I) 3'11 3'11 8' 4 59. Im 34, 2m 5, 6m 5. 6m 35, - - - - Srn 9. 
22 4 57. Im 11 Im 25, 4m 33, Srn 3, - - - IO~ 2m 27. 4m4S. 

42' 4 - - - - 2m - 16'11lm Im 2Sr. Im lm 27. 

I'll 9 4 Im 26. Im 32. Im 5th Srn 48. 9m IS. - - - - "m 49. 

105'11 J2 4 Im 20 Im 19, Im 46, 2m 23. 2m 53, - - - - lm 12. 

FFFP (l) 3'11 3'11 10 4 lm 12, Im 20. lmh 7m 22, 'm SS. - - - - Srn SS, 

23 4 53. 57. Im 37, 4m2h "m SI. - - - S% 48, 6m 20 

I'll 11 4 tmJo. lm SS. 2m 17, 6m 17. 6m 47. - 6% lm 6. - 20% lm 6, "m 39. 

105'11 )) 4 Im 45. Im 4S. lm 2, lm 39, "m lOt - 15% 4S. 46. SOr. 48. 4m IS. 

FFFP·AR (I) 3'11 12 4 57. Im 4, Im 40, lm h 3m3h - - - If,lm7. 6m 57. 
3'1116'11 

I'll IJ 4 56. lm 25 2m 12. Srn 6, Srn 36_ - - - S%Jm46. Srn 35. 

105'11 30 4 Im 29. lm 53. 2m 22, lm Lh lm 43, - - - I" 33. Srn SS. 

FFFP·AR (2) 3'11 14 4 55. Im 2, Im 36, "m IS, 4m 4S, - S%4m 14. _ . 10% 7m 57. IOm 21. 
3'11'6'11 

I'll 15 4 Im 28. Im SO. 2m 27. "m III Srn 3, - ..I. 2m 52. 2m ·47. 40'1 2m S2. "m 211 

105'11 31 4 Im 59, 2m I, 2m 4S, lm 19, lm 49, - 641: lm 37, - Wit 2m 13. "m 33, 

Nons TO TABLE 4: 

1. FirefiJhter experienced problcl"lU applYlna all of the foam IltUm to the fiR dun", Ibi. le• . 

2. Bumbad:-onJy le. 

TABLB 4 : Results of Tests : Eztinction and 25% BurDback Ti.es (Includinq Plare Details) 
for PPPP and PPPP-AR Po .. Concentrates 
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f'OAMTVPE CONC. TEST APP. EXTINCTION 15-' BURNBACK 
AND USED NO. RATE 
NORMAL 90-' 95-. V\rtuI 100-. F.... rae 0(15' Mu f'Iare .ad rODe T_oI Mu flare 15-' BB 
USE CONC. Ipm/.' Ext. App. flare Radiometen 25-. A_ODd (Ipo.... 

poriocJ Radiometen ~ T_. flare) 
flare ObHned ~eten 

ObHned 

FP (I) 3-' 20 S Im 38. Im 57. 3m 48. 4m 15, 4m 45, - ISit 8m 8m 25% Sm Ilm 58s 

3-' 3S 4 Im 57. 2m 33, lm4h 4m 18, 4m 48, - - - S~ 4m HI llm 36, 
40' 4 - - - - 2m - 9 it 17. 14. JOit 17. 6m 49. 

FP (1) 3" 21 S S6. Imh 2m44. lm So. 4m2h - 12S 7m 9. 7m 7. 40% 1m 9, t2m 24, 

3-' J6 4 Im 12< Im 33. 2m 37, 2m 49, 3m 19, - 5$ Im 8, - 10% Im ,4, Srn III 

FP (3) '" 39 S 2m 16, 2m 42. 3m 44, 4m lOa 4m400 - - - - 12m 9, 

P (I) 3" 24 6.S 2m 44. 4m 16. 6m 4. 6m47. 7m 17. - - - 3% Srn ,,9, 14m 56. 

P (1) 3" 2S 6.S 6m 59. 7m 35. 7m 54. Sm 53. 9m 23, - - - Sit 6m 6. 1m 44, 

S (I) 3-' 26' 6.S 43. 2m 43. 2m S9. 3m 36, 4m 16. - - - ISit3mJI. 3m 53. 

S (1) 3-. 27 6.5 Im .s. 2m 3. Sm Srn 6. 6m 9. - - - 10% 4m 5S, Srn 29. 

NOTES TO TABLE 5: 

I. Bumback.-QnJy tea. 
2. Bumback. flame not uKd dunn, Tell 26 due. \0 rt · ignjtion of fuel I minute 43 ,"ond. after u:tinclion . 

TABLB 5: Results of Tests : EXtinction and 25% Burnback Tiaes (Includinq Flare Details) 
for FP, P and S Fo .. Concentrates 
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TEST 
NO. 

DATE TIME 
OF 
DAY 

TEMPERATUIlE IN"C RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY.. 

WIND 

FDoI WMer .... F_ 
~ 

Air S.-J 
iD ..Ja 

DirecOoa 
ill 
""v-

I 131~192 10'1~ 10 - 11.3 1~ . 4 73 4 .2 176 

2 141~192 09 ' I~ I - 19 .8 11 .6 67 ~ . 3 164 

3 141~192 II,I~ 10 - 20.1 21.7 60 6.3 1~4 

4 1~1~192 09,~ 12 11 11 .8 13.2 66 2 . ~ 317 

~ 1~1~192 11030 13 20 19 .0 I~ . I SS 2.2 313 

6 1~ISI92 14,15 IS 23 20.0 17 .9 47 3.0 336 

7 191~ 192 JQ,W 17 ~ 20.2 19 .4 68 2.0 87 

8 191~192 13 , ~0 17 30 21.0 23 .2 59 3 .1 127 

9 2015192 09,20 17 20 20.2 18. 1 60 2.0 26 

10 2015192 11 ,20 17 24 20.3 20.8 SO 2.2 31 

11 2015192 14'~ 16 26 20.~ 23.2 46 1.8 109 

12 211~192 09 ,40 12 19 19 .8 14 .9 80 3 . ~ 22 

13 21 1~192 II , ~ 16 22 19.1 17 .2 70 2.8 22 

14 211~192 13,~~ 19 21 19.7 20 .1 SS 1.9 31~ 

I~ 2115192 IS,~ 19 26 19.9 21.6 57 1.6 37 

16 2215192 09,00 16 19 19.0 15 .8 82 1.2 45 

17 221~192 10030 18 ~ 20.1 19 .6 69 I.l 101 

18 281~192 09,00 10 19 21.0 17.1 81 3.5 18 

19 281~192 10,30 13 23 21.2 19 .2 78 3 .0 87 

20 216192 10 ,~ 12 19 20.2 15.7 69 4.0 230 

21 216192 11,40 14 24 20.8 16.6 68 4.0 227 

22 216192 14,00 13 22 20.1 17 .9 61 2.7 217 

23 216192 I~ , ~ 14 21 20.4 19.1 56 2.4 185 

24 316192 09,20 9 17 17.2 13 .9 85 3 .6 206 

~ 316192 11 ,40 12 19 18 . 1 IS . ~ 74 4 .1 204 

26 316192 14,~0 12 24 18 16.8 72 3.7 179 

27 416192 10,00 11 17 16 .4 127 84 2 .2 7 

28 416192 12,05 11 17 17.2 13 .~ 87 1.8 27 

29 416192 14,30 10 17 17.7 13 .7 89 3.4 31 

30 816192 10,20 9 19 19.4 16 .4 80 3 .3 191 

31 816192 11,4~ 11 19 19.1 16 .3 76 4.0 18~I 
TABLE 6 : Results : Temperatures, wind Data 

and Humidity 
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TEST 
NO. 

DATE TIME 
OF 
DAY 

TEMPERA11JRE IN 'C RELATIVE 
HUMIDITY.. 

WIND 

~ w_- r_-- Aj, Speed 
iD .1, 

OinI:o.. 
ia .....

32 116192 14 ,05 15 23 19 .1 IS .5 66 2.9 IS3 

33 116192 15 ,25 16 19 19.5 19 .3 65 3.3 204 

34 8/6191 16 ,35 15 22 20.1 19 .0 65 3.3 212 

35 9/6192 09 ,45 15 19 18 .7 15 .S 88 2.2 34S 

36 9/6192 15 ,00 19 21 20 .0 20.3 66 1.5 159 

37 10/6192 09 ,25 11 17 18.6 12.5 98 2 .2 332 

38 10/6191 10,40 14 IS 18 .6 13 .6 68 2. 1 346 

39 1016192 12,10 14 19 19.3 17 .1 85 2. 1 336 

40 1016/92 14,30 12 21 IS .8 17.8 84 3.3 340 

41 10/6/92 15 ,45 16 20 19 .8 20.2 72 1.5 25 

42 11/6/92 09 ,45 7 17 19 .1 14 .1 85 4 .9 33 

43 1116/92 11;15 10 - 20.0 16 .9 78 5.3 350 

TABLE 6 (continued) aesults : Temperatures, Wind Data 
and Humidity 
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TEST 
NO. 

FOAM 
TYPE AND 
NORMAL 
USECONC. 

CONC. 
USED 

BRANCH APP. 
RATE 

Ipm! 
or 

~ERATURESIN·C EXPANSION 
RATIO 

15.. 
DRAIN 
TIME 

Foom 
SoiutiOD 

Foam Air 

I AFFF(I) 3% 3% F221H 4 18.3 18.1 11.4 11.2 3m 03. 

2 AFFF(I) 3% 3% F22.1H 4 19.8 NT 18.6 NT !'IT 

3 AFFF(I) 3% 2% F22.1H 4 20.1 24.0 21.7 11.0 <2m 00. 

4 AFFF(2) 3% 3% F22.1H 4 18.8 16.9 13.2 12.0 2moo. 

I AFFF(2) 3% 2% F22.1H 4 19.0 18.0 11.1 10.1 Im36. 

6 AFFF(I) 3% I.l% F22.1H 4 20.0 20.0 17.9 8.4 <Im So. 

7 AFFF(2) 3% I.l% F22.1H 4 20.2 22.0 19.4 8.2 < Im 30a 

8 FFFP(I) 3% 3% F22.1H 4 21.0 22.0 23.2 11.7 2m 10. 

9 FFFP(I)3% 2% F22.1H 4 20.2 21.0 18.1 9.1 Im 57. 

10 FFFP(2) 3% 3% F22.1H 4 20.3 21.0 20.8 11.6 Im 58. 

11 FFFP(2) 3% 2% F22.1H 4 20.1 23.0 23.2 8.2 <2m 00. 

12 FFFP-AR(I) 
3%/6% 

3% F22.1H 4 19.8 19.0 14.9 11.1 3m 30. 

13 FFFP-AR(I) 
3%/6% 

2% F22.1H 4 19.1 2.1.0 17.2 8.0 2moo. 

14 FFFP-AR(2) 
3%/6% 

3% F22.1H 4 19.7 22.0 20.1 9.4 lm 10. 

11 FFFP-AR(2) 
3%/6% 

2% F22.1H 4 19.9 23.0 21.6 8.0 2m 36. 

16 AFFF-AR(I) 
3%/6% 

3% F22.1H 4 19.0 19.0 11.8 14.8 Srn 53. 

17 AFFF-AR(I) 
3%/6% 

2% F22.1H 4 20.1 !'IT 19.6 10.0 3m 15. 

18 AFFF-AR(2) 
3%/6% 

3% F22.1H 4 21.0 23.0 17.1 11.9 6m 15. 

19 AFFF-AR(2) 
3%/6% 

2% F22.1H 4 21.2 23.0 19.2 6.6 2m400 

20 FP(I) 3% 3% F22.1H I 20.2 20.0 11.7 10.0 lmoo. 

21 FP(2) 3% 3% F22.1H I 20.8 19.4 16.6 10.1 Srn IS. 

22 FFFP(I) 3% 3% F22.1H 4 20.1 19.6 17.9 12.1 2m2" 

23 FFFP(2) 3% 3% F22.1H 4 20.4 20.3 19.1 12.2 2m06o 

24 P(I) 3% 3% F410H 6.1 17.2 16.3 13.9 8.6 3m02o 

2.1 P(2)3% 3% RlOH 6.1 18.1 17.6 11.1 9.8 3moo. 

26 S(I)3% 3% F410H 6.1 18.0 18.8 16.8 14.6 lmoo. 

27 S(2)3% 3% F410H 6.1 16.4 17.0 12.7 13.6 9moo. 

TABLE 7 : Results : Foam Properties 
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TEST 
NO. 

FOAM TYPE 
AND 
NORMAL 
USECONC. 

CONC . 
USED 

BRANCH APP. 
RATE 

lp:alml 

TEMPERATURESIN 'C EXPANSION 
RATIO 

15~ 

DRAIN 
TIMEr... 

SoIutioa 
F.... Air 

28 AfFF-AR(2) 
3l1>/6l1> 

I.lll> FlllH 4 17.2 16 .0 13 .l 4 . 1 < 2m 00. 

29 AfFF-AR(I ) 
3l1> /6l1> 

I.lll> F221H 4 17.7 16 .0 13.7 6.6 2mOOo 

30 FFFP-AR(I ) 
3l1> /6l1> 

I.lll> F22lH 4 19.4 19 .0 16 .4 l .4 lm 13, 

31 FFFP-AR(2) 
3lI> /6l1> 

I.lll> F221H 4 19.1 18 .0 16 .3 l .9 lm ji!i. 

32 FFFP(I ) 3l1> I.lll> F22lH 4 19 .1 19 .0 18.l 8 .1 < lm3o. 

33 FFFP(2)3l1> I.lll> F22lH 4 19 .8 20.0 19 .3 ' .1 < lm 30s 

34 AfFF(I) 3l1> 3l1> F221H 4 20 .1 20 .0 19 .0 16 .2 2m 36. 

3l FP(I ) 3l1> 3l1> F22lH 4 IB .7 19 .0 Il .' 10.' 3mJJ,. 

36 FP(2) 3l1> 3l1> F22lH 4 20.0 22.0 20 .3 \0 .6 3m 25. 

37 AfFF(2) 3l1> 3l1> F22lH 4 18.6 Il .7 12.l 16 .0 2m33. 

38 AfFF(I)3l1> 3l1> F221H 4 18 .6 17.6 13 .6 17 .6 2m lOo 

39 FP(3) 6l1> 6l1> F221H l 19 .3 20.0 17 .1 11.2 SmOlt 

40 FP(I) 3lI> 3l1> F22lH 4 18.8 20 .0 17.8 10.8 3m 30. 

41 AFFF(I)3l1> 3l1> F22lH 4 19 .' 21.0 20 .2 16 .0 2m 4l. 

42 FFFP(I) 3l1> 3l1> F221H 4 19 .1 17.0 \4 . \ 12.1 2m"h 

43 AfFF(I )3l1> 3l1> F221H 4 20 .0 14.0 16 .9 16.B 2m 20. 

NOTE FOR TABLE 7 : 

NT c:: Not TelWl 

TABLE 7 (continued) Results Poam Properties 
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..OAM TYP!! APP. CONC DlOCICDOWN VIRTUAL 25\ BIIRNBACIt P'I..ARE COST TO 
RAT!! US!!D ORAD!!' !!XT. ORAD!!S' R!!SISTAMC!! VIRTUAL 

ORAD!!' ORAD!!' !!J:T . •lr-' TIll!!: RATIO 

• 
AI'F"(I) 4 3\ aDDOD ••••• .. ()() 00 EE 

4 2\ caCCD ••••• • ()() 00000 E 
4 1.5\ DODO ••• • () 00000 H 

AI'F"(2) 4 3\ DoDOD •••• .. ()() 0 EEE 
4 2\ Doao ••• .. () 000 EEE 
4 1.5\ D • •• () 00000 EHE 

AJI'....-AR(I) 4 3\ DaDOD •••• ... 0000 0 EH 
4 2\ 0000 •••• .. O() 0 EE 
4 1.5\ DDD ••• ... ()() 000 H 

AI'F"-AR(2) 4 3\ aoooo •••• ... 00000 00000 EEE 
4 2\ ODog ••• ••• ()()() 0 EEE 
4 1. 5\ DD •• ••••• 0000<> 00 EEE 

....J'P(I) 4 3\ aOOOD ••••• .. ()() 000 EE 
4 2\ 0000 •••• •• () 00000 EE 
4 1.5\ DODO •••• •• O() 00000 E 

....J'P(2) 4 3\ Docao •••• .. ()() 0000 EH 
4 2\ 0000 ••• .. () 00 H 
4 1.5\ DDD ••• •• ()() 0 E 

....J'P-AR(I) 4 3\ DDDDD •••• ... ()O() 0000 HE 
4 2\ DODDD ••• .. O() 0000 EEE 
4 1. 5\ DO co ••• •• ()()() 0000 EE 

....J'P-AR(2) 4 3\ DoDOD •••• .... 00<>0 000 EEE 
4 2\ DODO ••• •• ()() 0 HE 
4 1.5\ DDD ••• •• ()() 000 EE 

"P (1) 5 3\ DDD •• .... 00<>0 0 EEE 
4 3\ DDD •• .... 0000 000 H 

J'P(2) 5 3\ DoDCD ••• ..... 0000 0 E 
4 3\ DODO ••• .. ()()() 000 E 

J'P (3) 5 6\ DD •• ••••• 00000 00000 -----, 
P (1) 6 . 5 3\ DD • ..... 00<>0 0000 EEEEE 

p(2) 6.5 3\ D • ••• ()() 0000 HEEE 

5(1) 6.5 3\ DDDDD ••• .. ()() 000 EEE 

5(2) 6.5 3\ DoDP • •• O() 000 EEHE 

A diffetence in performance of ODe grade is Dol significanl due 10 the tighl cui off points between grades and 
the level of repeatabilily of the tests. However. where there is • difference in performance of two or more 
grades. the difference is significant. 

TABLE 8 Performance Gradinqs for all Foam Concentrates at all 
concentrations Tested 
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NOTES FOR TABLE 8 : 

1. Knockdown Grade - The knockdown grades are derived from the 90% extinction times and are as follows:

Grade 90% Extinction Time 

caoaa Less than or equal to I minute 
0000 More than Im but less than or equal to Im 30s 
000 More than I m 30s but less than or equal to 2m 
00 More than 2m but less than or equal to 3m 
a More than 3 minutes 

2. Virtual Extinction Grade - These grades are based on virtual extinction times. 

Virtual extinction was defilled by FEU as the point at which flames, during the extinction phase of the fire test, had been 
restricted to less than 5 % of the tray side. 10 addition, very small areas of flame on the foam surface were allowed if it was 
considered that these would have been easily extinguished by a quick change of tactic as occurred during some of the later 
tests. Complete extinction of these last few flames was shown during this trial to be due to the expertise of the firefighter 
and his tactics rather than any particular properties of the foams used. Performance grades for virtual extinction are as 
follows:

Grade Virtual Extinction Time 

••••• Less than or equal to I minute 30 seconds 

•••• More than I m 30s but less than or equal to 2m 

••• More than 2m but less than or equal to 3m 

•• More than 3m but less than or equal to 4m 

• More than 4 minutes 

3. Bumback Grade - The bumback resistance of the foam blankets is assessed in two ways. The first assessment is based on 
the 25% bum back time only and the second is based on what FEU has called the 25% bumback ratio. 

The performance grades for the 25 % bumback times achieved by each of the foam concentrates used during this trial are as 
follows (the higher the 25% bumback time the better the performance):

Grade 25% Burnback Time 

••••• More than or equal to 12 minutes 

•••• More than or equal to 9m but less than 12m 

••• More than or equal to 6m but less than 9m 

•• More than or equal to 3m but less than 6m 

• Less than 3 minutes 

The 25 % bumback ratio method grades tbe ratio of the 25 % bumback time to the foam application time, ie. 

25% bumback time
25% burnback rario 


total foam application tinu 


The 25 % bum back ratio method has been used because of tbe large variations in the foam application times during this trial, 
ranging from 2 minutes 2 seconds to 9 minutes 23 seconds. nus allowed foam blankets of various depths to be built up. 
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NOTES FOR TAIlLE 8 (Continued) : 

Performance grades for 25 % burnback ratio are as foUows (the higber the ratio the better the performance):

Grade 25% Burnback Ratio 

000 00 More than or equal to 2 .5 
000 0 More than or equal to 2 but less than 2.5 
000 More than or equal to 1.5 but less than 2 
00 More than or equal to 0.75 but less than 1.5 
o Less than 0.75 

Flare-ups bave not been taken into consideration for any of these burnback results. See below. 

4. Flare Resistance Grade - The flare resistance grades are based on the area of the foam blanket involved in a flare-up 
during the burnback test. 

A flare-up involves the foam blanket surface in flames whicb quickly escalate and then die down leaving the foam blanket 

intact. Flare-ups are probably due to the ignition of contaminated foam within the foam blankets. Performance grades for 

flare resistance are as foUows (the smaUer the area of tray involved in flame the better the performance):

Grade Area of Foam Blanket Involved in Large Flare Flames 


00000 Less than 1% 

0000 More than or equal to 1 % but less than 5 % 

000 More tban or equal to 5% but less than 15% 

00 More than or equal to 15 % but less than 25 % 

o More than or equal to 25 % 

5. Cost To Virtual Extinction - This is the total cost for the amount of foam concentrate required to achieve virtual extinction 
during this trial. These costs are based on the rates cbarged to FEU, ignoring VAT and delivery, during February 1992. 

Cost of Foam Concentrate Required to Achieve Virtual Extinction 

£ Less than or equal to £20 

££ More than £20 but less than or equal to £30 

ill More than £30 but less than or equal to £40 

££££ More than £40 but less than or equal to £50


I ££ill More than £50 


I 

The time period from the first application of foam to virtual extinction is used along with the foam concentrate flow rate to 

calculate the amount of foam concentrate required. 


I 

Q.." This foam concentrate was provided by a UK Fire Brigade, free of cbarge. 
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P'OAM TYPE AND 
USAGE CONe. 

APP. 
RATE 

11'"'1
• 

DlOCIDOI!Ir 
GRADE' 

VIRXUAL 
EXT. 
GRADE' 

25' BIJIUfBACII: 
GRADEs' 

FLAU 
IUl:SISTANCB 
GRADE' 

COST TO 
VIRTUAL 
EXT.' 

TIME RATIO 

AP'P'P'(1) n 4 DDDDD ••••• .. 00 00 EE 

AP'P'P' ( 2 ) n 4 DDDoD •••• •• 00 0 HE 

AP'P'P'-AR(1) n 4 DDDDD •••• ... 0000 0 HE 

AP'P'P'-AR(2) n 4 DDDDD •••• ••• 0000<> 00000 HE 

P'P'P'P(1) n 4 DDDDD ••••• •• 00 000 H 

P'P'P'P(2) n 4 DDDOD •••• •• 00 0000 HE 

P'P'P'P-AR(I) n 4 DDDOD •••• ••• 000 0000 HE 

P'P'P'P-AR (2) n 4 DODae •••• •••• 0000 000 HE 

P'P(I) 3' 5 DDD •• ••••. 0<><>0 0 EH 

P'P(2) n 5 DDDDD ••• .... 0000 0 E 

P'P(3) n 5 DD •• ..... 00000 00000 
_____6 

P( 1) n 6 . 5 DD • ..... 0000 0000 HEEE 

P(2) n 6.5 D • ••• 00 0000 EEHE 

5(1) n 6 . 5 aDDDD ••• •• 00 000 HE 

S(2) n 6.5 DODO • .. 00 000 EEHE 

A difference in performance of oDe gnode is not signifiCllllt due to the tight cut off points between grades ODd 
the level of repeatability of the tests. However. where there is • di fference in performance of two or more 
grades. the difference is signifiCllllt. 

TABLE 9 : Performance Gradings for all Foam concentrates When 

Used at the Concentrations Recommended by the Manufacturers 
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• ••• • •• 
• • 

NOTES FOR TABLE 9 : 


1. Knockdown Grade - The knockdown grades are derived from the 90% extinction times and are as follows:

Grade 90% Extinction Time 

coooo Less than or equal to I minute 
0000 More than Im but less than or equal to Im 30s 
000 More than Im 30s but less than or equal to 2m 
00 More than 2m but less than or equal to 3m 
o More than 3 minutes 

2. Virtual Extinction Grade - These grades are based on virtual extinction times. 

Virtual extinction was defined by FEU as the point at which flames, during the extinction phase of the fire test, had been 
restricted to less than 5 % of the tray side. In addition, very small areas of flame on the foam surface were allowed if it was 
considered that these would have been easily extinguished by a quick change of tactic as occurred during some of the later 
tests. Complete extinction of these last few flames was shown during this trial to be due to the expertise of the firefighter 
and his tactics rather than any particular properties of the foams used. Performance grades for virtual extinction are as 
follows:

Grade Virtual Extinction Time 

••••• Less than or equal to I minute 30 seconds 

•••• More than Im 30s but less than or equal to 2m 

••• More than 2m but less than or equal to 3m 

•• More than 3m but less than or equal to 4m 

• More than 4 minutes 

3. Bumback Grade - The bumback resistance of the foam blankets is assessed in two ways. The first assessment is based on 
the 25% bumback time only and the second is based on what FEU has called the 25% bumback ratio. 

The performance grades for the 25 % bumback times achieved by each of the foam concentrates used during this trial are as 
follows (the higher the 25 % bumback time the better the performance):

Grade 25% BW"Ilback Time 

More than or equal to 12 minutes 

More than or equal to 9m but less than 12m 

More than or equal to 6m but less than 9m 

More than or equal to 3m but less than 6m 


• Less than 3 minutes 


The 25 % bumback ratio method grades the ratio of the 25 % bumback time to the foam application time, ie. 

25% bumback time
25% bumback ratio 

total foam application time 

The 25 % bumback ratio method has been used because of the large variations in the foam application times during this trial, 
ranging from 2 minutes 2 seconds to 9 minutes 23 seconds. This allowed foam blankets of various depths to be built up. 
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NOTES FOR TABLE 9 (Continued) : 

Performance grades for 25% burnback ratio are as follows (the higher the ratio the better the performance): 

Grade 25% Burnback Ratio 

00000 More than or equal to 2.5 
00 00 More than or equal to 2 but less than 2.5 
000 More than or equal to 1.5 but less than 2 
00 More than or equal to 0.75 but less than 1.5 
o Less than 0.75 

Flare-ups have not been taken into consideration for any of these bumhack results. See below. 

4. Flare Resistance Grade - The flare resistance grades are based on the area of the foam blanket involved in a flare-up 
during the bumback test. 

A flare-up involves the foam blanket surface in flames which quickly escalate and then die down leaving the foam blanket 

intact. Flare-ups are probably due to the ignition of CQntaminated foam within the foam blankets. Performance grades for 

flare resistance are as follows (the smaller the area of tray involved in flame the better the performance):

Grade Area of Foam Blanket Involved in Large Flare Flames 


0000 0 Less than 1% 

0 0 00 More than or equal to I % but less than 5 % 

0 0 0 More than or equal to 5 % but less than 15 % 

00 More than or equal to 15% but less than 25% 

o More than or equal to 25 % 

5. Cost To Virtual Extinction - This is the total cost for the amount of foam CQncentrate required to achieve virtual extinction 
during this trial. These CQsts are based on the rates charged to FEU, ignoring V A T and delivery, during February 1992. 

Cost of Foam Concentrate Required to Achieve Virtual Extinction 

£ Less than or equal to £20 
££ More than £20 but less than or equal to £30 
£££ More than DO but less than or equal to £40 
££££ More than £40 but less than or equal to £50 
£££££ More than £50 

The time period from the first application of foam to virtual extinction is used along with the foam concentrate flow rate to 
calculate the amount of foam concentrate required. 

§.,. This foam concentrate was provided by a UK Fire Brigade, free of charge. 
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B43/93 

Figure 1 : Angus F225H and F450H Foam-making Branchpipes 

I 
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5/273/92 

Figure 2 General View of Test site 
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S/226/92 

Figure 3 : Portable Dams 
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C/426/92 

Figure 6 : Flowmeters and Associated Equipment Mounted on a 

Trolley 
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C/1473/91

I Figure 7 Instrumentation Van 
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C/1310/91 

Figure 8 : Skystalk Mast with Camera Mounted on Top 
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C/1486/91 

Figure 9 : Two Radiometers Mounted on Masts 
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C/443/92 

Figure 10 : Petrol Being Transferred to the Fire Tray 

5/261/92 

Figure 11 General View of Fire During Preburn 
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C/434/92 

Figure 12 : Foam stream Being Applied to Fire 

., 

5/309/92 

Figure 13 Foam Sample Collection 
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C/54l/92 

Figure 14 : Burnback Rig in Position for Burnback Test 
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APPENDIX A - Safety instructions for tray fire tests: May 1992 
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR LARGB PETROL TRAY FIRE TRIALS: May 
1992 

Introduction 

Large petrol fire trials are required to determine the 
relative performance and extinction rankings of most types of 
foam concentrate and to compare these with their performance I 
during ISO/CEN medium scale standard fire tests. 

The results of these trials may also be used as a performance 
basis for a new small scale fire test to replace, or in 
addition to, the ISO and CEN fire tests. 

Trials are to commence on the 12th May 1992 and are likely to 
continue for up to five weeks after that date. 

The trials will be carried out on the fireground of the Fire 
m2Service College, in the FEU 56.25 circular tray using either 

1400 or 2800 litres of un leaded petrol as fuel for each test. I
Before each test, the tray will be thoroughly cleaned out. All 
equipment will be operated to check correct functioning. 

When preparations are complete, a petrol tanker will be driven 
to a point on the runway alongside the tray and the fuel 
transferred to the open tray. 

The fuel will be ignited by an electrical detonator, then, 
after a one minute preburn, the fire will be extinguished with 
the foam under test. A burnback test will then be carried out. 

The proposed test plan is as follows: 

preliminary tests 

Three tests in total. Two tests using 2800 litres of fuel 
(one test with a water base, one without) and one test 
using 1400 litres of fuel (with a water base) will be 
carried out to investigate the effects of depth of fuel 
and use of a water base on the firefighting performance 
of foam concentrates. Two further tests may be carried 
out if necessary. 

Main Tests 

Either 24 tests at 2800 litres of fuel per test or up to 

45 tests at 1400 litres of fuel per test will be carried 

out. Actual number will be known after the above 

preliminary tests have been performed. 


Th. following instructions conc.rn the saf.ty asp.cts of th.s. 

t.sts. Th.s. instructions must b. compli.d with throughout the 

t.st s.ri.s. 


THE "HEALTH AND SAFETY AT .O~ POLICY STATEMENT AND SAFETY 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FIRE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT" ISSUE 5 SEPTEMBER 
1'8' MUST BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THESE INSTRUCTIONS. 

SAFETY PROCEDURE 

1. General 

1.1 Personnel Directly Involved in the Fire Tests 

The trial will be directed by B P Johnson. The senior FEU Fire 
Officer, DO Follett, will be responsible for all matters 
concerned with fire safety, this also includes fire safety 
matters during the transfer of fuel from the tanker to the 
fire tray. The senior FEU officer present will be in charge 
overall. 

The following personnel will be involved:

B Johnson Project Officer, observer 
Dr M Thomas Head of FEU, observer 
J Foster Observer, handling of detonators 
J Price Pump operator and foam concentrate handler 
K Bosley Instrumentation van 
G Roberts Instrumentation van, foam quality measurements 

J Rimen Burnback Rig 

DO Follett senior FEU Fire Officer 
STN 0 Fay FEU Fire Officer 

Local Authority Firefighters will provide the safety cover. 

I 
 Other contract personnel may supplement the FEU team . 


I 


Unless a task demands otherwise, personnel should remain 

upwind of the tray during the tests. Personnel involved in the 

tests will wear Nomex fire tunics, Nomex leggings and safety 

fire-boots. Safety helmets or fire helmets will also be worn. 

All personnel must wear safety goggles or a helmet with a 

visor. Fire Officers will wear standard fire kit. 


1.2 visitors and Casual Observers. 

These are personnel who are not directly involved in the fire 

tests. These people mayor may not be members of the Home


I Office. In all cases they must remain in the allocated areas 

during fuel handling and the fire tests . 


I 
 They will wear safety helmets at all times on the fireground. 


I 
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1.3. Fuel for the tests 

All tests will use unleaded petrol. The Health and Safety Data 
Sheet for unleaded petrol can be found in the Health and 
Safety Data Sheet Library in the FEU Information Desk. 

1.4. Foam Concentrates 

The following types of foam concentrates will be used during 
the fire tests. 

Protein 

Fluoroprotein 
 IFilm Forming Fluoroprotein (FFFP) 

Alcohol Resistant FFFP (FFFP-AR) 


Synthetic 

Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) 

Alcohol Resistant AFFF (AFFF-AR) 


The Health and Safety Data Sheets for these foam concentrates 
can be found in the Health and Safety Data Sheet Library in 
the FEU Information Desk. All personnel involved in the trial 
should carefully read these safety data sheets. 

1.5 Safety Fire Appliance. 

A fire appliance (Registration No. VLU 208G) , equipped with at 
least a diffuser branch, an in-line inductor, foam branchpipe Iand a supply of foam concentrate, will be standing-by 
throughout the tests. The pump will be running and manned at 
all times during the transfer of fuel to the tray and the fire 
tests. The foam branches will be tested before any of these 
operations commence by producing foam. 

The appliance will also have two dry powder extinguishers, a 
leather fire blanket and a first aid kit stowed in a locker. 

I1.6 Test area 

The area of the runway used for the tests will be marked with 
cones. 

Personnel involved in the tests should contact B Johnson 
before leaving the test area. I 
1.7 No Smoking 

No smokinq will be allowed in the vicinity of the test site 
throughout the trials. I 


I
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1.8 Emergency Procedures 

The Fire Service College nurse and ambulance will be informed 
that the trials are taking place. 

A portable phone will be available to summon assistance if 
necessary. This phone will be checked immediately before each 
test. 

1.9 Filtered air supply 

A filtered air supply unit will be available to the pump 
operators. This will be used if it is necessary for them to 
operate the pumps in smoke for a short period. 

2. Transfer of fuel to the tray 

2.1 	 The tray will be cleaned out by scrubbing with 
brooms and potable water. contaminated water will be 
drained via the valved outlet. After a final wash 
with clean water, the surface will be dried as far 
as possible using squeegees or a wet vacuum cleaner. 

2.2 	 The drain valves will be closed after the tray has 
been dried. 

2.3 	 Water will be poured into the area between the metal 
tray rim and the outer concrete bund. If a water 
base is required, water will also be poured into the 
fire tray to a height of 25mm. 

2.4 	 When all equipment has been deployed and checked, 
fuelling will commence. Each test requires either 
1400 or 2800 litres of petrol. 

2.5 	 A Fire Officer will take charge of the safety fire 
appliance and will stand by with appropriate 
equipment to deal with any incidents during the fuel 
transfer to the tray and the whole of the fire 
tests. 

2.6 	 The tanker driver will drive the petrol tanker to a 

position upwind of the tray on the runway. The 

runway in front of the tanker must be kept clear at 

all times. 


2.7 	 Radio's must not be used during fuel handling. 

2.8 Personnel not directly involved in this fuel 
transfer operation should be standing at an 
appropriate distance upwind of the tray. 

I 2.9 Three or four lengths of 3" petrol hose will be 
connected from the tanker and into the tray. 
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2.10 

2.11 

2.12 

2.13 

2 . 14 

2.15 

2.16 

2.17 

2.18 

2.19 

The tanker, petrol hose and metal ring will be 
earthed to an earthing point to the side of the fire 
test site. The tanker driver will do this operation 
with the assistance of a Fire Officer or a member of 
staff from FEU. 

The valve on the tanker will be opened and petrol 
transferred by gravity into the tray. If possible, 
an appropriate flowmeter will be used to measure the 
fuel volume, otherwise a dip stick in the tanker 
will be used. The volume of fuel transferred to the 
tray will be measured by the tanker driver. 

While the fuel is being transferred, the pump 
operator (manning the appliance to be used for the 
test) will ensure that foam concentrate is 
available, the pump is primed and the foam branch is ,
connected to the hose. 

When the required quantity of fuel has been 
discharged, the valve on the tanker will be closed. IThe petrol delivery hose will be underrun towards 
the tray. The end of the hose will be withdrawn from 
the tray and capped. The hose will be disconnected 
from the tanker and capped. 

The tanker and hose earth will be removed, and the 
tanker driven away from the test site by the tanker 
driver. 

The petrol hose will be removed from the test site 
to a marked area on the opposite side of the runway. 
(This is preferred to restowing on the tanker to 
save time at this critical point in the trials). 

When the tanker is off the site, two electrical 
detonators will be placed over the tray edge by a 
person wearing protective clothing including helmet 
with visor. This person should be in possession of 
the safety key for the firing box. This person will 
also measure the temperature of the fuel in the tray 
with an intrinsically safe thermocouple probe and 
indicator. 

The earth connection to the tray rim will be I 
removed. 

The firing box will be sited within the IInstrumentation Pod, upwind of the tray. 

When the detonators are in place, the trials 

director will ensure that all personnel are at their 

designated places before the last connection is made 

to the firing box using the safety key. 
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2.20 	 The large digital clocks will be preset to 99-00. 
The following sequence will follow:

Clock Action 

Ti•• 


Start Instrumentation 
Solution fed to test foam branch 

99-00 Clock started 
00-00 Fire ignition 
01-00 Foam applied to fire 

After 100' extinction foaming will be continued for 
30 secs. 

On direction of the trials director, the burnback 
torch will be lit. 

The aim is to apply the burnback torch to the foam 5 
minutes after 100' extinction has been achieved. 

If a water base for the test fuel has not been used 
then water will be poured into the test tray once 
the burnback has developed beyond 25'. All of the 
fuel will be allowed to burn off. 

2.21 	 Before the tray is drained and cleaned, a torch 
flame will be passed over the surface of the liquid 
within the tray, the tray bund, the drainage channel 
and the drainage pit to ensure that all of the fuel 
has been burnt off. 

2.22 	 The hoses and all other firefighting equipment used 
during the test will be flushed out with clean water 
after each test. 

2.23 	 These procedures will be repeated for subsequent 
tests. 

3. Tank.r 	8toraq. Area 

This refers to the area to be used for overnight storage of 
the tankers and fuel. 

3.1 	 The tanker storage site will be not less than 20ft 

from any building or boundary. 


3.2 	 The site will be either bunded by a retaining wall 

or in a depression in the ground. 


3.3 	 The storage site will be not more than 150ft from a 
source of water, either a hydrant or an EWS. 
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3.4 	 Two 9kg dry powder extinguishers will be provided 
either on each tanker or adjacent to the tanker 
units at all times. 

3.5 	 Notices 'PETROLEUM SPIRIT - HIGHLY INFLAMMABLE - NO 
SMOKING' will be displayed. 

3.6 	 A fence not less than 7 ft 6 ins of the non
climbable type will be provided around the tanker 
site. 
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GENERlL TRIAL PROCEDURE INSTRUCTIONS FOR LARGE PETROL TRAY 
FIRE 'lIRIALS: HAY 1992 

A. M ,LOCATION OF DUTIES 

The first of the fire trials is due to take place on Tuesday 
12th Kay 1992. 

The following personnel will be involved:

B Johnson - Project Officer and Observer. 

Or M Thomas - Head of FEU and Observer. 

J Foster - Observer and handling of detonators. 

J Rimen - Observer and burnback rig. 

J Price - Pump Operator and foam concentrate handler. 

K Bosley - Instrumentation Operator. 

G Roberts - Foam tests and instrumentation. 


DO Follett - Senior FEU Fire Officer 

So Fay - FEU Fire Officer 
 ILocal 'Authority firefighters will provide the safety cover. 

A video contractor, Viewpoint, will operate the video 
equipment. 

Other contract personnel may supplement the FEU team. 

B. WA~ER SUPPLY ITwo flexible water dams will be positioned near to the FEU 40m2 

tray site. The two dams will be connected to each other with a 
length of 4" suction hose. They will be filled from the 
potabl,e water hydrant supply connected underground to the FSC 
treatm'ent plant. 

Should the hydrant supply not be adequate then a supply will 
be run from FEU. 

An appliance (ALT 469H) will be connected to one of the dams 
using ·.4" suction. This appliance will pump potable water to 
the FEU 56m2 fire tray site and the appliance used for fire 
fighti ng. 

A fire'~round hydrant supply will be connected from the FSC oil 
Tray aJrea to the FEU 56m fire tray site. This will supply 
coolinq water if required. 

The pot able water pump (ALT 469H) will be connected to the 
trial ilppliance (GJO) to ensure that this appliance tank 
remainli full of water throughout each test. The potable water 
pump will be kept running throughout the test with one 
delivelry used to recirculate water to the dam or the appliance 
tank to) prevent overheating. 
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c. IKSTRUKEHTATIOK 

4 radiometers will be deployed around the test site. These 
will be cooled by pumps mounted in plastic boxes with their 
own water supply. 1 pump will supply 2 radiometers. A 110 volt 
supply will be required for the pumps with a spare outlet for 
checking of the radiometers using an Ianebeam. 

The radiometers will be positioned 15 metres from the tray 
side, at 90· to the wind direction, at a height of 3 metres and 
with the sensor face angled down at 10 degrees from the 
vertical. The outputs from the radiometers will be recorded on 
the Orion data logger and a Chart Recorder. 

The wind speed and direction sensors will be mounted on a mast 
on the pod. The output will be displayed and recorded on a 
chart recorder and also be recorded on the Orion data logger. 
Air temperature and humidity will also be recorded. 

After the tests, a backup copy of the Orion data disk will be 
made. The data will then be imported into a Lotus Spreadsheet 
and processed as per the september 1991 lead-free fire tests. 
Each file name will begin with the characters BJLP* (ie BJ 
Large Petrol), where * is the test number. 

D. FOAM TESTS 

Foam expansion ratio and drainage time will be measured after 
each extinction. 

After 100\ extinction foaming will continue for 30 seconds and 
then the foam stream will be directed onto the foam collection 
plate. The foam collection plate will be at the same distance 
from the branch for each test sample. The foam sample will be 
taken to the Lynton Trailer for the expansion ratio and 
drainage time to be measured with the procedure used for the 
ISO/CEN tests. The results will be recorded on the Foam 
Quality Results sheet. 

The Lynton Trailer will be sited adjacent to the 40m2 test 
site. 

The calibration of the scales used for these measurements must 
be checked at the beginning of each test day. 

E. VIDEO EQUIPUNT 

The trials will be recorded using the camera on the Skystalk 
mast and a camera on the platform on the video/instrumentation 
pod . The Skystalk camera will be recorded on a Sony BVU950P 
recorder and a low-band U-matic. The Hitachi C2 camera will be 
recorded on a Sony BVU950P recorder. 

Once the likely test wind conditions have been finalised and 
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the trials equipment has been positioned, the cameras will be 
set up and checked out by Viewpoint. 

A microphone will be positioned near to the fire tray to 
record the background noise on channel 1 of all the video 
recorders. 

Channel 2 will be connected to the PA system. 

Unless otherwise instructed, both cameras will be set to a 
fixed field of view and locked in position. Consideration must 
be given to the effects of fire plume on automatic aperture 
settings, a manual setting should be used. The cameras will be 
white balanced before each test and the back-focus on the 
Skystalk camera will be checked. If any doubt, the camera will 
be lowered and the camera adjusted. 

Viewpoint will ensure that an FEU video-B camera is available 
and ready for use if necessary. 

Viewpoint will do a test recording on each recorder and check 
the picture quality of the recording. Viewpoint will ensure 
that new video tapes are used for each test. These should be 
retensioned (forward wind then rewind) before use. 

Viewpoint are responsible for ensuring that all recorders are 
running, video quality is maintained and that framing is 
correct throughout each test. The Instrumentation operator 
will be responsible for ensuring that stocks of video tape are 
maintained. 

After each test, the recording of the pod video camera will be 
replayed and recorded onto a tape in the low band u-matic (see 
NOTE below). Following this, Viewpoint will check the quality 
of all of the recorded videos and prevent over recording of 
the test tapes by removing the safety tabs. Viewpoint will 
label each tape with date and test number. 

NOTE: The low band u-matic tapes will each have two tests 
recorded on them in sequence. One tape will contain two tests 
from the skystalk camera, the other, two tests from the pod 
camera . 

F. PUMP OPERATOR 

The trial appliance (GJD) will be used for supplying foam 
solution to the firefighter . The appliance water tank will be 
filled with potable water. The foam induction equipment will 
be checked before each test. The calibration of the flowmeters 
will be checked before each test by filling a tank of known 
volume, or checking with a calibrated nozzle and calibrated 
pressure gauge. At a suitable break in the trials the 
flowmeters will be returned to the FEU Heavy Equipment lab for 
calibration on the platform scales. 
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Before each test, the Pump operator will ensure that he knows 
which foam concentrate is to be used, the branch flowrate 
required and the inductor flowrate required. The Pump operator 
will ensure that he has sufficient quantities of the required 
foam concentrate readily available. 

For each test, the Pump operator will record the approximate 
amount of foam concentrate and water used by use of the 
totaliser. The Pump Operator will also record all of the other 
information required on the Pump Operator Results Sheet. This 
will include the solution temperature. 

G. TIXIMG 

The timing of the trial will be indicated by the use of the 
three large digital clocks. These will be started from the 
start box in the Instrument Pod. 

Before each test, the clocks will be deployed in a location 
dependent on the wind direction and checked to ensure that 
each segment operates correctly. They will be in such a 
position that the face of one clock will be seen clearly in 
the field of view of each of the video cameras. 

Digital stopwatches will be used by Observers. These will be 
checked for correct functioning before each test by the 
Observers. 

H. IGNITERS 

The igniters will be locked in a metal tool box and placed in 
an empty locker on the side of the trial appliance (GJD). This 
box will only be opened when connection of the igniters is due 
to take place. only enough igniters for one days trials will 
be contained in the box at anyone time. Two igniters will be 
used for each test. 

Before each test the lead from the Instrumentation Pod DC 
supply will be connected to the igniter connector block. The 
lead and the connector block will be checked for damage. The 
lead will be checked to ensure that it is long enough to 
easily reach the tray. If in doubt these items will be 
replaced. 

with the DC supply switched on and the Safety Key inserted, 
the switch on the igniter control box will be pushed to the ON 
position. One Operator will check the connections to the 
connector block adjacent to the fire tray using a multimeter. 
The multimeter should read approximately 14 volts DC. After 
the check the key will be removed and given to the person 
nominated to install the igniters. A short-out lead will be 
connected at the connector block on wiring in of the igniters. 
Tray clips for the igniters will be located before petrol is 
dispensed. 
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I. INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTRUKEHTATION AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT SETUP 

Preparations for a test 

1. 	 All equipment in the Instrument Pod will be switched on as 
fo11ows:

a. Main circuit breakers for transformers 
b. Circuit breaker for 110V 
c. Orion data logger 
d. start/event interface 
e. Communications interface 
f. PA amplifier 
g. Computer 
h. Printer 
i. Video cameras 
j. Video recorders 
j. Chart recorders 
k. Wind display 
1. Humidity/temperature 

and 240V 

2. 	 A 110 volt supply will be connected to each clock and the 
clocks will be switched on in order to charge their 
batteries. switch on the digital clocks by use of the 
rotary switch at the side of each clock. Press the Stop 
button on the control unit to stop the clocks counting. 

3. 	 Connect a 110 volt supply to the flowmeter trolley. Check 
both flowmeter digital displays, digital temperature 
indicator and pressure indicator are illuminated. 

4. 	 Check that the wind sock is positioned correctly. 

5. 	 Ensure that there are ample new video tapes and data disks 
available. Stocks for at least two days testing will be 
maintained in the Instrumentation Pod. 

6. 	 Update the test number on each of the three clocks. 

video 

7. 	 The Skysta1k mast will be erected and the control unit 
positioned in the Instrument Pod. Switch on. 

8. 	 Deploy the camera on the pod roof. 

9. 	 Put the microphone in place and switch on. 

10. Switch on the video recorders . 

11. Check the Skystalk camera for correct functioning. 

12. Check the pod roof camera for correct functioning. 
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13. Check the white balance and framing on both cameras. 

14. Check the PA system, including the audible tone. 

15. 	 Load a new video tape into each recorder. Re-tension tape 
(forward wind and rewind) and then record and check a 
short video and audio sequence on each recorder. 

16. 	 Ensure a Video-8 camera is available and ready for use if 
necessary. 

Instrumentation 

17. 	 Load program into the orion. The program will include the 
radiometer calibration factors. 

18. 	 Format Orion data disk first on computer (using double 
sided 1MB disks, format using FORMAT A:/t:80/n:9 
command). If no errors are reported, reformat this disk 
on the orion and include the program. 

19. 	 Check wind speed and direction. switch to the calibrate 
position. Check 25m/s and North settings on the orion 
monitor channel and that the chart recorder is also 
functioning correctly. Check that wind direction is 
correct by observation in conjunction with a compass. 

20. 	 Ensure wind instrument is reset to read and not OD CAL. 

21. 	 Check settings on chart recorders are as follows:

Paper speeds Recorder 1 (wind speed/direction) 6 cm/min. 
Recorder 2 (radiometers) 6 cm/min. 

NOTE: Recorder 1 to be left running at 6cm/hour between teata 

Recorder. 
Channel 
Number 

Parameter Sw 1 Sw 2 Sw 3 FSD 
ie 10cm 
On chart 
Paper 

1.1 Wind speed cal 0.1 20 2v 

1.2 Wind 
direction 

cal 0 . 1 50 5v 

1.5 Event cal 0.1 500 50v 

1.6 Start cal 0.1 500 50v 

2.1-4 Radiometer 
1-4 

Cal Mv 10 10mv 

2.5 Event cal 0.1 500 5v 

2.6 Start cal 0.1 500 5v 
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22. 	 The digital clocks should be preset to 99-00 using the 
start/event interface. 

23. 	 The Orion should be set to run and the digital clocks 
started. 

24. 	 The Chart recorder for the radiometer should be set to 
run. 

25. 	 Check water flow through radiometers 

26 . Use Ianebeam to check each radiometer. Set to 6.5 inches 
on the calibrator scale. Note readings. 

27. 	 Check that the start signal and radiometers 1 to 4 are 
recorded on the chart recorder and the orion. 

28. 	 Ensure 35 mm cameras available with film and checked. 

Flowmeter Trolley 

29. 	 Trials director to ensure that Pump Operator knows flow 
rates and foam concentrate to be used. 

30. 	 Run water through 80mm flowmeter and inductor gear pump. 
Check functioning of system. CONNECT TEST BRANCH AND RUN 
UP TO REQUIRED INDUCTION RATE. 

31. 	 Check pressure gauge on appliance and digital pressure 
gauge at trolley. 

32. 	 Check PRT. 

33. 	 Check flowmeter calibration by volume or weight v time or 
using calibrated orifice. 

34. 	 Reconnect up for test. 

35. 	 Ensure foam concentrate available for test. 

36. 	 Ensure water tank full and appliance primed. 

J. TEST PROCEDtnlE 

37. 	 Ensure that the tanker is on site. 

38. 	 Ensure that all of the equipment has been checked as 

detailed earlier. 


39. 	 Check that the Or ion is programmed and that a clean 

formatted disc has been installed. 


40. 	 Check that there is sufficient paper in chart recorders 

and that the pens are down. Pen gap on. 
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41. 	 Check that the computer is programmed for on-line data. 

42. 	 Check that all of the video camera shots are ok. 

43. 	 Check that water is being pumped to the radiometers. 
Check that their sensor covers are not on and that their 
angles are correct. 

44. 	 Preset the clocks to 99:00 and ensure that they are on. 

45. 	 Check that there are tapes in all recorders (Type KSP-60 
for new recorders). 

46. 	 Check that the DC supply for the igniters is on and that 
the person fitting the igniters has control of the 
special key. 

47. 	 Ensure that the test details and procedures are known to 
all. 

48. 	 Check that the test number is displayed correctly. 

49. 	 Pump Operator to switch off and reset total flow 
indicator. 

50. 	 Ensure that the drain valves from the tray are closed. 

51. 	 Fill up the outer ring of the fire tray with potable 
water. 

52. 	 All non-essential personnel to be behind barriers. 

53. 	 No smoking or naked lights allowed. 

Transfer Of Fuel To Tray 

54. 	 Petrol Hose line will be connected and earthed. 

55. 	 Fire cover will be checked. 

56. 	 On direction of trial director the fuel will be 
dispensed. 

57. 	 The amount of fuel delivered will be controlled by the 
tanker driver. 

58. 	 When either 1400 or 2800 litres have been dispensed, the 
petrol hose will be underrun, disconnected and removed to 
the 40m2 fire test site. 

59. 	 The tanker will be driven from the site. 

60. 	 Sample cans will be filled with fuel if fuel is to be 
sampled. 
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61. 	 Fuel depth will be measured. 

62. 	 Fuel temperature will be measured with intrinsically safe 
digital thermometer. 

63. 	 Igniters will be connected and positioned and the 
shorting link removed. 

64. 	 On direction of the trial director, the DC supply will be 
connected to the igniter control box. The trial director 
will have the safety key. 

65. 	 start the Squirrel data logger if it is to be used. 

66. 	 Start the video recorders. Check their record status. 
Start Chart recorders and check that they are running. 
Press Run on the Orion and check that it is running. 

67. 	 Check that the lance is available for lighting petrol if 
all else fails. 

68. 	 Trials director will confirm that all equipment is ready. 

69 . Trials director will then, at his discretion, use the PA 
to announce test and press start. 

70. 	 Foam production will commence at 99:00. 

71. 	 Operators will check that clocks have started and that 
they are indicating the correct test time . 

72. 	 At zero test time, as indicated on the clocks, the Trials 
Director will fire the igniters. 

73. 	 If the fire is ignited late, then the Instrumentation 
operator will press the event button. 

74. 	 Throughout the test, the Operators will check the correct 
operation of all of the equipment as far as possible. 
Instrumentation and video Operators will remain in the 
Instrumentation Pod and be prepared to rectify problems. 
If the mains power supply fails then the video 8 camera 
will be used to record the test. 

75. 	 Observers will note 25' control, 50' control, 90' 

control, 99' control and extinction times plus any other 

comments. 


76. 	 After extinction, foam will be applied to the fire tray 

for a further 30 seconds . 


77. 	 The foam stream will then be directed onto the foam 

collection stand and foam quality measurements will be 

made. 


78. 	 If required, a sample of fuel will be collected with 
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appropriate fire cover. 

79. 	 Drainage time and expansion ratio, air and foam 
temperatures will be recorded on the Foam Results sheet. 

80. 	 The pipe for pouring water into the tray will be 
positioned if required. It will not be connected to the 
water supply at this stage. 

81. 	 On direction of trials director, the burnback torch will 
be lit. The aim is to apply the burnback torch to the 
foam 5 minutes after extinction. The Instrumentation 
Operator will press the event button when the burnback 
flame first impinges on the foam surface within the tray. 

82. 	 Burnback will be allowed to develop and should be allowed 
to develop until 75\ burnback. 

83. 	 Potable water (if required) will then be run into the 
tray via the water pipe. The burnback will be allowed to 
fully develop until all of the petrol has been burnt off. 
water may also be added by hand held equipment. 

84. 	 The Observers will note times for 25\, 50\ and 100% 
burnback plus any other comments. 

85. 	 A torch will be passed over the surface of the tray, to 
ensure that all of the fuel has been burnt, before the 
tray is drained. Special care will be taken to ensure 
that petrol is cleared from the drain pipe and drainage 
pit. 

86. 	 After the test has finished the Operators will check with 
the Trials Director before switching off the Orion, the 
chart recorders and the video recorders. 

87. 	 The Orion disk will be labelled and a backup will be 
made. The chart from the chart recorder will be labelled 
with test number, date and chart settings. 

88. 	 The radiometer cooling water temperatures will be checked 
and recorded. 

89. 	 At the earliest opportunity, and without prejudicing any 
preparations for the next test, the Orion data will be 
reformatted to produce the Radiation data. 

90. 	 The pod camera video will be recorded onto a low band U
matic tape. 

91. 	 The video tapes will be labelled with test number and 

date. 


92. 	 The tray will be thoroughly cleaned and all hoses and 

foam equipment will be flushed. 
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93. The metal sides of the tray will be scrubbed. 

X. PROCEDURE IN CASE OF BURST LENGTH IN FIRE FIGHTING HOSE 

At least one length of checked hose will be available on the 
trials site during each test. If a burst should occur then the 
Pump Operator will knock-off and the Observers will change the 
burst hose length . 

As soon as possible after this, the Pump Operator will re
establish the correct flow rates and then signal to the branch 
men who will then continue to extinguish the fire. 

L. PROCEDURE IN THE CASE OF ELECTRICAL FAILURE 

The stand-by Honda Generator will be positioned adjacent to 
the electrical supply point. 

In the event of a mains electrical failure, the Trials 
Director will connect the flowmeter trolley then the 
Instrumentation Pod to the generator and run up the generator. 

The video 8 camera will be used to continue the trials 
recording. 

The Pump Operator will connect the spare pick-up tube directly 
into the inductor and set the inductor to 3\. 

The Instrumentation Operator will prepare the Orion standby 
program and be ready to use it. 
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APPENDIX C - Detailed Dote. of fire te.t. 
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Fo... AFFF(l) 

ApplicatioD Rat•• 4 Ipmjaqm 

W.atb.r. Sunny periods 

Clock Tia. Tia. Fro. 
ApplicatioD of 

Fo.. 

min:.ec min:.ec 

0:00 

1:03 0:00 

1:57 0:54 

1: 032:06 

1:062:09 

2:13 1 : 10 

2:19 1:16 

3:15 2:12 

3:46 2:43 

Tiaa Fro. Start 
of lIurnback 

8: 16 0:00 

8:39 0:23 

8:45 0:29 

0:499:05 

9:27 1.11 

9:30 1.14 

10:24 2.08 

10:35 2:19 

10:42 2:26 

10 . 52 2:36 

2:4110: 57 

11:06 2:50 

2: 5611: 12 

Ob••rvation8 

Ignition 

Foam applied to rear of the centre of the 
tray, double foam swirl set up, left side 
of tray anti-clockwise, right aide, 
clockwise 

90\ ."tinctioD 

95\ ••tinct.ion, foam falling short of the 
cantre of the tray and falling directly 
onto the ramaining flames at tray edge 
near.et to branch 

99\ .xtiDction 

Virtual ."tiDction 

Foam being feathered onto remaining 
flames 

100\ ."tiDction 

Foam off tray 

.. 

Burnback flame AEPlied to foam 

Small flame. around 25' of the tray edge 

Build up of flames on foam surface 
neare.t to burnback flame 

7\ burnback (p..k fiar. radiatioD) 

10' of tb. fa...urfac. involv.d in larg. 

n .... 
Larg. flamea around 25\ of the tray edge 

Burnback flame r.moved 

N.arly all flame. burnt out, burnback 
flame re-appli.d to foam aurface 

2 amall hol•• open up in the foam Burface 

away from the burnback flame 


Holee total 15' of tray surface 

Hol•• total 25' of tray eurface, burnback 

flame removed, Im' of large flames remain 


Hole. ignite 

25' burnback 

50' burnback 
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11: 19 3:03 75' burubaclt 

11:34 3:18 100' burubaclt 
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"0... AFFF( 1) 

Application Rat•• 4lpm/.qm COncentrations 3\ 

Clock Tia. Tiaa ..ro. Ob••rvationa 
Application of

"0.. 
min:aec min:eec 

0:00 Ignition 

1:02 0:00 Foam applied to the r.ar of the centre of 
the tray, double foam swirl Bet up, left 
aide of tray anti-clockwiae, right aide, 
clockwi.e 

1:55 0:53 Foam falling short of the centre of the 
tray and falling directly onto the 
remaining flames at the tray edge nearest 
to the branch 

2:01 0:59 90' ."tinction, foam re-applied to the 
centre of the trsy 

2:03 1:01 95' ."tinction 

2:14 1: 12 Foam application disturbed existing foam 
blank.. t causing fire to come back to 96\ 
extinction 

2:27 1:25 tt, ."tinction 

2:31 1,29 Virtual ...tinction 

2:41 1:39 Small flamea only around 5\ of the tray 
.dge n.areat to the branch 

3:32 2.30 Anti-clockwise foam swirl begins, foam 
applied to the rear of the right hand 
aide of the fire tray 

4:21 3:19 Foam feathering commenced over the front 
edge of the tray in the vicinity of the 
remaining flames 

5:18 4:16 100' ."tinction, foaming switched to the 
centre of the tray 

5:50 4:48 Foam oft tray 

Tiaa ..ro••tart 
of aurDback 

10: 18 0:00 Burnback flame ~li.d to foam 

12:16 1:58 Small fl ........ begin to .pread around the 
tray edge 

12: 29 2: 11 Small flame. around 50' of the tray edge 

12:39 2:21 Small flam... around 100' of the tray edge 

13:58 3:40 Large flame. around 50' of the tray edge, 
aome flame. spreading acrose the top 
surface of the foam layer 
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14,17 3,59 n burnback (peak fIar. radiation) 
10\ of tb. fo.. aurface ar•• involv.d in 
larq. fl..... emaller flames ghoBting 
acroaa the remainder, flames begin to die 
down 

15,04 4,46 Burnback flame removed, small flames over 
5\ of the foam surfac., 1m2 of large 
flame.. in open a r ea at burnback point 

15,07 4,49 A Bmall hole in the foam blanket appear. 
away from main burnback area 

15 , 14 4,56 Hole reaches 10\ of foam blanket area 

15,15 4,57 25\ burnback 

15 . 23 5,05 50\ burnback 

15,26 5,08 Hole ignit•• 

15,31 5,13 75\ burnback 

15,52 5,34 100\ bllrnback 
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Te.t MUIOber, 3 1'0.. ' AFFF(l) 

ApplicatioD Rate, 4 Ipm/eqm COncentratioDs 2\ 

Clock Tiaa 

min:aec 

Tiael'ro. 
ApplicatioD of 

1'0.. 

min:sec 

Ob••l"Yation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1: 01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, double foam swirl set 
up 

1:53 0:52 90\ extiDctioD 

1:58 0:57 95\ ••tinction, all flames in area and 
around tray edge nearest to firefighter 

2:22 1: 21 ,,\ ."tiDctioD 

2:27 1:26 Virtual e"tiDctioD, foam feathering 
commenced over the front edge of the tray 
in the vicinity of the remaining flames 

2: 32 1:31 100\ ."tinctioD, foam r.applied to the 
c.ntr. of the tray 

3 :03 2:02 Foam off tray 

'1'iaa I'roa Start 
of Buruback 

7:33 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam blanket 

7:45 0:12 Flam.s travelling around tray edge and 
ghosting over the surface of the foam 
blanket with larger flames around the 
contaminated foam .wirl pattern. 

8:03 0,30 Small flama. around 50\ of the tray edge, 
3\ of the fa.. aurface are. iDyol••d iD. 
larq. n .... 

8:21 0:48 Nearly all flame. burnt out 

8:44 1: 11 A small hol., 5\ in area, opens up in the 
foam blanket 

8:49 1:16 Burnback flame removed 

9:01 1:28 Hol. ignit•• 

9:11 1:38 25\ buruback 

9:27 1,54 50\ buruback 

9:40 2:07 75\ buruback 

10:04 2,31 100\ buruback 
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..oaa. AFFF(2) 

Applic.tion Rat•• 4 Ipmjsqm Conc.ntr.tion. 3% 

W.ather' Sunny 

Clock Tia. 

min: Bec 

T~ ..ro. 
Application of 

..oaa 

min:.ec 

Ob••..".tion. 

0:00 Ignition 

1 : 01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear left hand side 
of the tray, double foam 8wirl set up, 
clockwise swirl dominant 

1:56 0:55 90\ ."tinction 

2:20 1: 19 95\ extinctioD, remaining flamea along 
the tray .dge, and in a .mall area, 
near.at to the fir.fight.r 

2:31 1:30 99\ ."tinction, 

3:25 2:24 Small flames around 5' of tray edge only 

5:33 4:32 Foam feathering commenced over the front 
.dge of the tray in the vicinity of the 
few remaining flames 

5 :43 4:42 Firefight.r walks 150 clockwise around 
tray, continuing to feath.r the foam as 
he mov•• 

5:50 4:49 Firefight.r atops walking, tactics vary 
between feathering and direct jet 
application onto the remaining flames, 
amall flames visible in several places 
around the tray edge 

7:54 6.53 Fir.fighter mov•• a further 15° clockwise 

8:08 7:07 Fir.fight.r stop. walking 

8:22 7.21 100\ ."tinction 

8:53 7.53 Foam off tray 

T~ ........tart 
of Burnback 

813:22 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam blanket 

13:28 0:06 Small flames b.gin to spr.ad across and 
through an upper lay.r of foam, 
destroying thia lay.r as they proceed 

13:46 0:24 50' of the .urfac. ar.a of the upper foam 
blanket d.stroy.d 

14:14 0:52 100' of the .urfac. ar.a of the upp.r 
foam blank.t d.stroy.d, small flames 
around 30' of the tray edge 

14:20 0:58 Small flam.a around 50' of the tray edge 

15:46 2:24 Larger flames apread to a 3' area of the 
foam blanket 

CB 
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16:02 2:40 A small hole, 5' in area, opens up in the 
foam blanket away from the burnback flame 

16:17 2:55 Hole Qrows to an area of 10' 

16:42 3:20 Burnback flame removed 

16:58 3:36 25\ burnback, hole ignites 

17:06 3:44 50' burnback 

17:16 3:54 75' burnback 

17:25 4.03 100' burnback 
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Po_. AFFF(2) 

Weatberr Sunny 

Clock Tiae Tiae Pro. Ob••rYatioD. 
Applicetion of 


Po_ 


min:Bec min: sec 

0:00 Ignition 

0:001 : 00 Foam epplied to the centre of the left 
hand aide of the tray, • mainly clockwise 
foam swirl Bet up 

2:25 1: 25 90' extinction 

2:30 1:30 95\ extinction 

2:46 1 : 46 99' extinction, flameB along the tray 
edge near.at to the firefighter and in a 
very amall ar.. contaminated (black) foam 
in the centre of the tray 

3:05 2:05 Flamea in the centre of the tray increase 
in intenaity, 97\ extinction 

3:16 2:16 Flamea in the centre of the tray quickly 
decrea.ing, flamea at the tray edge 
increaaing 

3:35 2:35 Foam jet Blowly awept acrOBa tray to 
extinguiah tray centre flames 

Pl__a3:43 2:43 in the centre of the tray 
extinquiahad, foam being feathered 
directly onto remaining flamea at the 
edge of the tray 

3: 49 99' extinction2 : 49 

3:53 2:53 Virtual e"tinction 

4:04 3 : 04 Very Bmall flames only remaining at the 
tray edge neareat to the firef ighter 

4:05 Pirefighter walkB 20· anticlockwiae 
around the tray, continuing to feather 
the foam onto the remaining tray edge 

5:05 

flames ae he moves 

5 : 18 4 : 18 Firefighter atopa walkir>g 

5 : 39 4:39 Firefighter walka a further 20· 
anticlockwiae around the tray 

5:48 4.48 Firefighter etop. walking 

6:24 5:24 Foam application moved to a burning tray 
edge area oppoaite current firefighter 
poBition. Direct foam application here 
and around tray edge to previouB tray 
edge flame poaition 

8:30 7:30 100' extinction 

9 : 00 8:00 Foam off tray 
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Ta. Fro. Start 
of Burnhack 

10:00 0:00 SUJUIBACIt I'LAMI!: HOT USED. very small 
flames observed along a small part of the 
tray edge 

11:30 2:30 Flames around 30\ of the tray edge 
increasing in intensity. two separate 
flame areas 

13:29 3:29 5\ of tray area involved in large flames 

13:54 3:54 6' burnhack (peak fIar. radiation) 
10' of tray ar.a in.ol••d in large f1••e. 

14:07 4:07 Flames decrease, tray edge flames 
remaining only 

14:20 4.20 A small hole, 5\ in area, opens up in the 
foam blanket away from the tray edge 
flames 

14:30 4:30 Hole grows to an area of 10\ 

14:55 4:55 Hole grows to an area of 20\. 30\ of the 
tray edge involved in large flames 

15:09 5.09 Hole ignites 

15:33 5:33 25' burnhack 

15:55 5:55 50\ burnhack 

16:18 6:18 75\ burnhack 

16:39 6.39 100\ burnhack 
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Po.. , AFFF(l) 

Application Rate' 4 lpm/aqm ConcentratioD1 1.5' 

Weather, Sunny 

Clock Tille 

min:a8c 

TiIIe Pro. 
Application of 

Po.. 

min:aec 

Ob.e.."ation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0,00 Foam applied to the centre of the tray, 
double foam swirl eet up 

2:25 1:24 90\ extinction, all remaining flames 
around the tray edge nearest to the 
firefighter 

2:30 1:29 95\ extinction 

2:44 1:43 Foam application moved to the rear of the 
right hand side of the tray, mainly 
anticlockwi.e foam .wirl aet up 

3:19 2,19 Foam application mov.d to the rear of the 
centre of the tr~ 

3: 25 2:24 99\ extinction 

3:30 2:29 Virtual extinction 

3:31 2:30 Foam applied directly to the remaining 
flame. at the tray edge 

3:34 2:33 Very .mall flame. only remain at the tray 
edge neare.t to the firefighter 

5:03 4:02 100\ extinction 

5:34 4:33 Foam off tray 

Till. Pr....tart 
of aurnback 

10 . 04 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

10.24 0:20 Small fire .tart. along the edge of the 
tray near to the burnback flame 

10:26 0:24 Small flame. around 25\ of the tray edge, 
gho.ting ha. burnt away a 20\ area of the 
top foam layer 

10.33 0.29 Small flame. around 50\ of the tray edge 

10.57 0:53 Small flam•• around 100\ of thB tray 
edge, gho.ting ha. burnt away a 70\ area 
of the top foam layer 

11: 12 1:06 A .mall hole, 5\ in are., opens up in the 
foam blanket and ignite.. 

11.26 1:22 Hol. incre••es to 20\ in area although 
I ••• than half of it i. involved in 
flame. 

11 :30 1:26 Burnback flame removed 

11:42 1:36 :n burnback (peak fl.re radiatioD) 
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12:30 2:26 25' burnback 

13: 13 3:09 50' burnback 

13: 31 3:27 75' burnback (aaxiaua peak radiation) 
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Fo.. , AFFF(2) 

Application Rate, 4 lpm/sqm Concentration, 1.5\ 

W.atherl Sunny 

Clock Tiae 

min:eec 

Tiae Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:aec 

Ob••rvation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1: 01 0:00 Foam applied to the centre of the front 
of the tray. Some foam (25\-50\) falling 
short of the tray 

1: 11 0:10 Foam branch brought in towarda the fire, 
now le.. than 10\ of the foam falling 
.hort 

2:34 1:33 Foam application point changed to the 
centre of the left hand side of the tray 

5:00 3:59 Foam application point changed to the 
rear of the left hand aide of the tray, a 
clockwiae foam Bwirl set up 

5:24 4:23 90' extinction 

5:29 4:28 95' e"tinction, the majority of the 
remaining flamea are in the vicinity of 
the tray edge neareat to the firefighter 

5:52 4:51 Some flames remain in a very amall area 
of contaminated (black) foam. in the 
centre of the tray and at various pOints 
around the tray edge 

6:02 5:01 99' extinction 

6:15 5:14 Virtual extinction 

6:34 5:33 Foam stream slowly swept acrOBS tray to 
extinguiah tray centre flames 

6:39 5:38 Flamea in the centrs of the tray 
extinguiBhed 

6:47 5.46 Foam et ream directed at remaining small 
flamea at tray edge neareet to the 
firefighter 

6:50 5.49 100' extinction 

7:20 6: 19 Foam off tray 

Ti8e Froa .tart 
of lIun>back 

11: 52 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

12:02 0:10 Small flames begin to ghost over the foam 
BUr face and around the tray edge 

12:18 0:26 Small f lam•• around 50\ of the tray edge 
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12:33 0:41 S~all flames around 100' of the tray 
.dge, .....11 flames have ghoet.d over the 
whole of the top .urface of the foam and 
destroyed thi. upper layer 

13: 15 1: 23 Small flame. remain around 20' of the 
tray edge only, 1\ ar•• of fl.... in 
contaminated (black) foam in the centre 
of the tray 

14:16 2:24 Burnback flame removed 

15:13 3:21 35\ buruback 

15:28 3:36 50' buruback 

15:37 3.45 15' buruback 

16:00 4:09 100' buruback (ob.u·...ad) 
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Fo... FFFP(l) 

Applic.tioD Rat•• 4 Ipm/sqm COncentrationl 3' 

Clock Ta. Tia. Fro. Ob••..".tioD. 
Applic.tioD of 

Fo.. 

min:a8c min:a8c 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam .pplied to the centre of the front 
of the tr.y, at le••t 75\ of the foam 
falling .hort of the tray 

1:25 0.24 Foam branch brought in towards the fire, 
foam application point changed to the 
centre of the tray, no .ignificant amount 
of foam falling .hort of the tray 

2: 14 1: IJ Foam application point ch.nged to the 
r.ar of the left hand aide of the tray 

2:24 1:23 90\ ."tiDctioa 

2:JJ 1:J2 Clockwise .wirl beginning to move in 
tray, small flames being pushed around 
from far traj' edge to near tr~ edge 

2:59 1:58 95\ e"tiDctioD 

J: 13 2:12 99\ extiDction, the majority of the 
remaining flame. are along the tray edge 
near•• t to the firefighter 

3:JO 2:29 Virtu.l e"tiactioa 

3:5J 2:52 Foam .tream directed at the few remaining 
.mall flame. at the near tray edge 

7:22 6:21 Foam pU8hed over the front tray edge 

7:30 6:29 100\ e"tiactioD, foam application 
.witched to the centre of the tray 

8.00 6:59 Foam off tr~ 

Tiae Froa .t.rt 
of Burab.ck 

12:JO 0:00 Burnb.ck flame .pplied to foam, small 
flame. immedi.tely begin to burn at the 
near tray edge and to gho.t across the 
top .urf.ce of the foam 

12:45 0:15 Small fl ...... around 50\ of the tray edge, 
SO\ area of the top foam .urface ha. been 
de.troyed by gho.ting flames 

12: 53 0:23 Small flames .round 100\ of the tray 
edge, 100\ ar•• of the top foam aurface 
ha. been de.troyed by gho8ting flame. 

14: 55 2:25 Small flames only remain around 20\ of 
the tray edge 
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16:05 3:35 Wind appear. to open up a hole, 5\ in 
area, in the foam blanket away from the 
burnback flame 

16:12 3:42 Hole ignite. but only 20\ of it burns 

16:25 3:55 Several small holes appear in other areas 
of the foam blankst 

17:02 4:32 Burnback flame removed, burnback develops 
from two .eparate areaa, initial hole now 
burnin'L fully 

17:39 5:09 25t burnback 

17 : 48 5:18 50' burnback 

17:58 5.28 75' burnback 

18:19 5.49 100' burnback 
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re.t Nuaber. 9 FO&8. FFFP(l) 

Application Rate. 4 lpm/aqm COncentratioDI 2' 

Weather. Sunny, atill 

Clock r~ riae Fro. 
Application of 

FO&8 

Ob••rvatioaa 

min:sec min:sec 

0:00 19nit ion 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the 
aide of the tray, a 
ewirl eet up 

rear of the left hand 
mainly clockwise foam 

2:26 1:26 '0' ••tinction, the majority of the 
remaining flame. along the tray edge to 
the left hand .ide of the firefighter 

2:32 

2:35 

1:32 

1:35 
'" extinction 

,,. ...tinction, amall flamea remain 
gho.ting over the foam blanket and around 
the tray edge to the left of the 
firefighter 

2:58 1:58 Virtual extinction 

3:03 2:03 Very few .mall flamea only remain around 
the tray edge, .ome black crueting of the 
foam at the tray edge preventing complete 
extinction 

4:25 3:25 Feathering and 
foam commenced 
flame. 

direct application of the 
onto the faw remaining 

6:29 5: 29 Branch moved in toward. the tu), 

8:58 7:58 Firefighter move. 350 clockwise, 
foam application continuing 

direct 

9:48 8.48 100' extinction 

10:18 9:18 Foam off tray 

r~ F..- Start 
of Burnback 

14.49 0.00 Burnback flame applied to foam, .mall 
flame. immediately begin to burn at the 
near tray edge and to ghoat acros. the 
top eurface of the foam 

15:00 0:11 Small flames around 25' of the tray edge 

15,04 0,15 Small flame. around SOt of the tray ed~e 

15:07 0,18 Small flame. around 75' of the tray edge 

15 : 13 0:24 Small flame. around 100\ of the tray 
edge, 100\ area of the top of the foam 
aurfaca ha. been de.troyed by gh08ting 
flames 

17:13 2:24 Larger flame8 travelling acrOBS 
aurface of the foam 

the top 
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19:05 4:16 Burnback flame removed, 
developed progressively 

burnback 
from this area 

19:38 4:49 a5' buruback 

19:55 5:06 50' buruback 

20:26 5:37 75' buruback 

20:56 6:07 100' buruback 
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r •• t N..-b.r. 10 Po... FFFP(2) 

Application Rate. 4 Ipm/sqm Concentrationl 3' 

Weathert Sunny 

Clock riAe riAe Pro. Ob.ervation. 
Application of 

Po.. 

min:aac mint sec 

0:00 Ignition 

Foam applied to the rear of the centre of 
the tray, a mainly clockwise foam swirl 
set up 

1:00 0:00 

2: 12 1:12 90. e"tinction 

2:20 1:20 9n e"tinction, the majority of the 
remaining flames are in the vicinity of 
the near tray edge, also, Borne flaming 
occurring at the foam application point 

Flames extinguished at the foam 
application point 

2:36 1:36 

2:59 1:59 99. e"tinction 

3: 08 2:08 Virtual e"tinction 

2:15 Very small flames only remaining along 
the tray edge 

3:15 

Foam jet slowly swept across tray4:45 3:45 

Foam application point now to the rear of 
the right hand side of the tray 

4:56 3:56 

5:13 Foam jet applied directly to the 
remaining flames at the tray edge 

6:13 

5:27 Foam feathered over the front edge of the 
tray 

6:27 

7:58 6:58 Firefighter walk. 45' clockwi.e around 
the tray continuing to feather foam 

8:22 lOO. e .. tinction, firefighter stops 
walking, foam application changes to the 
centre of the tray 

7:22 

8:58 7:58 Foam off tray 

riaa Fro. Start 

of lIurnback 


8urnback flame applied to foam, small 
flame. immediately begin to burn at the 
near tray edge 

13:23 0:00 

0:20 Small flame. around 25. of the tray edge13:43 

13: 48 Small flame. around 50. of the tray edge0:25 

13:54 Small flames around lOO. of the tray 
edge, .ome gho.ting acre•• foam .urface, 
mainly around contaminated foam swirl 
patterns 

0:31 
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15:00 1:37 90\ area of top foam surface has been 
destroyed by ghoating flames 

16 : 40 3 : 17 Small flames across 40\ of the foam 
blanket, 75\ of the tray edge alight 

17:45 4:22 A hole, 5\ in area, opens up near to the 
burnback flame 

18 : 07 4:44 A second 5\ area hole opens up 

18 : 17 4:54 First hole closes up 

18 : 19 4:56 Second hole drifts into burnback flame 
and ignites 

18:38 5:15 Another 5\ area hole opens up away from 
the burnback flame 

18 . 44 5 : 21 Tray edge fire burnt out 

18:48 5 : 25 8urnback flame removed, burnback develops 
progressively from this are., open area 
claaea up 

19 : 18 5:55 25\ extinction 

19:41 6:18 50' e"tinction 

19: 50 6:27 75' e"tinction 

20:02 6: 39 100' e"tinction 
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Fo.., FFFP (2) 

ApplicatioD Rat., 4 Ipm/Bqm CoDc.DtratioD' 2\ 

W.ather, Sunny 

Clock TJ.ooe 

min:aec 

TJ.ooe Fro. 
ApplicatioD of 

Fo.. 

min:.ec 

Ob••rYation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the fire tray, a clockwise foam 
swirl Bet up in the tray 

2.31 1.30 90\ ...tiDctioD 

2:56 1:55 95\ eJl:tinction, the majority of the 
remaining flameB are in the vicinity of 
the tray adge to tha left hand side of 
the firefighter 

3:01 2:00 99\ e ..tinction, flaring at foam 
application llOint extinCJUiBhed 

3:18 2: 17 Virtual e .. tiDctioD, • few amall flames 
remaining at the tray edge, Borne small 
flamea in a contaminated (black) area of 
foam in the centre of the tray 

3.53 2:52 Flames in the centre of the tray now 
burning more fiercely 

5:00 3:59 ,,\ ext inctioD, centre flames awirled 
around to foam application area and 
extinguiahed 

6:30 5:29 Firefighter walks 45° clockwi.e directinq 
foam at few remaining tray edge flames 

6:41 5:40 Firefighter atopa walking 

6:48 5:47 Firefighter walks 90° anticlockwise 

7:17 6:16 Firef i-'1hter ato",-s walking 

7:18 6.17 100\ extinctioD, foam application 
switched to the centre of the tray 

7:48 6:47 Foam off tray 

Tiaa Frea start 
of .uruback 

12:18 0:00 Burnback flame appliBd to foam 

12:23 0:05 Small flames begin to burn at near tray 
edge 

12:31 0:13 Small flames around 25\ of the tray edge 

12:38 0.20 Small fl ...... around 50\ of the tray edge 

12:47 0.29 Small flames around 100\ of the tray edge 
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14:37 2:19 Small flames flashing over 30\ of the 
foam blanket Burface, large flames over 
10\ of the surface, upper layer of foam 
collapsing 

15:01 2:43 Large flames over 15' of the foam Burface 

15:24 3:06 6' burnback (p.ak flare radiation) 
Larg. fl.... over 20' of tb. fo.. aurface 

15:58 3:40 Burnback flame removed, burnback 
d~;eloped progreaaively from this area, 
ma ority of the centre flames burnt out 

16:57 4:39 25' burnback 

17:47 5:29 50' burnback 

18:30 6:12 75' burnb.ck 

18:41 6:23 100' burnback (oba.....d) 
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Te.t M_r, 12 Fo.., FFFP-AR(l) 


ApplicatioD Rate, 4 lpm/aqm CoDceDtratioD' 3\ 


W.atherl Sunny 

Clock Tae 

min:.ec 

Ta. F..... 
ApplicatioD of 

Fo.. 

min: .ee 

Ob••rvatioD. 

0:00 Ignition 

1: 01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
.et up in the trll}' 

1:58 0:57 90' extiDctioD, the majority of the 
flame. area in the vicinity of the tray 
edge to the left hand aide of the 
firefighter 

2:05 1:04 95' e"tiDctioD 

2:23 1:22 99\ ••t.inct.ioD, remaining flames along 
the tray edge to the left of the 
firefighter 

2:41 1:40 Virtual e"tinctioD, a few very small 
flame. remaining along the tray edge 

3:41 2,40 Foam applied directly to the remaining 
tray edge firee 

3:59 2:58 Firef~hter walks 2 metres forward 

4:01 3.00 Firefighter atops walking 

4.02 3.01 100' ••t.inct.ioD, foam application 
returned to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray 

4:32 3.31 Foam off tray 

Ta. F..... Start 
of Burnback 

9:03 0.00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

9:28 0:25 Small flame. around 25\ of the tray edge, 
.mall flame. gho.ting acra.. the top 
aurfaca of the foam following the swirl 
patt.rn. and destroying this foam layer 

9:46 0:43 Small flames around 100\ of the tray edge 

10: la 1 : 07 l' ar.a of large fl.... burning in 
contaminat.d (black) foam in the centre 
of the tray 

11:10 2:07 Small flamea around 50' of the tray edSe 

12: 10 3:07 Small flame• around 10\ of the tray edge 

13: 40 4:37 Tray • dg. flama. burnt out, only a few 
very amall flame. remain burning on the 
foam aurface 

14: 31 5:28 Hola begin. to open up in the foam 
blank.t cIa.e to the burnback flame 

I 
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15: 08 6:05 Hole increases to 5\ of tray area 

15:17 

15:23 

6:14 

6:20 

Hole ignites 

Burnback flame removed 

16:00 6:57 25' buruback 

16:14 

16:45 

17: 10 

7: 11 

7:42 

8:07 

50' buruback 

75' buruback 

100' buruback (ob••rr.d) 

I 
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Fo... FFFP-AR(l) 

ApplicatioD Rate. 4 Ipm/aqm CoDceDtratioD' 2' 

W.ather, Sunny 

Clock Tiae 

min:sec 

Tiae Fro. 
ApplicatioD of 

Fo.. 

min:aec 

Ob••rvatioDa 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
eet up in the tray 

1:57 0:56 90t e"t iDctioD 

2:03 1.02 95t e.,tiDctioD 

2:15 1:14 Remaining flames along the tray edge to 
the left of the firefighter, small flames 
gho.ting across the top surface of the 
foam, flarir>g at foam application 

2:31 1:30 99' extinction 

2:38 1:37 Flaring at application point 
extinguished, small flames along tray 
edge and in a contaminated (black) area 
of foam in the centre of the tray 

2:47 1:46 Flaring re.tarts at the foam application 
point 

2:59 1:58 99t extiDctioD, flaring at the foam 
application point extinguiehed 

3:13 2:12 Virtual extinctioD, flames in the centre 
of the tray burnt out, aome very amall 
flames remain along the tray ed'Le 

4:12 3111 Contaminated area re ignited - small 
flame. burning in the centre of the tray 

4.40 3: 39 Foam jet .wept acro•• to extinquiah 
flame. in the centre of the tray, 
firefighter move. 15° clockwise around 
the tray 

4:45 3.44 Centre tray flame. extinguiehed, foam 
directed onto remaining flame. at the 
edge of the tray 

4.48 3:47 Firefighter atopa walking 

4.55 3:54 Firef ighter walk. 10' clockwise around 
the tray 

5:01 4:00 Firefighter stope walking 

5.06 4:05 Firef ighter walk. 45° clockwise around 
the tray 

5:23 4:22 Firefighter atop. walking 

5:39 4:38 Firefighter walk. 1350 anticlockwise 
around the tray 

5:59 4.58 Firefighter .tope walking 
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6:07 5:06 100\ extiDctioD, foam application returns 
to the rear of the left hand side of the 
tray 

6:37 5.36 Foam off tray 

Ta. F..... Start 
of Buruback 

11:08 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

11: 17 0:09 Small flames around 25\ of the tray edge, 
small flames spreading over the top 
Bur face of the foam and around the swirl 
pattern 

11:20 0:12 Small flames around 50\ of the tray edge 

11.24 0:16 Small flames around 100\ of the tray edqe 

12:44 1 : 36 Large flame. moving aera•• 50\ of the 
foam blanket 

13:52 2:44 Larqe flame. continuin9 to move aero•• , 
and de.troy, the upper layer of foam 

l4: 54 3:46 5\ of tbe fo.. blaDket, iD the ceDtr., 
iD"ol"ed iD large fl.... 

16:10 5:02 Burnback f 1&me r amoved I centre flames 
nearly burnt out, burnback proceeds from 
burnback flame area 

16:43 5.35 25\ buruback 

16:55 5:47 50\ buruback 

17:06 5:58 75\ buruback 

17:12 6:04 100\ buruback (ob.erved) 
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Teat JlU8ber. 14 FO... FFFP-AR(2) 

Application Rate. 4 1pm/eqm COnceDtration: 3' 

W.atherl Sunny 

Clock Tiaa 

min:.sc 

Tiaa Froa 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min: ••c 

Ob••rvat.iona 

0.00 Ignition 

1.01 0.00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwise foam .wirl 
eet up in the tray 

1.56 0.55 90' ertinction 

2.03 1.02 95' ertinction, flaring at foam 
"!'Plication point 

2.16 1.15 9" .rtiDettoD, 

2.37 1.36 Virtual extinction, flaring at 
application point extinguished, remaining 
flamea are around the tray edge and in a 
small area of contaminated (black) foam 
in the centre of the tray 

3.10 2.09 Flame. in the centre of the tray 
extinguiahed, a few very amall flames 
remain around the tray edge 

4.10 3.09 Firefighter walks 90' c10ckwiae around 
the tray, foam applied to the flame. 
around the tray edge 

4.26 3.25 Firefighter stopa walking 

4.45 3.44 Firefighter walk. 1350 anticlockwise 
around the tray 

5.04 4.03 Firef~hter atopa walki"'1 

5.19 4.18 100' extinction, foam application changed 
to the rear of the left hand aide of the 
tray 

5.49 4:48 Foam off tr~ 

Tiaa Froa start 
of .umback 

10.19 Burnback flame applied to foam 

10.26 0.07 Small flame. around 25\ of the tray edge 

10.30 0.11 Small flamee around 50\ of the tray edge 

10.38 0.19 small flamea around 75\ of the tray edge 

10.41 0.22 Small flamea around 100\ of the tray 
edge, amall flame. ghoating over the 
surface of the foam blanket and 
de8tr~ing the UEPBr layer 

14.33 4.14 5' burnback (peak flare radiation) 
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15:20 5:01 Small flames over 10\ of the foam blanket 
burning around the contaminated (black) 
foam swirl pattern, upper layer being 
destroyed 

17:00 6:41 Large flame. continuing to burn over 
small area. of the foam blanket and 
around parte of the tray edge 

18:16 7:57 Larg. fl .... burning over 10\ of th. fo•• 
blank.t 

19:37 9:18 Nearly all of the foam blanket flames 
burnt out 

19:41 9:22 Burnback flame removed, burnback proceeds 
from the burnback flame area 

20:40 10:21 25' burnback 

20: 53 10:34 50' burnback 

21:04 10:45 75' burnback 

21:28 11:09 100\ burnback 
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Foa., FFFP-AR(2) 

Application Rat., 4 Ipm/sqm concentration: 2' 

Weathert Sunny 

Clock Ti•• 

min:sec 

Tia. Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min: sec 

Ob••rvatioa. 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwiee foam swirl 
set up in the tray 

2:29 1:28 90' ."tinction, flaring at foam 
application point 

2:51 1:50 95' extinction, gho.ting of small flames 
aerOBS the whole surface of the foam 
blanket 

3:16 2:15 Two main areas of flame; in the 
contaminated (black) foam in the centre 
of the tray and at the application point 

3:22 2:21 99\ extinction, flames at the application 
point extinguished 

3:28 2:27 Virtual extinction, the m.in burning area 
remains in the centre of the tray 

3:47 2:46 One small flame in the centre of the tray 
and a few flames around the tray edge 
only 

4:08 3:07 Flames in the centre of the tray burnt 
out, a few small flames remain around the 
edge of the tray 

4:52 3:51 Firefighter walks 20° clockwise around 
the tray, foam applied to the flames 
around the tray edge 

4:57 3:56 Firefighter atops walking 

5:04 4:03 Firefighter moves 70° clockwise 

5:12 4: 11 100' ."tinction, firefighter stops 
walki"9 

5:17 4:16 ~ REIGlflTED by burning detonator case 

5:34 4 : 33 100' ."tinction, foam application changed 
to the centre of the tray 

6:04 5:03 Foam off tray 

Tiaa Fro. Start 
of Burnback 

10: 35 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam, flames 
immediately travel around the tray edge 
and ghost aCrOBS the foam Burfaca 
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10:57 0:22 Small flames around 100' of the tray 
edge, flames have swept over the upper 
surface of the foam and destroyed 75mm of 
the depth of the foam blanket 

11: 37 1:02 Large flames around 50' of the tray edge 

11: 44 1:09 Large sparse flame_ over 10\, and small 
.parae flame. over 40\, of the foam 
surface 

12:19 1:44 Large sparse flames over 20' of the foam 
Burface 

12:52 2:17 Large sparse flames over 35' of the foam 
surface 

13:27 2:52 " burnback (p.ak fIar. radiation) 
Larg. .par•• fl.... ov.r '0' of the fo.. 
aurfac., flames continuing to travel 
around the foam surface 

14: 26 3:51 The majority of the foam surface flames 
burnt out, 10' of the tray edge, away 
from the burnback flame, burning fiercely 

14:40 4:05 Burnback flame removed 

14:45 4:10 Burnback flame area and tray edge flame 
area join, burnback proceeds from here 

14: 56 4:21 25' burnback 

15:16 4:41 50' burnback 

17:03 6:28 75' burnback 

17:08 6:33 100' burnback (ob••n<.d) 
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r ..t Nuaber. 16 Fa... AFFF-AR(l) 

Application Rate. 4 Ipm/sqm COncentratioDI 3' 

Clock riJoe 

min:sec 

0:00 

1 :00 

1:59 

2:04 

2:28 

2:31 

2:55 

3:55 

4:01 

4:06 

4:08 

4:38 

9:08 

9: 11 

9:35 

11: 20 

11: 52 

14: 31 

Tia. Fro. 
Application of 


Fa.. 


min:aec 

0:00 

0:59 

1:04 

1:28 

1:31 

1:55 

2:55 

3:01 

3:06 

3:08 

3:38 

Time From Start 
of Burnback 

0:00 

0:03 

0:27 

2: 12 

2:44 

5 : 23 

Ob••rvatioDa 

Ionition 

Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 

Bide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 

set up 

90\ e"tinction 

95\ e"tinction, flaring at the foam 
application point 

,,\ ••tinction 

Flames at the foam application point 
extinguished 

Virtual e"tinction, a few amall flamea 
remainino around the tray edoe only 

Firefighter moves in and .weeps the foam 
jet acre•• to flames along the right hand 
side of the tray 

Firefighter walka 30° anticlockwise 
directing the foam jet at flames along 
the left hand side tray edge 

Firefiohter atopa walking 

100\ extinction, foam application changed 
to the rear of the left hand side of the 
tray 

Foam off tray 

Burnback flame applied to foam 

The tray edge nearest to the burnback 
name ignitea, a amall wall of flame 
begins to ghost over the upper 8urface of 
the foam 

Small flames around 100\ of the tray 
edge, the whole of the upper aurface of 
the foam blanket has been damaged by the 
wall of flame 

Small flamea around 20\ of the tray edge 

Small flames begin to burn more fiercely 
in the centre of the tray 

5\ of the foam surface involved in spar•• 
large flames 
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15:08 6:00 10\ of the foam 8urface involved in 
aparae large flame. 

15:56 6:48 3\ burnback (peak flar. radiation) 
50\ of the fo...urfac. involv.d in 
• p.r•• 1arg• fl .... 

16:43 7:35 Nearly all flames on the foam surface 
extinguished 

17:03 7:55 10\ of the tray edge near to the burnback 
flame burning fiercely 

17:11 8:03 Burnback flame removed, tray edge burning 
area joins with burnback flame area 

17:29 8:21 25\ burnback 

17:48 8:40 50\ burnback 

18:05 8:57 75\ burnback 

18:10 9:02 100\ burnback 
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Te.t Nu.ber. 17 Po... AFFF-AR(l) 

Application Rate. 4 lpm/eqm ConcentratioDI 2\ 

Clock Tille 

min:llec 

0:00 

1:01 

Tille Pro. 
Application of 

Po.. 

min!lIec 

0:00 

2:26 

2:30 

1:25 

1:29 

2:33 1:32 

2:35 1:34 

2:50 1:49 

2:56 1:55 

3:50 2:49 

3:58 

4:10 

4:14 

2:57 

3:09 

3: 13 

4.43 3:42 

9: 14 

Tille Pro. start 
of lIuruback 

0:00 

9:35 0:21 

9:45 0:31 

10:21 1.07 

11: 01 1:47 

Ob••rvation8 

Ignition 

Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray, a clockwitle foam .wirl 
.et up in the tray 

90' extinction 

95' extinction, flaring at the foam 
application point 

99•••tinction, flame. at the foam 
application point extinguished I 
Small flamea ghoating over the middle of 
the foam blanket 

Virtual ••tinction, a few ama11 flamea 
remain around the tray edge and in the 
centre of the foam blanket 

Flamea in the centre of the foam blanket 
burnt out 

Firefi9hter move. 450 clockwiae, foam 
applied to remainil'l9 tray edge flames 

Firefighter atopa moving 

Firefiqhter walk. forward 

100' extinction, foam application point 
changed to the rear of the left hand aide 
of the tray 

P'oam off tray 

Burnback flame applied to foam, flame. I 
immediately travel around the tray edge 
and gho.t acro.. the foam lIurface 

Small flames around 100' of the tray 
edge, flames have ghosted over the 
complete surface of the foam blanket 

The centre, contaminated (black) are. of 
the foam blanket, becoming involved in 
lar~. flames 

10' of the foam blanket involved in 
sparae large flames 

20' of the foam blanket involved in 
IIparse large flame. 
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11 :45 2:31 5\ burnback (peak flar. radiation) 
30\ of tb. fo.. blank.t inyoly.d in 
.par•• larg. fl.... 

12:34 3:20 Flames around the tray edge and in the 
foam blanket almost completely burnt out 

13: 49 4:35 Burnback flame removed. A 5\ area of the 
foam blanket, opposite to the burnback 
flame, involved in large flames 

14: 13 4:59 25\ burnback 

14:21 5:07 50\ burnback 

14:27 5:13 75\ burnback 

14:35 5:21 100\ burnback 

TEST 17 
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T.at Nuab.rI 18 Fo.. : AFFF-AR(2) 

Application Rat., 4 Ipm/eqm Conc.ntration. 3\ 

W.at.her I Sunny 

Clock Tiae 

min:asc 

Tia. Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:sec 

Ob••rvation8 

0:00 Ignition 

1,01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up in the tray 

1:58 0: 57 90\ ."tinction, all remaining flames are 
in the vicinity of the tray edge nearest 
to the firefighter, flaring at 
application point 

2:12 1: 11 95\ ."tinction 

2: 14 1: 13 Flamee at the foam application point 
e"tingui8hed 

2:27 1: 25 99\ ."tinction, variations in the wind 
velocity causing the foam application 
point to vary between the rear and the 
front of the left hand aide of the tray, 
when at the front, wind causing foam to 
feather onto remaining flamee 

2:45 1.44 Virtual .rtlDction, a few very amall 
flamee only remain along the tray edge 
near.at to the firefighter 

2:53 1:52 100\ ."tinction 

3:24 2:23 Foam off tray 

Tia. Froa Start 
of Burnback 

7: 53 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

7:55 0:02 Flame begine to trav.l around the tray 
edge from near to the burnback flame 

8:03 0:10 Small flamea around 50\ of the tray edge 

8:09 0: 16 Small flames around 75\ of the tray edge 

8:15 0:22 Small flames around 100\ of the tray edge 

8:50 0:57 Small flamea around 30\ of the tray edge 

13:05 5:12 Small flamea around 5\ of the tray edge 

13: 35 5:42 A hole begins to open up in the foam 
blanket juat in front of the burnback 
flame 

13:52 5:59 Hole clogea up 

14:50 6.57 Lar'L" flames around 15\ of the tray edge 

15:09 7:16 Almost all tray edgs flamee burnt out 

15:18 7:25 Burnback flame removed 
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16:02 8:09 25' burnback 

16 : 23 8:30 50' burnback 

16 : 35 8:42 75' burnback 

17 :01 9:08 100' burnback 
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T•• t Nuab.r, 19 1"0.. ' AFFF-AR(2) 

ApplicatioD Rat., 4 Ipm/eqm ConcentratioDI 2\ 

W••therl OVercast 

Clock TiA. 

min:aec 

TiA. Fro. 
ApplicatioD of 

1"0" 

min!a8C 

Ob••rYationa 

0:00 Ignition 

1 :00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray, a clockwise foam. swirl 
eet up in the tray 

2:09 1:09 90' a"tinctioD 

2: 13 1: 13 95' extinction, flaring at the foam 
application point 

2:45 1:45 Flamee at the foam application point 
e"tinguiehed, contaminated (black) area 
of foam in the centre of the tray burning 
etrongly, a fe.. emall flamee &1110 remain 
at the tray edge 

3:23 2:23 9U extinction, central are. almoet 
extinguiehed 

3:50 2:50 Virtual ."tiDctioD, firefighter a..eepa 
the foam jet acro.e the tray, centre 
flamee exti~uiehed 

3:53 2:53 Foam applied to the remaining amall 
flame. at the far tray edge 

3:59 2:59 100' e"tiDctioD 

4:29 3:29 Foam off tray 

T~ Fro. start 
of lIurDback 

9:00 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam, flamee 
immediately travel around the tray edge 
and ghost acre•• the foam surface 

9:10 0: 10 Very .mall flamee around 100' of the tray 
edge 

11:30 2:30 A 10' area of the foam 8urface involved 
in large flamee 

11 :42 2:42 16' burDback (peak flare radiatioD) 
30' area of tba fo.. aurfaca iDyoly.d iD 
large fl.... 

12:18 3:18 All foam .urface flamee burnt out 

13:00 4:00 All tray edge flamee burnt out 

15:13 6: 13 Burnback flame removed 

15:43 6:43 25' burDback 

16:26 7:26 50' burDback 

16:45 7 :.45 75' burDback 
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17: 13 8: 13 100' burnback11 11 
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Application Rat•• 5 lpm/sqm COncentratioD1 3\ 

W.athers Sunny 

Clock riA. ria. Froa Ob••rvationa 
Application of 

Fo.. 

mintaBc min:aec 

0:00 Ignition 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up in the tray 

2:38 1:38 90' ."tinction, flaring at the foam 
application point 

2:57 1:57 95' ."tinction, the majority of the 
remaining flame i. in the vicinity of the 
right hand sid. tray edge 

4:42 3:42 9" ."tinction, flamea at the foam 
application point and along the right 
hand aide tray edge e"tinguiahed, very 
small flames remain along the tray edge 
nearest to the firefighter 

4:48 3:48 Virtual ••tiDctioD 

5:15 4:15 100' e"tinction 

5:45 4.45 Foam off tray 

riA. Fro. .tart 
of lIurDback 

10:16 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

15: 22 5:06 Contaminated (black) ar.a of the foam 
blanket, near to the burnback flame, 
ignited 

16:41 6:25 The tray edge neareat to the burnback 
flame ignite. 

17:37 7:21 Small flames around 25\ of the tray edge, 
a 5\ area of .mall flames in the centre 
of the foam blanket 

17:55 7:39 Flames around the tray edge and on the 
.urface of the foam blanket begin to 
incra••e in intensity 

18: 16 8:00 15' burDback (peak flare radiation) 
A 25' ar.a of th. fo.. aurface iDyoly~ 
in large fl.... 

18:51 8:35 All tray edge and foam Burface flames 
burnt out 

19: 46 9:30 A .ma11 hole open. up in the foam blanket 
away from the . burnback flame 

20:07 9:51 Hole reaches an area of 2' 

21:19 11:03 Hole completely cloae. up 
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21,48 11: 32 Burnback flame removed 

22: 14 11:58 25' burnback 

22:37 12:21 50' burnback 

23:10 12: 54 75' burnback 

23:16 13:00 100' b"rnback 
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Te.t Nuaber' 21 Poaa' FP(2) 

Application Rate, 5 lpm/.qm 

W.athers Sunny Periods 

Clock Ti8e Tia. Fro. Ob••rvation8 
Application of 

Foaa 

min:8ec min:8ec 

0:00 Ignition 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
.et up in the tray 

1:56 0:56 90' extinction, flaring at the foam 
application point 

2 : 01 1:01 95' extinction 

2:39 1:39 '" extinction 

2: 40 1:40 Flame. at the foam application point 
extingui.hed, small flame. around the 
tray edge and in a 2\ ar•• in the centre 
of the foam blanket 

2:48 1:48 Flames remain around the tray edge only 

2:56 1 :56 Small flames spread from the right hand 
side tray edge over 5\ of the foam 
blanket 

3:04 2:04 Blanket flame. burnt out 

3,18 2 : 18 Further .mall flame .pread from the right 
hand .ide tray edge 

3:44 2:44 Virtual extinction, blanket fl..... bUrnt 
out 

4:44 3:44 Fa.... jet feathered and directed at 
remaining tray edge flames 

4:50 3:50 100' extinction, foam application 
returned to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray 

5 : 21 4:21 Foam off tray 

Ti8e Fro. start 
of Burnback 

9:50 0:00 Burnback flame &£plied to foam 

11:23 1:33 Wall of very small flame. gho.ts over the 
surface of the foam blanket from the 
burnback flame 

11:49 1:59 Very small flame. around 50\ of the tray 
edge 

11: 52 2: 02 The whole of the foam blanket has b••n 
affected by the flame wall 

13:13 3:23 Very • mall flame• around 100\ of the tray 
edge 
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13: 29 3:39 The flames at the tray edge beginning to 
increase in 81&e, large flames spreading 
from the burnback flame and across the 
foam surface 

15:38 5:48 40' of the foam .urface involved in large 
.parBe flame., followed by flames 
8ub8iding 

16:59 7:09 12' burnback (peak fIar. radiation) 
40' of tb. fo.. ."rf.c. involv.d iD large 
fl.... 

17: 18 7:28 All foam 8urface flameB extinguiBhed 

21:34 11:44 Burnback flame removed 

22: 14 12:24 25' burnback 

22:27 12:37 50' burnback 

22:38 12: 48 75' burnback 

22:54 13:04 100' burnback 
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Te.t NUllber. 22 Foaa. FFFP (1) 

Application Rate, 4 Ipm/.qm Concentration, 3\ 

Weather' Sunny Period. 

Clock Tiae 

min:.ee 

0:00 

1:00 

Tiae Frea 
Application of 

Foaa 

min:eec 

0:00 

1:57 

2:01 

2:21 

0 : 57 

1: 01 

1:21 

2:25 

2:56 

1:25 

1:56 

3: 11 2: 11 

4:10 

4: 11 

3:10 

3: 11 

4:22 

4:28 

3:22 

3:28 

4:40 

5:02 

5:33 

3.40 

4:02 

4:33 

6:03 5:03 

10:33 

10:37 

Tiae Fr... Start 
of lIurnback 

0:00 

0:04 

10:50 0:17 

Ob••rvationa 

Ignition 

Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
aet up in the tray 

90' extinction 

9n extinction I 
99' extinction, a .....11 area of flame 
remains on the foam surface in the centre 
of the tray, a few amall flamea around 
the tray edge 

Virtual extinction 

Fl..... in the centre of the tray burn I 
back to 97\ extinction 

Small f lame. on the foam surface in the 
centre of the tray and around tray edge 

99' extinction 

Firefighter walks 30° clockwise, foam jet 
applied directly to the flamee in the 
centre of the tray 

Firefighter atopa walking 

Flamea in the centre of the tray 
extinguiehed, foam applied directly to 
the flame. at the tray edge 

Firefighter walks 90° anticlockwi•• 

Firefighter atops walking 

100' extinction, foam application ch.nged 
to the rear of the left hand aide of the 
tray 

Foam off tray 

Burnback flame applied to foam 

Tray edge neare.t to burnback flame 
ignite. and flame. begin to ghoat over 
the aurface of the foam blanket 

75\ of the tray edge involved in amall 
flame., 75\ of the eurface of the foam 
blanket ha. been affected by the amall 

--'Jhoating aurface flame. 
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10:55 0:22 100' of the tray edge involved in amall 
flame., ghoating flames have ewept over 
100' of the surface of the foam blank.t. 
Areas of flame on the foam blanket 
continue to increase and decreaae in size 
and int.naity 

12:48 2:15 A 5' ar.a of the foam blanket involved in 
large flames 

12:52 2:19 5' ara. burnt out 

13:00 2:27 A 10' area of tb. fo.. b1ank.t involv.d 
in .par•• large fl.... 

13: 10 2:37 10' are. burnt out 

13:34 3:01 A 5' area of the foam blanket involved in 
large flam•• , a small hole opens up in 
the fOaJl\ b1ank.t away from the burnback 
f1am. 

13:39 3:06 5' are. burnt out 

14:43 4:10 Burnback flame removed 

15: 18 4:45 25' burnback 

15:38 5:05 50' burnback 

15:50 5:17 75' burnback 

16:17 5:44 100' burnback 
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Ta.t N...bar. 23 ..oaa. FFFP(2) 

App1icatioD Rata. 4 1pm/sqm CoDcaDtratioD' 3\ 

W.atherl Overcast 

Clock Tt-a 

min:eec 

Tt-e .. ro. 
App1icatioD of...... 

min:8ec 

Ob••r..ation8 

0:00 I,!nition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray, a c1ockwi.e foam swirl 
set up in the tray 

1:54 0:53 90' a.tiDctioD, flarin,! at foam 
al'P1ication ~int 

1:58 0:57 95' e.tiActioD 

2:17 1:16 Flame. at the foam application point 
extin,!uhhed 

2:20 1: 19 99' e.tiDctioD 

2:38 1,37 Virtual e.tiDctioD, .mal1 flame. remain 
around 3\ of the tray ed,!e and in a 
contaminated (black) area of foam in the 
centre of the tray 

. 3:38 2:37 "irefighter. walk 45" anticlockwi.e, foam 
jet .wept acro•• tray, fl ....... in the 
centre of the tray increase in inten.ity 

3:46 2:45 "lame. in the centre of the tray 
extingui.hed 

3:53 2:52 ..irefighter. atop walking, foam applied 
directly to the remaining flames at the 
tray ed,!e 

4:12 3: 11 Firefighter. walk 3~" anticlockwi.e 

4.19 3: 18 .. irefightere .top walking 

5:22 4 : 21 100' e.tiDctioD, foam application changed 
to the rear of the left hand .ide of the 
tray 

5:52 4:51 Foam off tray 

Tt-e ..ro. start 
of lIuroback 

10:22 0:00 Burnback flam. applied to foam, .mall 
flame. immediately gho.t acro•• the top 
surface of the foam blanket and around 
the tray edges 

10:37 0:15 Small fl ....... around 50\ of the tray edge 

10:44 0:22 Small fl ......s around 75\ of the tray edge 

10:50 0:28 Small flames around 100\ of the tray 
edge, the whole of the upper surface of 
the foam blanket has been damaged by the 
small ghoeting flame. 
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11: 10 0:48 5' of tb. top .urfac. of tb. fo.. blank.t 
involved in larg. fl.... 

14:10 3:48 5' of the top surface of the foam blanket 
continues to involved in large flames 

15:21 4:59 Almost all of the tray edge and surface 
flames burnt out, small holes open up in 
the foam blanket away from the burnback 
flame 

16:07 5:45 Burnback flame removed, small holes total 
5' in area 

16:24 6:02 25' burnback (ob.erved) 

16:35 6:13 50' burnback (observed) 

16:46 6:24 75' burnback (obs.rved) 

16:53 6:31 100' burnback (ob.erv.d) 

I 
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Foa•• P( 1) 

Application Rate. 6.5 lpm/sqm 

W••thers OVercast 

Clock TiJoe 

min:aec 

Ta. Frooo 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:a8c 

Ob.e.."ation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam .wirl 
eet up in the tray 

3:10 2:09 50' ..xtinction 

3:45 2:44 90. e.tinction, flaring along camplet.. 
foam application foot print 

5 :00 3:59 Small flam... over moat of the foam 
blanket, large flamea around th.. tray 
..dge 

5: 11 4:16 95. e.tinction 

6: 25 5: 24 Flam... along foam foot print 
..xtinguished, flam... mainly restricted to 
tray edge 

6:31 5:30 Foam jet .wept acro•• the foam Burface, 
flaring occurr..d in th.. centr.. of th.. 
foam blanket where the foam jet hit a 
contaminated Jblack) area of foam 

6:49 5:48 99. e.tinction, remaining flamea around 
50' of the tray edge to the left of the 
firefighter 

1:05 6:04 Virtual extinction 

1:09 6:08 Only a few small flamea remain around the 
tray edge, foam applied directly to theae 
remaining flamaa 

1:42 6.41 Firefighter walk. 60' anticlockwi.e 

1:48 6:41 100. e.tinction 

1:49 6.48 Firefighter atop. walking, foam applied 
to the rear of the left hand aide of the 
tray 

8:18 1: 11 Foam off tray 

TiJoe Fro. Start 
of lIurnback 

12: 49 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

15:42 2:53 Small flamea begin to burn around the 
tray edg.. near.at to the burnback flame 

16:00 3: 11 Very amall area of flame burning on foam 
surface near to the burnback flame 
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16:48 3:59 1\ of the foam blanket area involved in 
flamell, 25\ of the tray edge involved in 
Bmall flameB 

17:49 5:00 50\ of the tray edge involved in amall 
flame. 

18:38 5:49 3\ of the fo.. bl.nk.t involved in fl•••• 

21:04 8:15 25\ of the tray edge involved in l.rge 
flame. 

21:23 8:34 75\ of the tray edge involved in flame. 

22:20 9:31 100\ of the tray edge involved in flame., 
foam bl.nket Burfaee flamaB burnt out 

24:30 11:41 Tray edge flame. burnt out 

25:04 12:15 Foam aurface n.ar to the burnback flame 
ignit•• , flame travel. acro•• the foam 
Burface towards the left aide of the tray 

25:20 12: 31 25\ of the tray .dge, on the left hand 
aide, involved in flame 

26:21 13: 32 Further flame. travel acro•• the foam 
Burface 

26:56 14:07 Burnback flame removed 

27:45 14:56 25\ burnb.ck (ob••rv.d~ 

27:55 15 : 06 50\ burnb.ck (ob••rv.d) 

28:12 15:23 75\ burnb.ck (ob••rved) 

28:22 15:33 100\ burnb.ck (ob••rved) 
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Test Nuaber' 25 Foa., P(2) 

Application Rate' 6.5 lpm/sqm ConceDtratioDI 3\ 

Weather, Sunny periods 

Clock Tbe 

min:sec 

Tbe Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:aec 

Observation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1 :00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwhe foam swirl 
set up in the tray 

2:48 1:48 Flame intensity reduced, the foam blanket 
ia visible but flames burning over the 
whole tray surface 

5: 25 4:25 A coherent foam blanket (ie no flames 
burning on its surface) over 50\ of the 
tray. Flaring along complete foam 
awiication foot El"int 

6:47 5:47 90\ extinction 

7:00 6.00 Foam jet feathered over complete tray 
surface causing further flaring 

7:08 6:08 95' extinction 

7:38 6:38 Large flames along and adjacent to the 
tray edge neareat to the firefighter 

7:50 6.50 Foam applied directly to the flame. at 
the tray edges cau.ing further flaring, 
back to 85\ extinction 

7:59 6.59 90\ eztinctioll 

8:35 7:35 95\ extinction 

8:48 7.48 9n extinction 

8:54 7:54 Virtual extinction, flaring extinguished, 
very .mall flame. along the tray edges 
only 

9:53 8:53 100\ extinction, foam applied to the 
centre of the tray 

10:23 9:23 Foam off tray 

Ta. Fro. start 
of Burnback 

14:53 0:00 8urnback flame applied to foam, the foam 
surface near to the burnback flame 
immediately begins to burn 

15:10 0:17 Flames .pread to the tray edge 

15:22 0,29 25\ of the tray edge involved in emall 
flame., 25\ of the area of the foam 
blanket affected by surface flame damage 

15:50 0:57 Flames at the tray edo;le burnt out 
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16:09 1116 Flames on the foam blanket burnt out, 35' 
of the top of the foam blanket damaged 

20:50 5:57 Further flame spread across the surface 
of the foam blanket from the burnback 
flame 

20:59 6:06 n of the fo.. blanket aurfac. inyol••d 
in large u .... 

21:27 6:34 Surface flames apread across previously 
damaged foam Burface and burn out 

22:03 7:10 Burnback flame removed 

22,37 7:44 2n burnback (ob.erved) 

23:10 8:17 50' burnback (ob.erved) 

23: 16 8:23 7n burnback (ob.erved) 

23:34 8:41 100' burnback (ob.erYed) 
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Te.t Nuaberr 26 Po.. , S(l) 

ApplicatioD Rate' 6.5 lpmjsqm 

Clock Tia. 

min:s9c 

Tia. Pro. 
ApplicatioD of 

Po.. 

min:a8c 

Ob••rvatioDa 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up in the tray 

1:44 0:43 90\ extinct.ioD, flaring at the foam 
application point 

1:46 0:45 95' extinction 

2:23 1:22 99' extinction 

2:49 1 : 48 Plames at application point extinguishsd 

3 : 30 2 : 29 Foam jet swept acro•• foam blanket to 
extinguish flame a in the centre of the 
tray but causing further flaring 

3:45 2:44 Foam applied directly to the remaining 
flames at the trll}' edge 

3:49 2:48 95\ ."tiDction 

3: 52 2:51 99\ extinct.ioD 

4:00 2:59 Virtual .xtinction 

4:37 3:36 100\ ••tinct.ioD, foam applied to the rear 
of the left hand aide of the tray, aome 
flames remaining along the outaid. 
channel of the tray due to fuel pushed 
out of the fire tray by the foam jet 

5:17 4:16 Foam oft tray 

Tia. PrOll Start 
of Burnback 

6:20 0:00 I'lamea begin to burn around the rear tray 
edge, ignition source from flamea outside 
of the tray BI1ItJIBACIt PLIUIB NOT USED 

6:35 0 , 15 Small flamea around 100\ of the tray 
edqe, aorne flamea ghoating around the 
foam blanket destroying the upper layer 
of foam 

8,53 2:33 5' of the foam blanket surface involved 
in small flames 

9: 18 2:58 10' of the foam blanket aurface involved 
in sparae flames 

9:51 3:31 15\ of th. fo.. blank.t aurface in"ol"ed 
in • par•• n .... 

10: 13 3:53 35' burnback 
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10:22 4:02 50\ burnb.ck 

10: 31 4: 11 75\ burnb• .,k 

10: 54 4:34 100\ burnb• .,k 
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Po", 5(2) 

ApplicatioD Rat•• 6.5 Ipm/.qm COncentratioD' 3' 

W.athers Overcaat 

Clock T.... 

min:aec 

Tie. Pro. 
ApplicatioD of 

Po.. 

min:aec 

Ob••rvatioD& 

0:00 Ignition 

1 : 01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.id. of the tray. a clockwise foam swirl 
s.t up 

2: 05 1:05 90\ ••tinction, flaring at foam 
application point. although inten.ity 
reduc.d by 90'. almo.t all of the foam 
blank.t is still involved in sparse 
flames 

3:04 2:03 95\ ••tinction, 20' of blanket involved 
in .par•• flam•• 

4:00 2:59 Foam j.t oscillat.d to feather foam over 
whole tray area 

4:57 3:56 Majority of the remaining flame. are 
around or in the vicinity of the tray 
edge 

5:04 4:03 99\ .xtiDctioD 

6:01 5:00 Virtual .xtiDctioD 

6:07 5:06 100\ extinctioD. immediat.ly reignited 
rear edge of tray due to flame. out.id. 
of the tray. Foam application continu.d 
in this are., foam .xtinguish.d flam•• 
inside and out.ide the tray 

7:10 6:09 Foam off tray 

Tie. Pro. Start 
of .umback 

11:08 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam. tray .dge 
nearest to the burnback flame immediately 
ignit.d 

11: 37 0:29 Small flame. around 50' of the tray edge 

11:50 0:42 Small flame. around 75' of the tray .dge 

13: 26 2.18 5111all flame. around 100' of the tray 
edge, .cme damage to the upper lay.r of 
25' of the foam blanket 

15:35 4:27 Large flames around 25' of the tray edge. 
5' of the foam blanket involv.d in large 
flame. 

16:06 4:58 Large flames around 50' of the tray edge, 
10' of th. foa. blaDkat iD.ol.ed iD large 
n .... 
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16:14 5: 06 Burnback flame removed, burnback 
developed from variouB areaB of the tray 
edqe and not from the burnback flame 
location 

16,37 5:29 25' burnback 

16:54 5:46 50' burnback 

17:09 6:01 75' burnback 

17:19 6: 11 100' burnback 
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Te.t IIWlber. 28 Fo... AFFF-AR(2) 

Application Rate. 4 lpm/sqm COncentratioDI 1.5\ 

W.atherl Overcast 

Clock Tae 

min:eec 

Tae Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min: sec 

Ob••rYatiol1. 

0:00 Ignition 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
eet up 

3:35 2:35 Flaring at the foam application point, 
foam blanket around 85\ of the tray edge, 
large 25\ burning are. at the centre rear 
of the tray, branch application point 
changed to this area 

3:41 2:41 90\ e"tinction 

3:45 2:45 95\ e"tinction 

3:50 2:50 99' extinction 

3:57 2:57 Flames in the centre of the tray and 
application point flames extinguished, 
remaining flames along the tray edge 
only, foam application returned to ths 
rear of the left hand side of the tray 

4:09 3:09 Small flames at the tray edge reignite 
the foam application point 

4:29 3: 29 Flame. at the foam application point 
extinquiahed 

4: 33 3:33 99\ extinction, .mall flames remain 
around the tray edge 

4:40 3:40 Vixtual extinction 

5:20 4:20 Foam jet feathered and applied directly 
to the burning tray edge. 

5:27 4:27 100' e"tinction, foam application changed 
back to the r.ar of the left hand side of 
the tray 

5:57 4:57 Foam off tray 

Tae Fro. staxt 
of lIurDback 

10:28 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket, .mall flames immediately begin 
to ghost over the foam Durface and around 
the tray edge 

10:40 0: 12 Small flames around 100' of the tray edge 

10:49 0: 21 Small flames in the centre of the foam 
blanket begin to increase in sir.e and 
intensity 
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10:56 0,28 '\ burDback (peak flar. radiation) 
20\ of tb. fo.. blank.t, at tb. r.ar of 
th. c.ntr. of th. tray. involved in large 
fl.... 

11 :40 1:12 POIIIII blanket fll1111e. burnt out 

11: 53 1:25 Only remaining flllllleB around 10\ of the 
tray edge 

15:27 4:59 5' of the fOIllll blanket , to the left of 
the burnback flame, involved in large 
flllllle8 

16: 13 5:33 All surface and tray edge fllllllBS burnt 
out 

22,03 11 :23 Burnback flame removed, burnback develop. 
from this area 

24 : 27 13:59 25\ burDback 

24:46 14:18 50\ burDback 

24:59 14:31 75\ burDback 

25:25 14:57 100\ burDback 
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Te.t Nuaber. 29 Fo... AFFF-AR(l) 

Application Rate. 4 lpm/sqm Concentration. 1.5' 

Weather. OVercast, slight drizzle 

Clock Tia. 

minl ••c 

Tia. Froa 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:Bec 

Ob••nrationa 

0.00 Ignition 

1:00 0.00 Foam appli.d to the r.ar of the l.ft hand 
side of the f ire tray, • clockwia. foam 
swirl aet-up in the tray 

2.39 1:39 90' ."tinction, flaring at the foam 
&£plication point 

2:56 1:56 Majority of remaining flame. in centre of 
the tray 

3:04 2:04 95' ."tinction 

3:08 2:08 Foam jet slowly sw.pt across tray to 
extinguish tray centre flames 

3:12 2: 12 99\ ."tinction 

3:20 2:20 Foam jet returned to original application 
point 

3:26 2:26 Virtual ."tinction, A f.w amall flames 
remaining, mainly around tray edgs 

4:15 3:15 Fir.fighter. move anticlockwise 

4:20 3: 20 Foam f ••thered over remaining tray .dge 
flames 

4:44 3:44 100' .xtiuction 

5:14 4:14 Foam off tray 

Tia. Froa start 
of Burnback 

9.45 0:00 Burnback flame appli.d to foam 

10:20 0:35 Small flam•• around 25' of tray .dge 

10:23 0:38 Small flame. around 50' of tray edge 

10:41 0:56 Small flame. around 100' of tray edge, 
aome amall flames in centre of tray, all 
flam•• incr.asing in int.naity and 
burning on top layer of foam 

11: 13 1:28 Large flames in centre of trll}' 

11:24 1:39 10\ of the fo.. ."rf_c. in"ol,,1I<I in large 
fl.... 

12:46 3:01 All tray flamea burnt out 

13:27 3:42 Burnback flame removed, burnback 
dev.loped progres.iv.!>' from thia area 

16:00 6:15 35\ burnback 
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16:24 6:39 50' burnback 

16:33 6:48 75' burnback 

16:48 7:03 100' burnback 
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Fo.., FFFP-AR(l) 

Application Rat., 4 lpm/sqm Conc.ntration, 1.5' 

Clock T.t.a 

min:aec 

Till. Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

mint.sc 

Ob••rvation. 

0 , 00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the l.ft hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
••t up 

2.19 1118 A coherent foam blanket with no burning 
ar.as visible over 60' of the tray 
aurfac., flaring along the foam 
application foot print 

2:30 1:29 90' ."tinction 

2:52 1:51 Foam application point extingui.h.d, an 
are. of flame remaina in the c.ntr. of 
the tray 

2:53 1:53 95' .xtinction 

2: 56 1:55 Foam j.t slowly traversed acro•• the tray 
from left to right 

3:13 2: 12 9,. .xtinction, foam j.t r.ached the 
right hand side of the tray 

3:23 2 :22 Virtual .xtinction, all fl..... in the 
c.ntr. of the tray extinguished, only 
amall flames r.maining around the tray 
sdg. 

3:37 2:36 Anticlockwise foam swirl set up in the 
tray, only a amall area of flame remains 
along the left hand .dq. of the tray 

4:14 3:13 100' .xtinction, foam application 
continued to the rear of the right hand 
aide of the tray 

4:44 3:43 Foam off tray 

Till. Fro. start 
of lIurnl>ack 

9: 14 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket, .mall flames immediately begin 
to ghost over the foam Burface and around 
the tray edge. 

9: 39 0:25 Small flames around 75' of ths trsy edge 

9.47 0:33 Small fl ..... around 100' of the tray 
edge, U of the foa. ar•• iDyolyed iD 
fl.... in the c.ntr. of the traJ. The 
whole of the top layer of the foam 
blank.t ha. been dam~ged 

10:25 1: 11 Tray edge fires burnt out 
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12:05 2:51 Flames in the centre of the tray burnt 
out 

12:39 3:25 A ..mall hole beQins to open up in the 
foam blanket near to the burnback flame 

13:20 4:06 Hole increases to 1\ ·of the foam blanket 
are. 

14:02 4:48 Hole increases to 2\ of the foam blanket 
area 

14:03 4:49 Hole iQnites 

14:28 5:14 Burnback flame removed, burnback develops 
from this area 

15:09 5:55 25\ burnback 

15:21 6:07 50' burnback 

15:36 6:22 75\ burnback 

15:47 6:33 100' burnback (ob.erved) 
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Po", FFFP-AR(2) 

Application Rate. 4 Ipm/sqm Concentration. 1.5\ 

Weather. Hazy .unahine 

Clock 'l'iee 

min:sec 

'l'iae Pro. 
Application of 

Po.. 

min:sec 

Ob••rvatioda 

0.00 Ignition 

1.01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up 

2.50 1:49 A coherent foam blanket with no burning 
areas visible over 70\ of the tray 
Burfac., large area of flame in the 
centre of the tray 

2.56 1.55 Foam :let Slowly traversed acrOS8 the tray 
from left to right 

3.00 1.59 90\ e"tinction 

3.02 2.01 95\ e"tinction 

3.06 2.05 99\ eKt iDct iOD , flames in the centre of 
the tray extinguiehed, flames restricted 
to along the tray edge, foam :let reached 
the right hand side of the tray 

3.11 2.10 Anticlockwise foam swirl set up in the 
tray 

3.27 2:26 Only remaining burning area along the 
left hand tray edeIe 

3.39 2:38 Remaining flames pushed along to the tray 
edge nearest to the firefighter 

3.49 2.48 Virtual e"tinction 

4:05 3.04 Firefighter walks 90· anticlockwise, foam 
applied directly to the ramainin~ fl ....... 

4:20 3:19 100\ e"tinction, foam application changed 
to the rear of the left hand side of the 
tray 

4.50 3.49 Foam off tray 

'l'iae Pro. start 
of lIunahack 

9.20 0.00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket, small flamee immediately begin 
to ghoet over the foam surface and around 
the tray edge 

9:42 0:22 Small flames around 100\ of the tray 
adq., the whole of the top layer of tha 
foam blanket has been damaged 

10:06 0.46 1\ of the foam blanket are., near to the 
burnback fllll'fte, involved in flama. 
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11:00 1:40 Tray edge flames burnt out, a small area 
of foam burning in the centre of the tray 

11: 33 2: 13 A 10' ar.a of the fo.. blank.t, iD the 
centre of th. tray, involv.d in .par•• 
larg. fl .... along the contaminated 
(black) foam swirl pattern, fl ....s 
continue to travel around these .wirl 
patterns 

12 : 57 3:37 " burDbac:k (peak flare radiation) 

13:27 4 : 07 Burnbac:k flame removed , burnbac:k develops 
from this area 

13: 53 4 : 33 25' burDbac:k 

14:22 5:02 50' burDbac:k 

14:44 5 : 24 75' burDbac:k 

14:51 5 : 31 100' burDbac:k (ob........d) 
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Poaa. FFFP(l) 

Application Rat•• 4 lpm/sqm COncentratioDI 1.5' 

W.atherl Hazy sunshine 

Clock T~. 

min:aec 

Tiae Pro. 
Application of 

Poaa 

min:aec 

Ob••rvation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up 

2:02 1:02 90' ."tinction, flaring along the foam 
application foot print 

2:19 1:19 9n ."tinction 

2:29 1:29 9" ••tinction 

2:41 1:41 All flam.s at the application point 
.xtingui.h.d, r ........ ining flames along the 
tray .dge to the left of the fire f i~hter 

2:46 1:46 Virtual ."tinction 

3:23 2:23 100' ••t.inct.ioD 

3:53 2:53 Foam off tray 

T~. Pro. start 
of Burnback 

8:24 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blank.t, s.,all flame. immediately begin 
to ghost ov.r the top lay.r of the foam 
blanket and around the tray edge 

8:34 0:10 Small flamee around 50' of the tray edge 

8:41 0: 17 Small flames around 75' of the tray edge 

8:46 0:22 Small flames around 100' of the tray 
edge, the whole of the top lay.r of the 
foam blanket has b••n damaged 

9:53 1:29 Almost all of the flames on the foam 
blanket and around the tray edg. burnt 
out 

11:00 2:36 Burnback flame removed 

11:36 3:12 25' burnback 

11:40 3:16 50' burnback (ob••rved) 

11:54 3:30 75' burnback (ob••rved) 

12 : 01 3:37 100' burnback (ob••rved) 
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T••t Muab.rI 33 Fo.., FFFP(2) 

Application Rate, 4 lpm/aqm 

W.atherl Ha~y .un.hin. 

Clock TL.e Tie. Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min: Bec min:s9c 

0:00 

1:01 0.00 

2:18 1:17 

2:40 1:39 

2:46 1:45 

2:49 1:48 

2:58 1:57 

3:03 2:02 

3: 11 2:10 

3,41 2:40 

4:00 2:59 

4:10 3:09 

4:40 3:39 

5: 11 4110 

ConcentratioDI 1.5\ 

Ob••rvation. 

Ignition 

Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwiae foam swirl 
set up 

A coherent foam blanket with no areas 
viaible over 60\ of the tray 8urface, 
large area of flames in the centre of the 
tra:L 

11 20\ area of large flamea in the centra 
of the tray, foam jet .lowly traversed 
acro.. the tray from left to right 

90' e"tinction 

95' ."tinction 

9" ."tinction 

Virtual e"tinction, flames in the centre 
of the tray extinguished, flames 
restricted to the left hand Bide tray 
edge, foam jet reached the right hand 
aide of the tray 

IInticlockwiae foam awirl set up 

Remaining flame. along the tray edge 
na.raat to the firefighter 

Firefighter walks 45· anticlockwise, foam 
applied direct!y to the remaining flam•• 

Firefighter atops walking 

100' e"tinction, foam applied to the rear 
of the left hand side of the tray 

Foam ott tray 

I 

9:41 

10:03 

10:29 

Tie. Fr_ Start 
of Burnback 

0:00 

0:22 

0:48 

Burnback flame appli.d to the foam 
blanket, amall flame. imm.diately begin 
to gho.t over the top lay.r of the foam 
blanket and around the tray edge 

Small flames around 100\ of the tray 
adqe, the whole of the top layer of the 
foam blanket ha. been damaged 

15' burnback (peak flare radiation) 
Larg. .par•• fl .... oy.r 50' of the fo.. 
• "rface 
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11.32 1.51 All tray edge and foam 
burnt out 

surface flames 

13.34 2.53 Burnback flame removed 

13.56 4:15 25\ bunoback 

14.15 4.34 50\ bunoback 

14:33 4:52 75\ bunoback 

14:48 5:07 100\ bunobackI 

I 
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BURNBACK TEST ONLY 

T••t. Nuab.r. 34 Fa... AFFF(l) 

Applicat.ioD Rat.•• 4 1pm/.qm ConcentratioDI 3' 

W.atbera Hazy sunshine 

Clock Ti..e 

min:B8c 

Ta. 1'...,. 
Applicat.ioD of 

1'0.. 

min:a8c 

Ob••rvat.ioD. 

0:00 0 : 00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray 

0:04 0:04 Foam convnenced a clockwi.e .wirl 

0:10 0:10 50\ of fuel area covered with foam 

0:33 0:33 100' of fuel are. covered with foam 

1:00 1:00 Foam off tray 

Ta. Fro. St.art 
of BurGback 

6:00 0:00 Burnback flame "l'Plied to foam 

6:01 0:01 Immediate flaring around burnback flame 

6:05 0:05 Flame ghoeting over Burfaca of foam 
towards centre of the tray 

6: 11 0: 11 Large fl ...... in centre of tray burning 
awllY top_ layer of foam 

6: 12 0: 12 25' of the foam Burface involved in large 
flame. 

6:16 0:16 25' burnback (radiation) 
50' of the foam Burface involved in large 
flames 

6:28 0:28 39' burGback (peak nar. radiatioD) 
75' of the fa...urfac. iuvo1v.d iD 1a1"9. 
n .... 

6:36 0:36 Burnback flame removed 

6:44 0.44 Flame. dying down, 50' of the foam 
Burface involved in flame 

6:46 0:46 25' of the foam aurface involved in flame 

6:56 0:56 Burnback flame re-applied to foam, 
burnback now develops progressively from 
thiB area 

7:22 1:22 l5' burGback 

7:23 1:23 Burnback flame removed 

7:29 1:29 50' burGback 

7:37 1:37 75' burGback 

7:44 1:44 100' burGback 
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I 
T•• t Num>.r. 35 

Application Rat•• 4 lpmjeqm CODcentration, 3% 

W.atherl Overcast 

Clock Tia. 

min:a8c 

Tia. Fro. 
Application of 

Fa.. 

min:aec 

Ob••rvation. 

0:00 Ignition 

1 :00 0:00 Foam applied to rear of left hand side of 
tray, a clockwise foam swirl set up 

2:57 1:57 90' extinct.ion, flaring along the foam 
application footprint 

3.13 2:13 Small aparaa flames over 80\ of the foam 
aurfaca, 20\ of the tray involved in 
large flam•• 

3:33 2:33 95\ extinction 

4:36 3:36 "\ .xtinction, foam application point 
flames extingui.hed 

4:41 3:41 Virtual .xtinction, only small flames 
remain around the tray edge 

5:18 4:18 100\ .xtinction 

5:48 4:48 Foam off tray 

Tia. ..rea start 
of lIuruback 

10: 18 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam blanket 

11: 38 1:20 Small flamee around 5\ of the tray edge 
near to the burnback flame 

13: 2 5 3:07 Small flamee around 25\ of the tray .dge, 
large flames around 5\ of the tray edg., 
emall flama. have swept over and damaged 
50\ of the top eurface of the foam 

13:50 3:32 Large flamee around 10\ of the tray edge 

14:43 4:25 A contaminated (black) area of foam in 
the centre of the tray ignite. 

15:03 4:45 Large tray .dge flame. almoet burnt out 

15:15 4:57 5\ of tb. fa.. blaRk.t ar.a, cent.re of 
tb. tray, inTolv.d in large fl.... 

16:39 6:21 Almost all foam Burfaca and tray edg. 
flames burnt out 

20:48 10:30 Burnback flame removed 

21: 54 11: 36 35\ buruback 

22:07 11:49 50\ buruback 

22:16 11:58 75\ buruback 

22:38 12:20 100\ buruback 
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Ta.t Ifuabar, 36 Foaa, FP(2) 

Application Rata, 4 Ipm/sqm COncantration, 3' 

Ifaathar, Sunny 

Clock Tiaa Tiaa Fro. Ob••rvationa 
Application of I 


Foaa 

min:aec min:88c 

0:00 Ignition 

0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray 

1:00 

Small sparse flames over 80' of the foam 
blanket area, large flames over the 
remainder of the tray, flaring along the 
foam application foot print 

2:09 1:09 

2: 12 1:12 90' estinctioD 

2:38 1: 38 95' a"tinction 

2 , 51 1,51 99\ ••tinction, amall flamea remaining 
around the tray edge, in the cantre of 
tha tray and at the foam application 
point 

3:37 2:37 Virtual a"tinction, flames in the centre 
of the tray and at the foam application 
point extinguished 

3:49 2:49 100' ••tinction 

3,194 : 19 Foam off tray 

Tiaa Fro. start 
of lIurnback 

0 , 008:49 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket I 


0:26 Flame spreads from the burnback flame , 
acrOBS the foam blanket and around the 
tray edge 

9 : 15 

9:34 0 : 45 Large flames around 25' of the tray adge, 
amall flam•• around a further 25' of tha 
tray adge , 50' of the foam .urface 
damagad by aurfaca flama. 

9:57 1:08 5' burnback (pe.k fl.ra r.diation) 

10,03 Larga fl.... o.ar 10' of tha foaa blankat 
ar••. Large flame. around 25' of tha tray 
adge (differant tray araa) and .mall 
flames around the remaindar of the tray 
edge, 100' of tha foam .urfaca damaged by 

1114 

I 

flame 

10:43 1:54 Small flame. around 100' of the tray adge 

12:14 3:25 Large flames around 5' of the tray adge 

13:25 4 : 36 Burnback flama removed 

14:01 5:12 25' burnback 
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I 14:22 5:33 50' burnback 

15:23 6:34 75' burnback 

15:31 6,42 100' burnback 
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Poaa. AFFF(2) 

Application Rate. 4 lpm/sqm COncentration. 3\ 

Weather' Misty 

Clock Tae 

min:B8c 

Tae Pro. 
Application of 

Poaa 

minza8c 

Ob••rvatioD& 

0:00 Ignition 

1:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up 

1:47 0:46 90' e"tinction 

1:50 0:49 95\ extiDctioD, scme ghosting of small 
flames over the foam blanket surface 

2:08 1:07 3\ area of flame in the centre of the 
foam blanket 

2: 18 1: 17 Foam jet Blowly traverBed acro•• the tray 
from left to right 

2:26 1.15 Tray centre flameB e"tinguished, jet 
acroaa to the right hand Bide of the 
tray, jet slowly traversed acrOB. the 
tray from right to left 

2:30 1:29 99\ e"tinction 

2:33 1:32 Jet back to rear left of the tray 

2:37 1:36 Virtual e"tinction 

3:33 2:32 Only remaining flames along the tray edge 
neare.t to the firefighter, firefighter 
walks 90· anticlockwi.e, foam applied 
directly to the remaining flame. 

3:50 2:49 Pirefighter .tops walking 

3:53 2:52 100' e"tinction, foam application 
returned to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray 

4:23 3.22 Foam off tray 

Tae Pro. start 
of lIurab.ck 

8:53 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket, .11\&11 flame. immediately begin 
to ghost over the foam Bur face and around 
the tray edge 

9:08 0: 13 Small flames around 50\ of the tray edge, 
50\ of the foam surface damaged 

9:19 0:26 Small flames around 100\ of the tray 
edge, 100\ of the foam surface damaged, 
small flamea continuing to ghoat over the 
foam Burtaca 
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10:52 1:59 Large .par•• fl.... o.er 50\ of tbe fo.. 
."rf.c., small .parae flames over the 
remainder 

11: 37 2:44 7\ burnl>ack (peak flare radiatioD) 
Further flare up aa above 

11: 54 3:01 Further flare up aa above 

12:44 3:51 Burnback flame removed 

12:53 4:00 25\ burnl>ack 

12: 59 4:06 50\ burnl>ack 

13:07 4:14 75\ burnl>ack 

13:29 4:36 100\ burnl>ack 

I 
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I Te.t lluaber, 38 Fo.. , AFFF (1) 

Application Rate, 4 lpm/sqm ConcentratioDl 3\ 

W••therl OVercast 

Clock Tae Tiae Fro. Ob••rvat.ion. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:sec min:a8C 

0:00 Ignition 

1: 01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
set up 

1:46 0 : 45 90. e.tinction, flaring at the foam 
application point 

1:50 0:49 95. e.tinction 

2 :01 1:06 99. e.tinction, application point flames 
extinguished, flames mainly restricted to 
the tray edge, some very small flames on 
the foam surface in the centre of the 
tray 

2:22 1:21 Foam jet slowly traversed across the tray 
from left to right 

2:28 1:21 The flames in the centre of the tray 
extinguished, jet acrose to the right 
hand aide of the tray, jet slowly 
traversed across the tray from right to 
left 

2:30 

2:34 

3:28 

3 . 38 

3:41 

3:52 

4:26 

4:33 

4:38 

4:56 

5:26 

1:29 

1:33 

2:21 

2:37 

2.46 

2:51 

3:25 

3:32 

3:31 

3.55 

4:25 

Virtual e.tinction 

Jet back to rear left of the tray 

Firefighter walks 45· anticlockwise, foam 
feathered directly onto burning tray 
edge. 

Firefighter stope walki~ 

Firefighter walks a further 45' 
anticlockwise 

Firefighter walks a further 45' 
anticlockwise 

Firefighter stops walking 

Firefighter walks a 135· clockwiae 

100' extinction, firefighter atopa 
walking, foam application returned to the 
rear of the left hand .ide of the tray 

Foam off tray 

I 

Tiae Fro. start 
of Burnl>ack 
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9:56 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket, small fll1l'D8e lmmadiately .pread 
to the tray edge 

10: 15 0:19 Small flamee around 50\ of the tray edge 

10:36 0:40 Small flames around 100\ of the tray edge 

11 :25 1:29 20' of the foam surface involved in small 
flamee 

14:00 4:04 " burnhack (peak flare radiation) 
25' of the toa. .urface iDvol••d ill larqe 
fl.... 

14:57 5:01 50' of the foam surface damaged by 
.urface flames 

15:55 5: 59 A hole, 5' of the foam blanket, opens up 
away from the burnback flame 

15:59 6:03 Hole ignite. 

16:01 6:05 Burnback flame removed 

16: 11 6:15 25' burnhack 

16: 21 6:25 50' burnhack 

16:47 6:51 75' burnhack 

17:00 7:04 100' burnhack 
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Te.t NUllber. 39 

Applicetion Rate. 5 lpm/aqm COncentration: 6\ 

Weather. Sunny 

Clock TiAe 

min:eec 

TiAeFro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

mln: ••c 

Ob••rvatiolla 

0:00 Ignition 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray 

2:50 1:50 Flaring along the foam application foot 
print 

3: 11 2: 11 Large aparee flames over 50\ of the foam 
blanket, .mall aparse flame. over the 
remainder 

3:16 2: 16 90' ."tinction 

3:42 2.42 95' ."tinction 

4:10 3:10 9" ."tinction 

4:44 3:44 Virtual ."tiDction, application point 
flames extinguished, small flames around 
the tray edge only 

5: 04 4:04 Foam f.athered directly onto the 
remaining flames at the r.ar tray .dge 

5: 10 4:10 100' ."tinction, foam application 
r.turned to the rear of the left hand 
.ide of the tray 

5:40 4:40 roam off tray 

TiA. Frea start 
of Buruback 

10:10 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket 

11:20 1:10 Some .mall flam.s ghosting over 10\ of 
the foam surfac., gradually apreading 

17:40 7:30 Small flame. ghosted acro•• to the rear 
of the tray and ignited the tray edge, 
100\ of the top of the foam blanket 
damaged 

19:38 9:28 Burnback flame removed 

22: 19 12:09 35' buruback (Ob••rv84) 

22:31 12: 21 50' buruback (ob.erv84) 

22:38 12:28 15' buruback (ob••rv.d) 

23:01 12:51 100' buruback (ob.erved) 
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BURNBACK TEST ONLY 


T••t MUIIb.r. 40 Fa... FP( 1) 

Application Rat•• 4 lpm/sqm CODcentration: 3\ 

Weatber: OVercast 

Clock Ti8e 

min:Bec 

Ta. Fro. 
Application of 

Fa" 

min:eec 

Ob••rvation. 

0:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray 

0:04 0:03 Foam conwnenced a clockwise swirl 

0.19 0:18 SO, of fuel area covered with foam 

0:55 0:54 100' of fusl area covered with foam 

2:01 2:00 Foam off tray 

Ta. Fro. Start 
of Burnback 

7:01 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

7:08 0:07 Small flames spread acrOBS top Burface of 
foam to the centre of the tray 

7:15 0:14 25' of the foam surface involved in 
eparee large flames 

7:17 0: 16 Flame. reach the far edge of the tray 

7:18 0:17 " burnb.ck (p.ak flare radiation) 
lOt of the fa...urfac. inYo1yed in 
.par•• 1arg. f1.... 

7:25 0:24 100' of the tray edge alight 

7:38 0:37 Flames burnt out in the centre of the 
tray, only very Bmall flames remain at 
the tray edge 

9:00 1:59 All aurface and edge flames burnt out 

12:43 5:42 Burnback flame removed 

13: SO 6:49 25' burnback 

14:15 7:14 50' burnback 

14:30 7:29 75\ burnb.ck 

14:36 7:35 100' burnback 
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BURHBACK TEST ONLY 

Tnt Nuab.rs 41 Foa•• AFFF(l) 

Application Rat•• 4 lpm/aqm ConcentratioDI 3' 

W.atherl Sunny, still 

Clock Tiae 

min:Bec 

Tia.Fro. 
Application of 

Fa.. 

min:Bec 

Ob••rvatioD. 

0:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray 

0:06 0:05 Foam commenced a clockwise swirl 

0: 10 0:09 50\ of fuel area covered with foam 

0:37 0:36 100\ of fuel area covered with foam 

2:01 2 :00 Foam off tray 

Tia. Fro. start 
of lIuruback 

7:01 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam 

7:10 0:09 Small flamee around 50\ of tray edge, 
amall flamee ghoeting acro•• top layer of 
foam blanket 

7:20 0: 19 Small flamee around 100\ of tray edge 

7:35 0:34 15\ of tray area involved in large flame. 

7:50 0:49 Larger flames present along 50\ of tray 
edge 

8:50 1:49 25\ of the foam surface involved in larg. 
flame. 

8:54 1:53 12\ buruback (p.ak flare radiation) 
35\ of th. fo..."rfac. in"ol".d in lal"J. 
U .... 

9:35 2:34 All surface flames burnt out, small 
flames remain around 50\ of the trll}' edge 

9:50 2:49 A 5\ hole opens up in the foam blanket 
away from burnhack flame 

10:00 2:59 Burnback flame removed 

10: 02 3: 01 Hole ignit••, burnback proceed. from 2 
.eparate areas 

10:12 3: 11 25\ buruback 

10: 19 3:18 50\ buruback 

10:25 3:24 75\ buruback 

10:35 3:34 100\ buruback 
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BURNBACK TEST ONLY 

T.at Nwoi>er. 42 Fa... FFFP (l ) 

Application Rat•• 4 lpm/Bqm ConcentratioDl 3\ 

Clock Tiae 

min:sfil:c 

Tia. Pro. 
Application of 

Fa.. 

min:aec 

Ob••rvations 

0:01 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
side of the tray 

0:05 0:04 Foam commenced a clockwise swirl 

0:13 0:12 50\ of fuel area covered with foam 

0:41 0:40 100\ of fu .. l area covered with foam 

2:00 1:59 Foam off tray 

Till. Fro. start 
of lIurnback 

7:01 0:00 Burnback flame applied to foam, ittmed i at .. 
Bpread of small flames over the foam 
surface and around the tray edqe 

7:14 0: 13 Small flames around 100\ of the trsy edge 

7:25 0:24 Large flames around 50\ of the tray edge 

8:01 1:00 16' burnback (p.ak fiar. radiation) 
25' of tray ar.a involv.d in large fl.... 

9:30 2:29 Nearly all flame. burnt out 

9:40 2:39 A small hole open. up in the foam blanket 
away from the burnback flam•. 

9:59 2:58 Hole increases to 10\ of foam blanket 
area 

10:00 2:59 Hole ignites 

10:13 3:12 Burnback flame removed, burnback proceed. 
from 2 Beparate areas 

10.28 3:27 25' burnback 

10.48 3:47 50' burnback 

11: 10 4:09 75' burnback 

11:37 4:36 100' burnback 
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I Ta.t Jru.bar. 43 Fo... AFFF(l) 

Application Rata. 4 Ipm/aqm 

W.athers Sunny 

Clock rt..a 

min:aec 

Tiae Fro. 
Application of 

Fo.. 

min:8ec 

Ob••r.at.iona 

0:00 Ignition 

1:00 0:00 Foam applied to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray, a clockwise foam swirl 
aat up 

1:44 0:44 90' axtinction 

1:53 0.53 95' axtinction 

2:08 1:08 99\ ext.inct.ioD, small area of flam•• on 
the foam surface in the centre of the 
tray, small flames around the tray edges 
mostly along the tray edge nearest to the 
firefighter 

2:39 1.39 Virtual extinction 

2:46 1:46 Foam jet traversed acrose the tray from 
left to right 

2:49 1:49 Flames in tha centre of the tray 
extinguiahed, jet across to the right 
hand side of the tray, jet traversed 
across the tray from right to left 

2:52 1:52 Foam application returned to tha rear of 
the left hand side of the tray, main are. 
of flaming now along the tray edge to the 
left of the firefighter 

3:25 2.25 Firefighter walks 60· anticlockwise, foam 
applied directly to the remaining flamea 
at the trll}' ed'Le 

3:38 2:38 Firefighter .tops walking 

4:00 3:00 Firefighter walks a further 30· 
anticlockwiee 

4:06 3:06 Firefightar atops walking 

4:07 3:07 100' extinction, foam application 
returned to the rear of the left hand 
aide of the tray 

4:37 3:37 Foam off trll}' 

Ta. Fro. start 
of aurnback 

9:07 0:00 Burnback flame applied to the foam 
blanket 

9:30 0:23 Small flame. around 50\ of the tray edge 

9:37 0:30 Small flames around 75' of the tray edge 

9:54 0:47 Small flamea around 100\ of the tray edge 
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11: 12 2:05 10\ of the top of the foam blanket 
damaged by small flames 

11:48 2:41 10\ of the foam blanket involved in 
Bparse large flamee 

12: 48 3:41 15\ of the foam blanket involved in large 
sparse flames, 50\ of the tray edge 
involved in large flames 

14:05 4:53 19\ burnback (peak flare radiation) 
25\ of the fo.. blanket involved in large 
.par•• flaa•• , 50\ of the tray edge 
involved in large fl .... , flames die down 
slightly 

14:51 5 : 44 25\ burnback 

14:53 5 : 46 Burnback flame removed, 10\ hole in the 
foam blanket opened up away from the 
burnback flame, burnback developing along 
the right hand aide of the tray 

15:00 5:53 Hole ignites 

15:07 6:00 50\ burnback 

15:15 6:08 75\ burnback 

15: 20 6:13 100\ burnback (ob.erved) 
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